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PREFACE

Averroes is primarily known for his many commentaries on Aristotle's
works and for his Tahdfut al-Tahafut, "The Incoherence of the
Incoherence." He was also the author of a number of independent
treatises dealing with a variety of philosophical and theological topics.
These treatises contain answers to questions addressed to Averroes or
solutions to problems posed by him. In them Averroes usually
develops his own views on the topic under discussion and, when
necessary, refutes opinions he holds to be erroneous.
The Ma'amar be-'Esem ha-Galgal (De Substantia Orbis) is a collection
of such treatises which have as their common subject-matter the
nature and properties of the heavens. No longer extant in Arabic, the
work has been preserved in Hebrew and Latin translations made
independently of one another from the Arabic original. The Hebrew
translation is composed of six treatises, five of which appear in the
Latin version.
The Hebrew translation from the Arabic is the work of an anonymous
translator. It has reached us in a number of complete and partial
manuscripts in a recension made by Moses ben Joshua of Narbonne
(called Narboni, d. 1362). In addition to the anonymous Hebrew
translation of the complete work, there has come down to us an
independent translation of the third chapter made from the Arabic by
Solomon ibn Ayyub (fl. middle of thirteenth century).
The Latin translation from the Arabic seems to have been made by
Michael Scotus in the first half of the thirteenth century. It has been
preserved in over eighty complete and partial manuscripts and in a
number of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century printed editions. It
appeared in Manuel Alonso's edition of Alvaro de Toledo's
Commentario al "de substantia orbis," published in 1941, and in
Antonio Poppi's edition of Pietro Pomponazzi's Super libello de
substantia orbis expositio, published in 1966. The manuscripts and
most of the printed editions of the Latin version contain the five
chapters of Scotus' translation, but in some of the sixteenth-century
editions there appear two additional chapters translated from the
Hebrew into Latin by Abraham of Balmes. The first of these
additional chapters was translated from the sixth chapter of the
anonymous Hebrew translation; the second from a text that has only
recently been discovered. The five chapters of Scotus' version were
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translated from Latin into Hebrew by Judah Romano (early
fourteenth century).
The present volume contains a critical edition of the anonymous
Hebrew translation of the De Substantia Orbis and an English
translation of the work, with an introduction, explanatory notes and a
Hebrew-Latin glossary. For the preparation of this edition I had at my
disposal complete and partial manuscripts of the anonymous Hebrew
translation, the chapter translated by Ibn Ayyub, and, for purposes of
comparison, a sample of the early printed Latin editions and of the
text appearing in Alonso's volume. The linguistic similarity between
Hebrew and Arabic justifies the use of the Hebrew version, in
preference to the Latin, as the basic text for the English translation.
Since, however, the Latin is an independent translation from the
Arabic original, I did not hesitate to use it when it proved to be of
help. Thus I made use of the Latin translation in those instances in
which the Hebrew text was corrupt or defective while the Latin version
had preserved the correct reading, as well as in those instances in
which, while the Hebrew text was intelligible, the Latin seemed to have
preserved a reading more in harmony with the drift of Averroes'
argument. In the first case I felt free to correct or supplement the text
of the Hebrew manuscripts in accordance with the reading of the
Latin; in the second, I retained the text of the Hebrew manuscripts in
my critical edition, but based my translation on the Latin. However,
whenever it became necessary to deviate from the text of the Hebrew
manuscripts in any way, my reasons for doing so are recorded in a
footnote. Corrections of the text of the Hebrew manuscripts and
supplements to it based on the Latin are indicated in my edition by
asterisks, and the few instances in which I had to change the text on
the basis of conjecture are included in square brackets. My edition is
accompanied by two critical apparatuses: one listing the variants of
the Hebrew manuscripts, the other the variants between the Hebrew
and the Latin editions used. In the latter case, I translated the Latin
variants into Hebrew.
In preparing the English translation I considered it my primary task to
provide the modern reader with an accurate and readable version of
Averroes' text. At the same time I attempted to preserve the linguistic
niceties and the stylistic peculiarities of the original, insofar as this was
possible within the confines of proper English usage. Thus, I retained
Averroes' rather involved sentence structure in most instances, but I
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did not hesitate to divide sentences when the need for clarity
demanded it. I also permitted myself to supplement the translation
when necessary to elucidate the meaning of a passage or to disclose the
structure of an argument. Such additions are enclosed in square
brackets.
The explanatory notes are provided to aid the reader in understanding
Averroes' text. In them, I have analyzed discussions, outlined
arguments, and examined philosophic issues, besides explaining terms
and linguistic usages. Reference is made to the writings of Averroes
and the works of other authors. Insofar as I was aware of them, I have
referred to passages in Aristotle's writings in which the discussions of
Averroes had their origin or on which he drew in his exposition. In
preparing these notes I made use of Narboni's Hebrew commentary on
the De Substantia Orbis and of the Latin commentaries of Alvaro de
Toledo and John of Jandun. AH these commentaries contain much
relating to the discussion of the topics of the De Substantia Orbis by
philosophers subsequent to Averroes, but in my notes I have limited
myself to those passages that were of immediate help for the
clarification of Averroes' text.
The present volume was completed many years ago, but its publication
has unfortunately been delayed by lack of adequate funding. It is,
therefore, with a special sense of gratitude that I record the learned
societies and foundations that made the publication of this work
possible. I wish to thank the Mediaeval Academy of America and the
Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities for jointly sponsoring the
publication of this volume. The American Academy for Jewish
Research through its Epstein Fund, the J. A. Melnick Foundation, the
National Foundation for Jewish Culture, and the Gustav Wurzweiler
Foundation generously provided publication grants, and my thanks
are extended to them as well. Finally, I am indebted to the American
Philosophical Society which, at an earlier stage of my work, provided
a research grant that permitted me to examine manuscripts in
European libraries.
It is my pleasant duty to acknowledge the gracious help I received
from the following libraries and their librarians: Bibliotheque
Nationale, Paris; Bodleian Library, Oxford; British Museum, London;
Columbia University Library, New York; Harvard University Library,
Cambridge, Mass.; Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary of
America, New York; Jewish National and University Library,
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Jerusalem; New York Public Library, New York; Preussische
Staatsbibliothek, Berlin; Staatsbibliothek, Munich; Vatican Library;
and Yeshiva University Library, New York.
Important as were subventions and library resources, it was the advice
and support of teachers, colleagues and friends that were
indispensable for this project. First and foremost, I wish to
acknowledge a debt of many years to my teacher and mentor, the late
Professor Harry A. Wolfson, who first initiated me into the field of
Medieval Philosophy and who gave generously of his unparalleled
learning and his keen insight into the intricacies of medieval
philosophic texts at every stage of this work. Professor Wolfson still
saw the final version of this volume and his sage and judicious advice
contributed much to solving many difficult problems. I am also grateful
to "Oil TIO Professor Saul Lieberman V"T for all I learned from
him and for his interest and support as my work progressed. My
thanks are extended to the following colleagues who helped me in a
variety of ways: to Professor Salo W. Baron, professor emeritus at
Columbia University and past president of the American Academy for
Jewish Research, for his interest over the years; to Professor Paul O.
Kristeller, professor emeritus at Columbia University and a past
president of the Mediaeval Academy of America, for discussing with
me the Renaissance commentators on the De Substantia Orbis and for
directing my attention to uncatalogued Latin manuscripts of the work;
to Professor Shlomo Pines, professor emeritus at the Hebrew
University, Jerusalem, for discussing with me aspects of the work
during the year in which I served as visiting professor at that
university; and to the late Professor Gershom Scholem for arranging
the cosponsorship of this volume during his tenure as president of the
Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities. Dr Paul Meyvaert,
executive secretary of the Mediaeval Academy of America, gave
generously of his time and knowledge at all phases of this work. Mr S.
Reem, editor, and Mrs Y. Glikson, both of the Israel Academy,
expertly performed the required editorial tasks and faithfully saw the
volume through press. Finally, it is, my special pleasure to express my
gratitude to Mr Harry Starr, president of the Lucius N. Littauer
Foundation, for many years of friendship and generous help. All of
these teachers, friends and colleagues have done much to improve the
quality of this tvolume. Any shortcomings that it still possesses are, of
course, my own. ; , .
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I dedicate this volume to the members of my immediate family: my
parents of blessed memory, my wife Ruth, a scholar in her own right,
and our children, Jeremy Saul, Michael Samuel, and Joseph Isaiah.
Their love, devotion, and patience informs every page of this volume.

Yeshiva University
New York
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INTRODUCTION

I. MANUSCRIPTS, PRINTED EDITIONS AND COMMENTARIES

This critical edition was prepared from five of the seven complete
manuscripts of the anonymous Hebrew translation of Averroes' De
Substantia Orbis listed by Steinschneider, two partial manuscripts of
the same translation,1 and three manuscripts of the chapter translated
by Solomon ibn Ayyub.2 In addition I had at my disposal three of the
fifteenth- and sixteenth-century printed editions of the Latin
translation and the Latin text appearing in Manuel Alonso's edition of
Alvaro de Toledo's Commentario al "de substantia orbis."

1. The Hebrew Manuscripts
The Hebrew manuscripts are:
X Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, No. 918, foil. 166v-179v.3

3 Rome, Vatican, Urb. 41, foil. 115r-136r.<
1 Munich, No. 31, foil. 287v-315r.5

1 Cf.SteinschneideTtDieHebraischenUbersetzungendesMittelaltersunddieJuden
als Dolmetscher (Berlin, 1893; reprint: Graz, 1956), pp. 179 (Steinschneider 6)
and 183. Steinschneider's listing is somewhat unclear, for one gains the
impression that only the manuscripts listed on p. 183 contain the De
Substantia Orbis. However, the catalogues reveal that some of the manuscripts
listed on p. 179 also contain all or part of the work. If we examine
Steinschneider's list on p. 179, omitting those manuscripts that also appear on
p. 183, the following picture emerges: Berlin 112, cf. below, MS T; Munich 36,
cf. below, MS 0; Steinschneider 6 (now Jewish Theological Seminary of
America, No. 2311), cf. below, MS '; other manuscripts, of which the
catalogues do not record whether they contain any part of the work.

2 Ibn Ayyub's translation appears as an appendix to his Hebrew translation of
Averroes' Middle Commentary on De Caelo in some of the manuscripts of that
work. Cf. Steinschneider, Hebraische Obersetzungen, pp. 128-129, Unaware that
this appendix is identical with chapter 3 of the De Substantia Orbis,
Steinschneider was led, in my opinion, to a wrong theory concerning the
composition of the work. Cf. below, pp. 14-15, and the article cited below, n. 20.
H. A. Wolfson was the first to note that the appendix to the Middle Commentary
on De Caelo is identical with chapter 3 of the De Substantia Orbis and he kindly
brought this fact to my attention.

3 Cf. H. Zotenberg, Catalogues des Manuscrits Htbreux et Samaritains de la
Bibliotheque Imperiale (Paris, 1866), No. 918.

4 Cf. St Ev. Assemanus et Jos. Sim. Assemanus, Bibliothecae Vaticanae Codd.
MSS. Catalogus (Rome, 1756), No. 41.

5 Cf. M. Steinschneider, Die HebrBischen Handschriften der K. Ho/- und Staats-
biblbthek in MUnchen2 (Munich, 1895), No. 31.

13
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T Harvard, MS Heb. 42, foil. 258r-260v. Ibn Ayyub's translation
of chapter 3.6

n Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, No. 957, foil. 24v-42v.7

T Berlin, No. 112, fol. 7v. A manuscript of chapter 5.8

t3 Munich, No. 36, foil. 220v-221v. A manuscript of chapters 4 and
5.'

' New York, Jewish Theological Seminary of America, No. 2311,
foil. 38r-70v.'°

V Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, No. 945, foil. 114v-117r. Ibn
Ayyub's translation of chapter 3."

0 Munich, No. 31, foil. 102v-105r. Ibn Ayyub's translation of
chapter 3.12

Of the other two complete manuscripts mentioned by Steinschneider,
the Turin manuscript13 is no longer extant and the Petersburg
manuscript was unavailable to me because of world conditions.14

2. The Printed Latin Texts
The printed Latin texts used appear in the following works:
2? Commentario al "de substantia orbis" de Averroes, por Alvaro de

Toledo, ed. P. Manuel Alonso, S.J. (Madrid, 1941).
j? Aristoteles, Opera Latine cum commentariis Averrois, recensuit

Nicolatus Vernia (Venetiis, 1483).
T Aristotelis, Omnia quae extant opera, et Averrois Cordubensis in

ea opera, omnes, qui ad haec usque tempora pervenere
commentarii (Venetiis, apud Iuntas, 1562-1574), IX.

6 Cf. M. Glatzer and Ch. Berlin, Hebrew Manuscripts in the Houghton Library of
Harvard College (Cambridge, Mass., 1975), Heb. 42.

7 Cf. Zotenberg, Catalogues, No. 957. ,,
8 Cf. M. Steinschneider, Die Handschriften-Verzeichnisse der Jconiglichen

Bibliothek zu Berlin, II: Verzeichnisse der Hebraischen Handschriften (Berlin,
1878), No. 112.

9 Cf. Steinschneider, Hebraische Handschriften... Munchen, No. 36.
10 Cf. S. Feldman, Philosophy Manuscripts from the Library of the Jewish

Theological Seminary of America (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1974), No. 2311.
11 Cf. Zotenberg, Catalogues, No. 945. Cf. also M. Beit-Arid & C. Sirat,

Manuscrits medievaux en caractires hibraiques, II (Jerusalem-Paris, 1979), No.
39.

12 Cf. Steinschneider, Hebraische Handschriften...Munchen, No. 31.
13 Cf. Codices Manuscripti, Biblioth. R. Taurinensis etc., recensuerunt Jos.

Pasinus: Vol. I,(Turin, 1749), No. 147.
14 Cf. Firkowitsch, Handschr. Catalog der mss, I. Sammlung, welche jetzt in Pet.,

No. 433.

14
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ID Ioannes de Ianduno, In libris Aristotelis De Caelo et Mundo...,
quibus adiecimus Averrois sermonem de Substantia Orbis, cum
eiusdem Ioanni commentario ac questionibus (Venetiis, apud H.
Scotus, 1552).

3. The Hebrew Translation and Its Arrangement
The Hebrew text of the De Substantia Orbis appears as an independent
part of a collection known as D^Jnun D'BJmn "physical questions,"
or nvnbxai nwaoa D'IPVn "questions concerning physical and
metaphysical subjects."15 This collection contains a number of
independent works, by Averroes and other authors, dealing with
questions occasioned by Aristotle's physical and metaphysical
writings.16 The unity of the collection is provided by the common
subject-matter of its independent parts. Neither the order of the
component treatises of the total collection nor their number is the
same in the various manuscripts.
The complete Hebrew manuscripts of the De Substantia Orbis on
which this edition and translation is based contain an anonymous
translation of the lost Arabic original." A part of this original was
composed in Morocco in the year A.H. 574, that is, in 1178/79.18

The complete Hebrew text has reached us in the recension of Moses
ben Joshua of Narbonne. In this recension the work is arranged into
three treatises, the third of which, in turn, is subdivided into three
chapters."
Narboni's text represents the final medieval redaction of the
anonymous Hebrew translation.20 At first the name DXJD 1DK0

15 Cf. Steinschneider, Hebraische Obersetzungen, pp. 178 fF.
16 Ibid For a similar collection of logical writings, cf. Steinschneider, Hebraische

Obersetzungen. pp. 96 fF.
17 The style of the translation, typical usages, such as H33 translating the Arabic

_>«*, and the appearance of the term fhiaVN, leave no doubt that the
translation was made from the Arabic. This is also apparent from a number of
mistranslations appearing in the Hebrew text. Cf. below, p. 24, and chap. 1, n.
59. Texts a ,V ,T contain an independent translation from the Arabic. Cf.
below, pp. 21-22 and 23-24.

18 Cf. p. 137. This date and place of composition apply with certainty only to
chapter 6.

19 For reasons which will appear below, I have divided my edition into six
independent chapters.

20 I have discussed the history and transmission of this text in my article "The
Composition and Transmission of Averroes' Ma'amar be-'Esem ha-Gatgal,"
Studies and Essays in Honor of Abraham A. Neuman (Philadelphia, 1963), pp.

15
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7J7JH was applied only to the treatise which appears as chapter 1 of the
present edition. In time, five independent treatises dealing with the
nature of the celestial element were added. Four of these additional
treatises were combined into a larger treatise which, in turn, was
subdivided into three chapters. This text, composed of three major
treatises, was the one which reached Narboni. Narboni rearranged the
third treatise, producing the final medieval redaction. Narboni also
seems to have been the redactor who applied the name 7J7JH QXMIDXO
to the Hebrew collection as a whole.
Since the De Substantia Orbis appears to be composed of six originally
independent treatises, I preferred a division into six chapters to
Narboni's arrangement. A comparison of the arrangement of the
present edition with that of Narboni is made in the following table:

TABLE 1

Present Edition Narboni's Edition

Chapter 1 First Treatise
Chapter 2 Third Treatise, Chapter 1
Chapter 3 Third Treatise, Chapter 2 (First

Part)
Chapter 4 Third Treatise, Chapter 3
Chapter 5 Second Treatise
Chapter 6 Third Treatise, Chapter 2 (Second

Part)

In the complete Hebrew manuscripts the text is accompanied by
Narboni's commentary. The text is subdivided into small paragraphs,
each of which is followed by the relevant portion of the commentary.
Each paragraph is introduced by the phrase TUH px 1OX which I
omitted in the text of this edition but recorded in the Hebrew critical
apparatus. Narboni's commentary, completed in 1349,21 contains two
introductory paragraphs. One of these precedes the third treatise, the
other the second chapter of the third treatise:22

299-307. The remarks which follow are discussed and documented in this
article.

21 Cf. Steinschneider, Hebraische Obersetzungen. p. 187.
22 A section of the first of these introductory paragraphs is cited below, p. 17,

n. 27.

16
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In Narboni's edition the various treatises and chapters carry their own
superscription- or number. Narboni's first treatise is entitled "A
Treatise by the Philosopher Averroes Concerning the Substance of the
Sphere."23 The second treatise24 has as its superscription "The
Philosopher [Averroes] also Wrote a Letter Concerning This Subject
and It is the Following."25 The third treatise carries no special
heading, but each of its subdivisions is called First, Second and Third
Chapter26 respectively. In addition, Narboni describes the contents of
each of the chapters of the third treatise in the first of the above-
mentioned introductory paragraphs. The first chapter of the third
treatise, he writes, deals with Aristotle's view that the celestial body is
not composite;27 the second explains in what sense it is simple;28 and
the third establishes that it is neither light nor heavy.21*

4. The Latin Translation and Its Arrangement
The Latin translation from the Arabic, which seems to have been
made between 1227 and 1231,'" appears to be the work of Michael
Scotus." This translation, usually called the Old Latin, contains the
first five chapters of the DeSubstantia Orbis. It was later supplemented
by two chapters translated from the Hebrew by Abraham of Balmes."
The first of these supplementary chapters was translated from our

23 "7jVjn Dxra iioiV'sn TOTI px1? naxa.
24 Chapter 5 in the present edition.
25 nxT N'm HTV nnx mix nsnn ana TO.
26 'i3i |wm naxa.
27 sawa Vyisa pooiK mira -vox Nim nnxn unmn naoa ia iiprr \wvrtn naxan

ims'sna 'ion nrs n^ia: mixnip b"~\ aaiia vhi "a^aipn niin&D V'i 'saun.
28 irx "a'aip.i otinw ' j i n .OUPD WHIP sim •'wn » m n nao ia jrr w n naxam

nVnaa misa naina sin DNI ia E>D:I naina aaiia.
29 naa s^i Vp.sV xinu/a naon ia jn' w^ivrt nanam.
30 Cf. R. de Vaux, "La Premiere Entree d'Averroes chez Ies Latins," Revue ties

Sciences Philosophiques el Theologiques, XXII (1933), 193-245, passim.
31 Ibid.. 222-223. Cf. E. Renan, Averroes el I'averroisme, in: Oeuvres Completes

de Ernest Renan, ed. H. Psichari, III (Paris, 1949), pp. 167 ff., and
Steinschneider, Hebraische Cbersetzungen, p. 182, and p. 182, n. 554. De Vaux
agrees with Renan (Steinschneider) that Michael Scotus is the probable
translator. However, he rejects Renan's'arguments and substitutes others of
his own.

32 Of the Latin texts used, only T contains these two additional chapters. They
arc introduced by the following superscription: "Haec duo scquentia capita,
ab Abramo dc Balmcs latinate donata, quanquam ab hoc tractatu separata
cssc videantur, cum iam ci finis sit impositus: quia tamen in cadem vcrsantur
re, in qua ct priora: idco ipsa sextum ct scptimum tractatus huius capita
constituimus."

17
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chapter 6, the second from a text recently discovered by Professor
Helen Tunik Goldstein."
The title of the Latin version, which appears with slight variation in all
the texts, is De Substantia Orbis. In the introduction to text X the work
is referred to as "librum Averrois de substancia orbis"34 and at the end
of chapter 1 of the same text the work is called "sermo de substancia
orbis."is In text p> the name of the work appears at the top of each
page. It is known as "liber Averrois de substantia orbis." At the end of
chapter 1 of this text it is called "sermo de substantia orbis" and at the
end of chapter 5 "libellus de substantia orbis." In text T the title of the
work, as well as the title mentioned at the end of chapter 1, is "sermo
de substantia orbis," and at the end of chapter 5 it is called "libellus de
substantia orbis." Text U; refers to the book in the same way as text 1.
The majority of the Latin texts are divided in accordance with the five
chapters they contain.16 Text X, which is accompanied by the
commentary of Alvaro de Toledo, deviates from this scheme in that it
is divided into three chapters. In this text each chapter is subdivided
into paragraphs of varying length, and each paragraph is accompanied
by the relevant portion of the commentary. Text p is subdivided into
five unnumbered chapters. Text 1, which is divided into seven
chapters, contains the five original chapters together with the above-
mentioned two supplementary chapters. In this text each of the
chapters is headed by a brief description of its contents.37 Text tP,

33 Cf. Helen Tunik Goldstein, "New Hebrew Manuscript Sources for Averroean
Texts," Journal of Near Eastern Studies. XXXVIII (1979), 29-31. I plan to
publish the Hebrew text of this chapter together with the study it requires at a
future time.

34 Cf. Alonso, ed., Commentario. p. 33.
35 Ibid., p. 128.
36 That the Latin version was already composed of five chapters early in its

history is attested by a manuscript dated 1243. Cf. de Vaux, Revue des
Sciences. XXII, 223-224.

37 The superscriptions of the whole work and the component chapters are as
follows:

Averrois Cordubensis Sermo Dc Substantia Orbis nupcr cast igatus.ctduobus
capitulis nuctiis.
Cap. I. De Substantia Cacli, eiusquc forma, ac materia.
Cap. 2. De natura corporis caelestis, quo pacto sit simplex non compositum,

non grave, ncquc leve: ac pluribus ipsis accidentibus.
Cap. 3. Formam cacli virtutcm esse non in corporc: ipsumque simplex cssc,

non compositum: ciusque virtutcm, in actione finitam,infinitoaeternoquc
tempore mov'ere.

Cap. 4. Quo pacto necessaria sit motus cacli continuatio cum his inferioribus.

18
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which is accompanied by the commentary of John of Jandun, is
divided into five chapters, and each chapter is subdivided into
paragraphs. Each paragraph is followed by the relevant portion of
Jandun's commentary. Each of the five chapters carries the same
superscription as the corresponding chapter in text 1.
A comparison of the arrangement of the present edition with that of
the Latin texts is made in the following table:

HEBREW

Present Edition

Chapter 1
2

3
4

5

6
—

TABLE

1
2
3
4

Part I (pp. 243-254)

4
Part II (pp. 255-268)

—

—

2

?

1
2
3
4

5

—

—

LATIN

T

1
2

3
4

5

6
7

1
2

3
4

5

—

—

5. The Hebrew Texts
Proceeding to a more detailed description of the Hebrew
manuscripts,38 we note that, excepting a ,"? , V all seem to go back to
the same manuscript source. Our base manuscript K, written on
parchment, dates from the fifteenth century.40 It is written in Spanish
Rabbinic characters by the same hand. It is divided into regular
columns of forty-two lines, two columns to a page. Marginal

Cup. 5. Dc caeli simplicitatc. ac spiritualilate.
Cap. 6. Corpora caelestia non componi ex materia et forma.
Cap. 7. Quacsitum, quo ostendit.quomodo corpora caelestia, cum suntfinita,

ct possibilia ex se, acquirant ab alio actcrnitatem.
38 For help in identifying the scripts of the Hebrew manuscripts and their

dates, I am indebted to the late Professor Alexander Marx and the late
Mr Morris Lutsky.

39 For manuscripts 0, V, 1, cf. below, pp. 21-22 and 23-24.
40 Cf. Zotcnbcrg, Catalogues, No. 918.

19
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comments, which supply missing words and phrases or correct the
text, appear in thirteen places of the text and there are some interlinear
corrections.41 With one exception they are written by a second hand. In
his orthography, the scribe prefers in most instances the defective form
of spelling to the plene form.42 To indicate that a word is to be omitted,
he places two (sometimes three) dots or a line over the affected word.
Marginal notes to be added to the text are marked by supralinear
loops.
Manuscript 3, written on parchment, dates from the fifteenth
century.43 It is written in Spanish Rabbinic characters by the same
hand. Each page has one column of twenty-nine lines. Marginal notes,
written by the original scribe, appear in two places in the manuscript.
One of the notes indicates a lacuna in the" text, the other provides an
explanation. The scribe of this manuscript prefers the plene spelling to
the defective.44 To signify that a word is to be omitted,-he places a line
over the affected word.
Comparing manuscripts X and a, we find that, on the whole, they both
represent the same text. The contents of the two manuscripts are so
alike that it is safe to say that one was copied from the other or that
both go back to the same manuscript source. There exist two major
orthographic differences between the two manuscripts: a reads VsiD
where X reads Vs?D and a reads '31ST where X reads W
Manuscript 5, written on parchment, dates from the sixteenth
century.45 It is written in German cursive characters by the same hand.
Each page contains one column of thirty lines. Marginal letters,
written by the original scribe, appear in thirteen places. The only
function of these letters is to supply lacking grammatical endings to
the last word of a given line. Because of this special function they
appear only in the left margin.46 The scribe of this manuscript prefers
the plene spelling.

4! In describing the manuscripts I have limited myself to those portions which
contain the text of the De Substantia Orbis only.

42 E.g., "WDK ,:mnn ,inn ,-ixn ,mn .nna.
43 Cf. St Ev. Assemanus and Jos. Sim. Assemanus, Bibliothecae Vaticanae...

Catalogus, No. 41.
44 E.g., "HPD'N ,a"ina ,nmn .nxw ,nnn .nrro.
45 Cf. Steinschneider, Die Hebraischen Handschriften...in MUnchen. No. 31.

From a date appearing in the first section of the work (fol. 102),
Steinschneider dates this manuscript 1550. He describes the manuscript as
"sehr unkorrekt." f

46 E.g., the text has'^Ksaan and the margin supplies the missing D. I did not
record such additions in my critical apparatus.
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This manuscript differs from the first two in three major ways. Firstly,
it omits a number of passages found in the first two texts. Secondly, it
contains a number of flagrant mistakes in the spelling and grouping of
words.47 Thirdly, it includes corrections of what the scribe considered
grammatical mistakes.4" In addition, variations in tenses, in the
conjugation of verbs, and in conjunctions account for a number of
differences between this manuscript and the first two.49 There are
orthographic peculiarities, for example, letters rather than words are
used for numbers; DiVoiBOIX appears instead of IDO'IN or puonx;
YH3DX instead of TUSCAN; and NJD px instead of '3D px. Like
manuscript 3, it prefers bins to bSD and 'J12H to V"l. Among the other
manuscripts it is closest akin to \ and it has some affinity with 3.
However, the evidence indicates that this manuscript represents a line
of transmission different from that of the other manuscripts.
Manuscript 1, which appears as an appendix to the Hebrew translation
of Averroes' Middle Commentary on De Caelo, is identical with the
third chapter of the De Substantia Orbis.™ Written on parchment, it
dates from c. 1400. It is written in Spanish Rabbinic characters (of
some Italian influence) by the same hand. Each page contains one
column of twenty-four lines. No marginal notes or additions appear in
this text.
This manuscript contains an independent translation from the Arabic.
Whenever the anonymous Hebrew translation differs from the Latin
version, manuscript T has the tendency to agree with the Latin rather
than with the Hebrew. This suggests the possibility that "7, as perhaps
the Latin, represents a version of the Arabic original different from
that on which the anonymous Hebrew translation was based. Though
generally agreeing in subject-matter and general sentence structure
with all the other Hebrew manuscripts, 1 differs from them in having
its own technical terminology.51 However, this terminology is in

47 E.g., nmsa pom in place of ixsipatpi and nxnpna in place of nnnpna. These
instances seem to indicate carelessness on the part of the scribe or lack of
familiarity with the subject-matter.

48 E.g., where the first two manuscripts have the participle 33110 with the subject
0"»'aipn O'»"un, MS 1 has the grammatically more correct D'33iin. However
this grammatical zeal carries the scribe too far at times. Thus, we find
•"B'awn rather than the correct "O'aiPn as adjective modifying onjn.

49 E.g., •\x?mmw instead of lViava;, naxtp instead of nax'tp, and max tax instead
of o:»xi.

50, Cf. above, n. 2.
51 This terminology is recorded below, in the Hebrew-Latin Glossary.
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agreement with that of the Hebrew of the Middle Commentary on De
Caelo to which this treatise is appended. It is thus virtually certain that
this appendix was translated by Samuel ibn Ayyub, the translator of
the Commentary. The appendix carries its own superscription."
Manuscript n, written on paper, dates from the end of the fifteenth or
the beginning of the sixteenth century." It is written in Provencal
Rabbinic characters by the same hand. Each page contains one
column of thirty lines. The text of this manuscript has no marginal
additions. The scribe has no preference in spelling, sometimes using
plene and sometimes defective. Omissions are indicated by the use of
two dots over the affected word.
Generally speaking, this manuscript belongs to the line of
transmission represented by manuscripts K and 3. When these differ, n
agrees with X rather than with 3. With X it prefers V'T to mxi, and VVD
to Vi?1D. It has more omissions than the first two manuscripts. It has
been damaged by water, but this does not affect its legibility.
Manuscript T contains chapter 5 accompanied by Narboni's
commentary.54 Copied on parchment, it dates from the fifteenth
century. It is written by one hand in small square Rabbinic characters.
The headings are written in larger square characters. Each page
contains one column of fifty-three lines each. The manuscript of this
text has no marginal additions. The scribe has no preference in
spelling, sometimes using plene and sometimes defective. Since this
manuscript is short, it is difficult to determine an affinity with other
manuscripts.
Manuscript U contains chapters 4 and 5 unaccompanied by Narboni's
commentary." Copied on parchment, it dates from c. 1500." It is
written by one hand in Spanish Rabbinic characters with oriental
influence and a tendency to cursiveness. The headings are written in
square characters. Each page contains one column of forty-two lines.
Marginal notations by the original scribe appear in three places. Two

52 ...Tm'an run 'Nn inxan 7103 max "I»N nVx©n bs Y'2 Dann inx "The
philosopher Averroes states concerning the question which he mentioned at
the end of the first treatise of this commentary [Middle Commentary on De
Caelo]...".

53 Cf. Zotenberg, Catalogues, No. 957.
54 Steinschneider, Die Handschriften-Verzeichnisse...zu Berlin. No. 112.
55 Cf. Steinschneider, Die Hebraischen Handschriften...in Munchen, No. 36.
56 Steinschneider (ibid.) mentions that a part of the manuscript preceding the

chapters of the De Substantia Orbis was written in Constantinople in 1480.
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of these supply a letter that is illegible in the text and the third contains
a variant. In addition, a second hand wrote JV̂ Dn >̂V3 above nViDO in
two places of this text and n"33 above nb>130 ViVa in one place. The
scribe of this manuscript prefers the plene spelling.
Generally speaking, this manuscript belongs to the line of
transmission represented by manuscripts n ,3 ,x. In a few places,
however, it has some affinity to 1 and \ It prefers VyD to bv\5 and V'T
to ^ISI. It is characterized by a large number of omissions.
Manuscript \ written on paper, dates from the fifteenth century." It is
written in Spanish Rabbinic characters by the same hand. Each page
contains one column of twenty-eight lines. Marginal additions by four
hands, differing from the writing of the original scribe, appear in
numerous places. The last of these additions, in Hebrew and Latin,
were made by Steinschneider.58 In his orthography the scribe prefers
the plene spelling. Additions to the text are usually marked by
supralinear loops.
This manuscript belongs to the line of transmission represented by ,X
n ,3. Of these three manuscripts it is closest to 3. In a number of minor
points it also has an affinity with X With 3 and J it prefers VJHD to VVD

and '31ST to V'l. Beginning with folio 53, the paper of this manuscript
has deteriorated, and in some places as much as one-eighth of the page
is missing. As a result of water damage the ink of this manuscript has
faded in a number of places.
Manuscript b is written on parchment, and the section of the
manuscript book in which it appears is dated 1398.59 It is written in
Spanish Rabbinic characters by one hand. 10X appearing at the
beginning is written in large square characters. Each page contains one
column of twenty-seven lines. Marginal notes, written by the original
scribe, appear in three places. Two of these supply words which the
scribe had omitted; the third gives a textual variant. In several places,
omitted letters or words appear above the line, and two dots indicate
that words which have been run together should be separated. The

57 Cf. Feldman, Philosophy Manuscripts...Library of the Jewish Theological
Seminary...,No. 2311. This manuscript was used by Steinschneider in the
preparation of his Hebraische Obersetzungen as his additions on the margins of
the manuscript attest.

58 Steinschneider's additions are not recorded in the critical apparatus.
59 Zotenberg, Catalogue. No. 945, and Beit-Arid & Sirat, Manuscrits midiivaux,

II, No. 39.
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scribe has no preference in spelling, sometimes using plene and
sometimes defective.
This manuscript belongs to the line of transmission represented by
manuscript T, showing a somewhat greater affinity to T than to a. The
scribe is given to abbreviations such as 0"3 (for X3'0 p), ,n"3 ,n"23
ri"2, and he uses letters to represent numbers.
Manuscript 0, written on parchment, dates from lSSO.^It is written in
German Rabbinic characters by one hand. Headings, which appear in
two places, are written in large square characters. Each page contains
one column of thirty lines. One marginal addition, written by the
original scribe, appears at the end of the manuscript to supply a
passage that he has omitted. The scribe has no preference in spelling,
sometimes using plene and sometimes defective.
This manuscript belongs to the line of transmission represented by "7,
showing a somewhat greater affinity to 1 than to b. The scribe
generally spells out words, though he uses the abbreviation n"3.
In summary, it appears that the complete Hebrew manuscripts and
partial manuscripts U ,T represent two lines of transmission of the same
translation. One line is represented by ' ,D ,T ,n ,3 ,X; the other by X Of
the first line, n ,3 ,N form a coherent subgroup while 0 and ' show
some affinity to a. The partial texts a ,b ,1 mark an independent
translation from the Arabic.
Before turning to the Latin texts, we should note that the anonymous
Hebrew version of the manuscripts contains a number of mis-
translations. It is characteristic of these mistranslations that the
translator, at times, read an Arabic form as active when it should be
taken as passive and vice versa." Since in Arabic the same form,
depending on the vowels, may be active or passive, it can be seen how
this kind of mistake arose. It must, however, be left open whether such
mistakes are the result of carelessness or of insufficient knowledge of
Arabic.

6. The Latin Texts
The Latin texts, as is evident from the Hebrew-Latin critical
apparatus, differ in many places from the Hebrew manuscripts and it
is possible that the Latin translation is based on a different version of
the Arabic original. Many of these differences are accounted for by

60 Steinschneider, Hebrdische Handschriften...Munchen, No. A.
61 Cf. below, chap. 1, n. 59.
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changes from singular to plural, changes in tenses and the addition or
omission of words such as nxT and nb>N. The Latin texts lack the fuller
conclusions and explanatory phrases of the Hebrew text.62 Among the
Latin texts themselves there exist many orthographic differences,
especially in respect to moods and tenses of verbs, prepositions and the
interchangeable uses of similar words." Misprints present special
problems in the orthography of the Latin texts.64

A more detailed analysis of the Latin texts yields the following
observations. Texts W ,T ,j? agree among themselves generally in their
deviations from the Hebrew translation. Text X, though on the whole
following the other Latin texts in their deviations from the Hebrew, in
a number of instances agrees with the Hebrew rather than with the
other Latin texts.65 Orthographic peculiarities of X are: the use of ci in
place of//66 and the use of e or ee in place of the feminine ending ae."
Alonso, the editor of X, refers to the text contained in Jandunus'
edition in several places, but no attempt seems to have been made to
establish a critical edition of text X. Certain obvious mistakes appear in
this edition of the text.68

Texts j? and IV require no special comment. Text "I, as has been
mentioned, contains two chapters not found in the other Latin texts,6''
as well as additions taken from the Hebrew, as Steinschneider has
already pointed out.
In addition to the Hebrew translation from the Arabic, there exists a
second Hebrew translation, made by Judah Romano (early fourteenth
century) from the Old Latin translation.70 In his translation Romano

62 Cf. ends of chapters.
63 It is outside the scope of this Introduction to provide a discussion of the

linguistic differences found among the Latin texts, but a few representative
examples will illustrate them: per divisioncm / ad divisionem; quod / ut; fuit
/ est; dcclaratum est / declarabitur; scd / tamen: ergo / igitur: illae / istae:
in quibus / quibus; quum / cum; nee / neque; apud / ab; in potentia /
potentia.

64 Since these misprints had no bearing on the Hebrew edition, they were
omitted from the Hebrew-Latin critical apparatus.

65 Cf. Hebrew-Latin critical apparatus.
66 E.g., substancia in place of substantia and disposicio in place of disposilio.
67 E.g., hee due nature in place of hae duae naturae.
68 E.g., on p. 60, line 7, of tfiis text impossibile should be impassibile; on p. 102,

line 1, corruptorum should be corporum, and on p. 128, line 2,fieri eius should
be forma eius.

69 Cf. above, p. 7 and n. 32.
70 Cf. Steinschneider, Hebraische Obersetzungen. p. 183.
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entitles the work D"OWn DXJ? nso." Romano is also the author of a
commentary accompanying his translation and distinguished by its
quotations taken almost exclusively from Augustine, Albertus
Magnus, Thomas Aquinas and Egidius Romanus.

7. Commentaries and Quaestiones
The popularity of the De Substantia Orbis among Jewish and Christian
scholars of the Late Middle Ages and the Renaissance is attested by
the numerous manuscripts72 and commentaries on the work. Among
the Latin commentators and authors of quaestiones whose works have
been printed are found the already-mentioned Alvaro de Toledo (end
of thirteenth century)73 and John of Jandun (c. 1286-c. 1328),74as well
as Tiberius Bacilerius Bononiensis (d. 1511),75 Maynettus Maynetius
Bononiensis (sixteenth century),76 Augustinus Niphus(c. 1470-1538),77

Pietro Pomponazzi (1462-1525),78 Nicolas Vitigozzi (1549-16I0),79and
Marcus Antonius Zimara (1470-1532).80 Commentators and authors of
quaestiones whose works still exist only in manuscript are: Walter

71 The heading of this translation reads: mirt' 'npnsn turn pxV crown DXV nso
r r a v ]wb bx nnxii pirta Vs'n Y'3 »"] nira r o a .

72 Lacombe lists eighty-two extant manuscripts. Cf. G. Lacombe, Aristoieles
Latinus. 2 vols., Rome, 1939, and Cambridge, 1955; Supplement, Bruges-
Paris, 1961, Indices. These manuscripts are indexed in II, p. 1292, and
Supplement, p. 193. Professor Kristeller has discovered a number of others.

73 Cf. above, pp. 7, 9, 14 and 25.
74 Cf. above, pp. 9,15 and 18-19. For manuscripts and editions, cf. S. MacClinock,

Perversity and Error: Studies on the 'Averroist' John of Jandun (Bloomington,
Ind., 1956), pp. 124-125.

75 Tiberius Bacilerius,...Lectura...in tractatum Averrois de substantia orbis...
(Papie, 1508). Cf. B. Nardi, Sigieri di Brabante nelpensiero del Rinascimento
italiano (Rome, 1945), p. 136.

76 Maynettus Maynetius Bononiensis, Commentarii...in librum Averrois de
substantia orbis (Bonon., 1580).

77 A. Niphus,... Commentationes in librum Averrois de substantia orbis (Veneliis,
1508), and other sixteenth-century editions.

78 Pietro Pomponazzi, Super libello de substanlia orbis expositio et quaestiones
quattuor (Corsi inediti dell'insegnamento padovano), ed. A. Poppi (Padua,
1966). The text appearing in this edition is identical with text 1, so that there
was no need to record it in the critical apparatus.

79 Nicolo Vito di Gozzi, ...Commentaria in sermonetn Averrois de substantia
orbis (Venetiis, 1580).

80 This commentary is found in the Juntine editions of 1550-1552, 1573-1576 and
other sixteenth-century editions. Its title, Solutiones contradictionum in dictis
Averrois. describes its purpose.
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Burley (d. after 1343),81 Ferrandus de Hispania (fourteenth century),82

Henricus Totting de Oyta (d. 1397),83 Antonius Faventius (Antonio
Cittadini, fifteenth century),84 Oliverius Arduinus (Oliverius Senensis,
sixteenth century),85 Augustinus Bonucius de Aretios (Agostino
Bonucci, sixteenth century),86 and Antonius Brasavola (sixteenth
century).87 There may also exist a commentary by Dietrich von
Freiberg (Theodoricus Teutonicus de Vriberg, d. after 1310),88and the
commentary in Cod. I, iii, 6 (Conventi Soppressi, S. Marco) at the
Biblioteca Nazionale in Florence may be by Radulphus Brito.8'Aldosi
reports that Alexander Achillini (1463-1512) composed a commentary
on the De Substantia Orbis, but his commentary does not seem to be
extant.901 could not identify Nicolas Rissus Gallus, Franciscus Longus
and Scipion Florillus, who are mentioned by Renan.91

Among the Jewish commentators, in addition to Narboni (d. 1362)92

and Judah Romano (early fourteenth century),93 there is Elijah del
Medigo (c. 1460-1497). The latter composed a Hebrew commentary
entitled VaVjn DSV3 IDXnn TWa and a Latin expositio which he wrote
for Pico de la Mirandola.94 The commentary by Levi ben Gershom
which is mentioned by Renan,95 and, following Renan, by Alonso,96

does not exist, as Steinschneider has already pointed out.97

81 Cf. C.J. Ermatinger, "Notes on Some Early Fourteenth-Century Scholastic
Philosophers," Manuscripta. Ill (1959), 158, n. 14.

82 Cf. C.J. Ermatinger, "Notes on Some Early Fourteenth-Century Scholastic
Philosophers," Manuscripta. IV (I960), 31-34.

83 Cf. Ermatinger, Manuscripta, III, 159, n. 15.
84 Cf. P.O. Kristeller, her halicum. I (London-Leiden, 1965), p. 110.
85 Kristeller, her. I, p. 206.
86 Kristeller, her, I, p. 160.
87 Cf. Renan, Averroes. pp. 305-306.
88 Cf. Ermatinger. Manuscripta. Ill, 158, n. 11.
89 Cf. Kristeller, her, I, p. 162; Ermatinger, Manuscripta. Ill, 167.
90 Cf. L. Thorndike, A History of Magic and Experimental Science. V (New York,

1941), p. 49; also B. Nardi, Saggisull'aristotelismopadovano dalsecoloXIVal
XVI (Florence, 1958), p. 268.

91 Cf. Renan, Averroes. p. 305.
92 Cf. above, pp. 7, 9 and 15-17; also Steinschneider, Hebrdische Obersetzungen.

pp. 184 ff.; Renan, Averroes, p. 159.
93 Cf. above, pp. 7-8 and 25-26.
94 Cf. Steinschneider, Hebraische Obersetzungen. pp. 183-184; Kristeller, her, II

(1967), 328; Renan, Averroes, p. 161.
95 Renan, Averrois, p. 159.
96 Alonso, ed., Commentario, p. 5.
97 Steinschneider,Hebraische Obersetzungen, p. XXVI, correction top. 183;alsop.

66, n. 148. When I first started the present work I examined all the catalogues,
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The extensive references to the De Substantia Orbis in the Hebrew and
Latin philosophic literature of the Late Middle Ages and the
Renaissance, and the many commentaries and quaestiones on the
work, still require monographic exploration.

II. SUMMARY OF CONTENTS

Averroes wrote the treatises known collectively as De Substantia Orbis
to present the Aristotelian theory of the heavens.'8 For his exposition
he drew primarily upon the Physics and De Caelo, but he also cited the
De Anima, the De Animalibus, the Metaphysics and, for points of logic,
the Prior Analytics.™ In addition, he had recourse to the opinions of
some of the interpreters and commentators on Aristotle's views. l0° Yet,
examining Aristotle's writings, Averroes gained the impression that
the Philosopher's description of the heavens was incomplete in those
works still extant and that his statements contradicted one another at
times. Moreover, turning to the interpreters and commentators, he
found that some of them had introduced erroneous opinions into their
accounts of Aristotle's views and that these required corrections.
These observations imposed upon Averroes a three-fold task: to
complete Aristotle's theory of the heavens, to demonstrate the
consistency of his views, and to refute the false opinions of earlier
interpreters and commentators, particularly those of Avicenna.
In speaking of the heavens in the De Substantia Orbis, Averroes
generally disregarded the particular properties and motions of each
celestial sphere, considering instead the element common to all.

but could not find any reference to a commentary by Gersonides. I then came
to the conclusion that the work does not exist, an opinion which I found
confirmed in the just-cited reference.

98 A summary of the contents of the work is given by Pierre Duhem, Le Systeme
du Monde. IV (Paris, 1916), pp. 532-559. For the passages in the De Substantia
Orbis on which the succeeding summary is based the reader is referred to the
Index of Subjects and Names.

99 For references to the passages of these works on which Averroes drew, cf.
Index of References.

100 Averroes discusses opinions of Themistius, John Philoponus, Avicenna and
Avempace, and he incidentally mentions Alexander of Aphrodisias. At times
he mentions opinions anonymously, introducing them with such phrases as:
"and an opponent should not say," "the commentators observed," "and
someone might argue," and "among those who philosophize there are some."
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Eternal in its existence, this common element moves with a uniform
circular locomotion of infinite duration. Concerning the celestial
element Averroes first inquired whether, like the terrestrial substances,
it is composed of matter and form. For in the case of terrestrial
substances, Aristotle had found that matter and form belong to them
in virtue of their being subject to generation and corruption. Since the
heavens, by contrast, were eternal, could they be composed of matter
and form?
In answer to this question Averroes noted that, while the heavens were
not subject to generation and corruption, they had circular
locomotion in virtue of themselves. Now, everything moved in virtue
of itself must be composed of something producing motion and
something undergoing it. Hence it followed that the celestial element
needed an agent for the production of its circular locomotion as well
as a body which underwent it. The agent of celestial locomotion is the
form of the celestial element, while the body is its matter.
Matter and form apply to celestial and terrestrial substances in
different senses of these terms, since they are predicated of terrestrial
substances in virtue of their generation and corruption, while they are
predicated of celestial substances in virtue of their eternal locomotion.
Since the principles of transient and eternal beings differ in respect to
genus, matter and form are predicated of them according to
equivocation.

Since Averroes established his account of celestial matter and form by
comparing them to the analogous terrestrial principles, and since the
description of these was derived, in turn, from an analysis of terrestrial
change, Averroes proceeded by summarizing Aristotle's teachings
concerning terrestrial change.
All sublunar, that is, terrestrial, change is divisible, according to
Aristotle, into two kinds: substantial and accidental. In substantial
change, one substance (water, for example) ceases to exist and a new
substance (for example, air) comes to be in its place. In accidental
change, however, one accidental property succeeds another in a
substance (the unmusical man becomes musical) but the substance
underlying this change remains the same (the man who is changed
retains his human nature).
Substantial and accidental change agree in five respects and differ in
two. Both kinds of change agree in that: they require an underlying
subject in which the change takes place; the form that comes to be, be
it substantial or accidental, must be preceded in the subject by a
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privation of this form; the underlying subject must have a potentiality
for the form that comes to be; they both must take place between
contraries, or between a contrary and a property intermediate between
two contraries; and these contraries and their intermediates must
belong to the same genus. Substantial and accidental change differ,
however, in that the subject of substantial change cannot exist in
actuality; nor can it, as a subject, possess a form that makes it to be a
substance.
From the two differences between substantial and accidental change
Averroes concluded that the matter underlying the reciprocal
transformation of the four elements, called prime matter, cannot be a
substance existing in actuality. It is the nature of prime matter to have
a potentiality for the forms of the four elements, called substantial
forms. Yet it is insufficient to describe prime matter through its
potentiality alone. For, since potentiality is always predicated with
respect to a form, it must be in the category of relation, while prime
matter, being something in itself, must be a kind of substance. In
addition, when a given potentiality is actualized, it ceases to exist,
while prime matter continues to exist at all times. For these reasons,
Averroes affirmed that prime matter must possess a kind of "form,"
other than potentiality, its nature. This "form" was known as the
corporeal form, and it differed from the substantial forms that impart
to prime matter its existence in actuality.
Averroes derived the definition of the corporeal form from the
observation that the four elements, as all corporeal substances, have
the attribute of divisibility as their ultimate common property.
Divisibility, in turn, presupposes the possession of quantity. The form
of each of the four elements imposes upon the part of prime matter in
which it inheres certain quantitative limits and boundaries. This kind
of quantity is called the determinate quantity of a substantial form.
Determinate quantity is subsequent to a substantial form and cannot
exist without it. If, however, one were to suppose that the substantial
form of a given element were removed, and with it the determinate
dimensions proper to that form, the prime matter that remains would
still possess extension or three-dimensionality. However, this
dimensionality would be indeterminate and would belong to prime
matter at all times. For Averroes, this indeterminate three-
dimensionality is identical with the corporeal form.
In identifying the indeterminate three dimensions with the corporeal
form, Averroes disagreed with Avicenna's definition of that form.
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Avicenna, like Averroes, had admitted that prime matter requires a
corporeal form and that this form has some relation to the three
dimensions, but he had denied that the corporeal form is identical with
indeterminate three-dimensionality. According to Avicenna's view, no
form can be described by a property that ordinarily belongs to an
accident, in this case the accident of quantity. For this reason
Avicenna had defined the corporeal form as a substance, that is, as a
form that has a disposition for receiving the three dimensions but that
differs from the three dimensions themselves. Thus, the corporeal
form, for Avicenna, is different from the perceptible property of
dimensionality; it is a "form" posited in order that the corporeal form
should not be described by a property of an accident.
Though Avicenna's definition preserved the corporeal form from
being described by the accidental property of dimensionality, it
brought other difficulties in its wake. For example, were it assumed
that prime matter did not possess dimensionality as its corporeal form,
then prime matter could not be divided by the different substantial
forms that come to inhere in it, nor could these forms be divisible
through the division of prime matter. Moreover, the substantial forms
could not expand and contract nor could they be described by the
attributes of part and whole. Further, the substantial forms would not
be contraries succeeding one another in prime matter. On Avicenna's
assumption, prime matter could only possess one form at all times. In
view of these difficulties, Averroes rejected Avicenna's definition of
the corporeal form.
Having discussed prime matter and corporeal form, Averroes
investigated the remaining principles of the reciprocal transformation
of the four elements. Since the forms of these elements succeed one
another in prime matter as a result of change, they must be contraries.
And since no sublunar form is the cause of its own generation, there
must exist an agent which, as efficient cause, produces the succession
of the four substantial forms in prime matter.
From his account of the principles of which the four sublunar elements
are composed, Averroes formulated the following propositions: prime
matter, being one subject that has a potentiality for several substantial
forms, is one in number, many in potentiality; prime matter, in virtue
of possessing indeterminate three-dimensionality as its corporeal
form, is divisible by the substantial forms of the four elements, and
these forms, in turn, are divisible through the division of prime matter,
prime matter in virtue of its corporeal form may possess the attributes
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of great and small, part and whole; and finally, the substantial forms,
being posterior by nature to the corporeal form, may be said to inhere
in prime matter by means of the indeterminate three dimensions. All
these descriptions are applicable to the four elements and their
constitutive principles in virtue of their being subject to generation and
corruption.
Having set down these properties of the terrestrial matter and form,
Averroes returned to his discussion of the celestial bodies. The
properties of celestial matter and form can be discovered by denying
to celestial matter and form what had been affirmed of terrestrial
matter and form. For the case of the latter it has been shown that the
form inheres in matter by means of the indeterminate three
dimensions; by contrast, in the case of the former, the form inheres in
matter without the three dimensions. The celestial form is, therefore,
immaterial.
The same conclusion is established by a proof derived from the infinite
motion of the heavens. Aristotle had shown that a motive force
producing a motion of infinite duration cannot inhere in a body of
finite dimensions. Since the body of the celestial element is finite in its
dimensions, the infinite celestial motive force cannot inhere in it. The
celestial motive force, which is the same as the celestial form, is
therefore immaterial.
Having demonstrated the immateriality of the celestial form, Averroes
proceeds to the description of its nature. Since, in the case of the
terrestrial elements, their substantial forms are the causes of their
rectilinear upward and downward motion, and since the heavens do
not have rectilinear motion at all, the celestial form cannot belong to
the genus of the four terrestrial forms. Soul being the only remaining
principle of motion, it follows that the celestial form must be a soul
and that this soul imparts to the celestial element its eternal circular
locomotion. But since the celestial soul is not generated and
corruptible, while the terrestrial is, the term "soul" is predicated of the
two according to equivocation.
How the celestial soul produces the motion of its body engaged
Averroes' attention next. In terrestrial living beings, the soul produces
motion by desiring an object that brings the soul to its perfection. The
soul that is the efficient cause of terrestrial locomotion inheres in the
body that it moves, whereas the object of its desire that is its final
cause exists in separation from it. Since tlie heavens undergo
locomotion, they also require an efficient and a final cause. But since
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the celestial form exists in separation from its body, the same celestial
form is both the efficient and the final cause of celestial locomotion.
Considered as an agent, the celestial form is the efficient cause of
celestial locomotion; considered as an object of desire, it is the final
cause of celestial locomotion.
In affirming that the same celestial form is both the efficient and the
final cause of celestial locomotion Averroes once again differed with
Avicenna's description of these causes. For Avicenna, insisting on the
similarity between celestial and terrestrial substances, maintained that
the celestial form that is the efficient cause of celestial locomotion
must inhere in the celestial body, while the object of its desire must
exist in separation from the celestial body. Thus, according to
Avicenna, the heavens possess two principles of motion: a soul
inhering in the celestial body, and an object of desire existing in
separation from it.
To refute this account of the causes of celestial locomotion, Averroes
used an argument similar to that which he had used to refute
Avicenna's definition of the corporeal form. If, as Avicenna had
assumed, the heavens possessed souls that inhered in their bodies,
they, like the terrestrial living beings, would be subject to generation
and corruption. But the heavens are known to be eternal. Hence,
it is false to maintain that the celestial soul inheres in the celestial
body.
How the celestial form produces celestial locomotion requires further
explanation. In human beings two faculties of the soul combine to
produce locomotion. The appetitive faculty, by desiring some object,
is the primary cause of human locomotion; but, in addition, the
human intellect often reflects on the object of the appetitive faculty's
desire. Human locomotion is thus the result of the combined activities
of the appetitive and rational souls. Since, according to the
Aristotelian philosophers, the heavens, like human beings, possess an
intelligence, it follows that celestial locomotion requires the combined
activities of appetitive and rational faculties. But once again Averroes
affirmed that the appetitive and rational faculties of the celestial
element are only different aspects of the same celestial form:
considered as an appetitive principle, this form is said to be a soul;
considered as a rational principle, it is said to be an intelligence.
Having examined the nature and properties of the celestial form,
Averroes turned to the matter of the heavens, the celestial body. Since
the celestial matter, as also its form, is eternal, its nature and
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properties can be established by contrasting them with those of prime
matter, the principle underlying generation and corruption. Thus,
prime matter, being able to receive the forms of the four elements in
succession, is one in number, many in potentiality; celestial matter,
possessing the same form always, is one in number and one in
actuality. Prime matter, possessing indeterminate three-dimensionality
as its corporeal form, is divisible by the substantial forms; celestial
matter, lacking indeterminate three-dimensionality, is indivisible.
Prime matter, through its corporeal form, may possess the attributes
of great and small, part and whole; celestial matter, always possessing
the same dimensions and not being divisible, cannot be described by
these attributes. Prime matter receives the substantial forms by means
of the indeterminate three dimensions; celestial matter and its form
exist in separation from each other. Prime matter requires a
substantial form in order to exist in actuality; celestial matter exists in
actuality through itself. All these differences brought Averroes to the
conclusion that the celestial matter serves only as a substratum for the
celestial form, not as its matter in the strict sense of the term. For that
reason he held that the term "subject" applies to the celestial body
more properly than "matter."

So far the celestial form has been considered as an infinite force
producing locomotion of eternal duration. But Aristotle had also
shown that it must be finite in some respect. For any force belonging
to a finite body must be finite, and the celestial bodies are finite in their
dimensions. How can the celestial motive forces be infinite as well as
finite? To resolve this difficulty Averroes distinguished between two
kinds of motive forces that may be said to be infinite: those infinite in
duration and those infinite in velocity and intensity. A motive force of
the latter kind cannot belong to any body, be it celestial or terrestrial,
for it would move its body in no time. Hence, the celestial motive
forces can only be infinite in duration. It follows then that the heavens
require a motive force of infinite duration and, being finite in their
dimensions, also a motive force that is finite in velocity and intensity.
But, once again, according to Averroes, these two celestial forces
appear to be different aspects of the same celestial form.
In speaking of the celestial soul, and of the intelligence that is the
object of this soul's desire, Averroes considered these two principles as
different aspects of the same celestial form in passages discussed so far.
However, there are passages in which he seems to differentiate
between the celestial soul and its intelligence. One such passage occurs
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in the De Substantia Orbis. 'Ol In it Averroes affirms that the celestial
soul belongs to the celestial body, while the celestial intelligence is
incorporeal. Commentators on this passage differed about what
Averroes had in mind. Some commentators interpreted Averroes to
mean that there exists only one completely incorporeal mover, namely,
the prime mover, which is the sole object of desire of all the celestial
souls. Other commentators affirmed that each sphere has its own
completely incorporeal intelligence, which is the object of its soul's
desire.
Averroes' complete view emerges from a passage in the Long
Commentary on the Metaphysics in which he distinguished between
two objects of the celestial soul's desire: each celestial soul possesses
its own intelligence, which as final cause imparts to its body its proper
motion; each celestial soul has the prime mover as a second object of
desire, and this, as final cause, imparts to all celestial bodies their
circular diurnal motion. It seems then that, even in those passages in
which Averroes differentiates between the soul and the intelligence of
each celestial sphere, he has in mind that they are two aspects of the
same celestial form.
From celestial form and matter Averroes turned to celestial accidents,
noting similarities and differences between them and the analogous
terrestrial accidents. In the De Substantia Orbis he examined those of
luminosity and opaqueness, the property of calefaction, and the four
qualities of hot, cold, moist, and dry. All accidents, Averroes noted,
may be divided into active and passive. Passive accidents are those
which require that, when they are changed, their underlying substance
must be changed as well, while active accidents are those which, when
changed, do not require a change in their underlying substance. Since
the celestial bodies are not subject to substantial change, they cannot
possess passive accidents. But even active accidents must be predicated
of celestial and terrestrial bodies according to some form of non-
univocal predication. Depending on their differences, common
accidents are predicated of celestial and terrestrial substances
according to priority or posteriority, or according to equivocation.
Locomotion, transparency and opaqueness, rarity and density, are
accidents of the former kind; calefaction, and the qualities of hot,
cold, moist, and dry, are accidents of the latter kind.

5

101 For the succeeding discussion, cf. below, chap. 4, n. 18.
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A TREATISE BY THE PHILOSOPHER AVERROES

CONCERNING THE SUBSTANCE OF THE [CELESTIAL]

SPHERE1

CHAPTER ONE

In this treatise we intend to investigate concerning the nature of the line i»

things of which the celestial body2 is composed. That the celestial body

* The line numbers in the outer margins refer to the Hebrew text.

DXS2 IBNO,sermo de subsianlia orbis. This title recurs, modified in the
Hebrew to VlVin oxya main, at the end of the first chapter of the work (Hebrew
text, line 198). The underlying Arabic was probably ilUill j»>fl j *Jtu or
tilUII jApfl J f |»V^ a title which does not precisely correspond to any of the
three titles mentioned in the Escurial list of Averroes' works. Cf. my article,
"The Composition and Transmission of Averroes' Ma'amar be-'Esem ha-
Galgal." Studies and Essays in Honor of Abraham A. Neuman (Philadelphia,
1962), p. 303, n. 2.

The term b&l, orbs, is used here to refer to the celestial region in its totality, not
to any of the celestial spheres taken singly. This use of the term bibl is based on
the Greek o0pav6<; ("heavens") taken in the first two of three meanings which
this term, according to Aristotle, may have. The term Oi3pav6;, explains
Aristotle, may refer to: (I) ...tr}v oOaiav xr\v zi\q tax&*i]<; TOO navroc;
jrepiipopai;, fj a<5ua (puaiKov TO tv xfj tezdtrj ncpicpop^ TOO navxdq..., "... the
substance of the outermost circumference of the world, or to the natural body
which is at the outermost circumference of the world.. ."; (2) . . . i d ouvcx^c,
ocoua xfj ioxdtr) nepupopqi TOO Jiavx6i;, tv $ aEXrjvri Kai fjA.105, Kai £via Ttov
aaTpcov..., "...that body which occupies the place next to the outermost
circumference of the world, in which are the moon, the sun and certain of the
stars [planets]..."; (3) "...the body that is enclosed by the outermost
circumference, for it is customary to give the name ouranos to the world as a
whole." Cf. De Caelo I, 9, 278b, 9-21.
The subject of this treatise is, thus, the nature and properties of the celestial
element, taken as an element different from the four sublunar elements.
"a'BKJn Diin. corpus caelesie. This term does not occur in Aristotle's writings.
Cf. Bonitz, Index. Aristotle uses terms taken from some property of the celestial
element. Among the more important of these are: (I) (a) td Ttpwtov x&v
otoudxwv, "the primary body" (De Caelo I, 3, 270b, 2-3); (b) fj npu>xt\ ovaia
TUV acoudxeov, "the primary bodily substance" (De Caelo 1,3, 270b, 11). (2) td
GEIOV otoua, "the divine body" (De Caelo II, 3, 286a, 11-12). (3) (a) xd KVKXU
cpepduevov ouua, "the body whose motion is circular" (De Caelo 1,3,269b, 29-
30); TO KUKXU affiuct (De Caelo I, 3, 270a, 33); (b) xd KUKX.IK6V afflua, "the
revolving body" (De Caelo II, 7,289a, 30). (4) (a) xd arSiov T6 fivco auua, "the
eternal body which constitutes the uppermost part [of the universe J' (DeAnima
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line 3 is composed of two natures in the same manner as are the transient
bodies has already been demonstrated3 except that in the case of the
latter bodies it is clear that these two natures exist on account of the
existence of generation and corruption in them, while in the case of the
celestial bodies it is evident that they exist on account of the existence of
locomotion in them. The proof thereof is as follows:4 it has been shown
concerning the celestial bodies that they have locomotion in virtue of
themselves. Now, it is obvious in the case of something moved5 in virtue
of itself that it is composed of two natures, one undergoing motion and
the other producing it, for clearly everything moved has a mover, and
something cannot be mover and moved in the same respect. Thus it is
clear that the celestial bodies are composed of two natures.
Therefore we want to investigate in this treatise concerning these two
natures of which the celestial body is composed whether they are like the
two natures of which the transient bodies are composed, one of which is
called "form," the other "matter," that is to say, we want to investigate
whether matter and form here below are the same in species with matter
and form up above, or whether they differ in species, or whether they

II, 6, 418b, 9); (b) id afSia x&v aioGtixSv, "the eternal sensible [substance]"
(Metaphysics XII, 1, 1069a, 30-31); (c) "[the body...] called by the ancients
aether (aiBdp) because it 'always runs' (del Beiv)" (De Caelo 1,3,270b, 22-24).

3 The proof'is produced further on in this paragraph.
4 The premises of this proof, and their sources in the works of Aristotle, are as

follows:
First Premise: The celestial bodies have locomotion in virtue of themselves.
Aristotle shows that the celestial element has circular locomotion naturally
(Kaiti (puoiv) in De Caelo I, 2. He shows that things having natural motion have
that motion in virtue of themselves (ticp* auxoO) in Physics VIII, 4, 254b, 12-15.
Second Premise: Something moved through itself is composed of two natures.
This premise is based on the following two subordinate propositions: (a)
everything moved has a mover (Physics VII, I, 24Ib, 24-242a, 15); (b)
something cannot be mover and moved in the same respect. The latter
proposition is self-evident for the case of something moved by another. It also
applies to something that is moved in virtue of itself, as is shown in Physics VIII,
5, 257a, 31-258a, 2.

5 yyunoa, id quod movetur. The text of the Hebrew manuscripts has the active
VIS, "in the case of something producing motion". This appears to be one of
the several instances in which the Hebrew translator took an Arabic passive in
ah active sense or in which he misread a word. Cf. below, n. 59. He seems to
have read A^- instead of Ay>cj>
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differ according to more and less?6 Now, if the celestial and terrestrial line u
natures differ in species, then the term "corporeity"7 is predicated of

Having established that the celestial body is composed of matter and form,
Avcrroes now inquires how these two terms are predicated of the celestial and
terrestrial bodies. He suggests three possibilities, i.e., that the celestial and
terrestrial matter and form are: (1) the same in species (paa DHnN; eaedem), or
(2) different in species ft'aa D'D^nna: diversaespecie),or (3)different according
to more and less (inl'l mnsa D'DVnna; diversae secundum magis el minus).
This threefold distinction reflects the medieval theory of predication according
to which terms may be predicated "univocally", "equivocally" or
"amphibolously"—predication "according to more and less" being one of the
types of "amphibolous" predication. Cf. H.A. Wolfson, "The Amphibolous
Terms in Aristotle, ArabicPhilosophy,andMaimonides,"//arvar</r/ieo/ogi'cfl/
Review, XXXI (1938), 157-173, especially p. 157, line 3-p. 158, line 17, and p.
166, line 32-p. 167, line 20; reprinted in Harry A. Wolfson, Studies in the
History of Philosophy and Religion, ed. I. Twersky and G. H. Williams, I
(Cambridge, Mass., 1973), pp. 455-477.

Though Averroes in the present passage deviates somewhat from the customary
terminology, he seems to inquire whether the terms "matter" and "form" are
predicated of celestial and terrestrial bodies "univocally" ("the same in
species"), "equivocally" ("different in species") or "amphibolously"
("according to more and less").
Averroes' answer to this question does not emerge clearly from the present
discussion, but he seems to hold that "matter" and "form" are predicated of
celestial and terrestrial bodies according to equivocation. Cf. below, n. 12, and
Hebrew text, chap. 5, lines 3-5; also chap. 2, lines 47-51; chap. 3, lines 100-104;
and chap. 6, lines 12-15. However, in chap. 2, lines 106-116, he seems to imply
that the two terms are predicated according to priority and posteriority. Cf. n.
60 to that chapter.
maipj, corporeitas. The term niaiw, "corporeity," or rraun mix, "corporeal
form," applies to the first form belonging to prime matter. In medieval Arabic
and Jewish philosophy three views were held concerning the nature of this
corporeal form. Avicenna was of the opinion that the corporeal form is
identical with the predisposition for receiving corporeal dimensions, but not
with the dimensions themselves. Algazali agreed with Avicenna that the
corporeal form is not identical with the dimensions, but he identified it with
cohesion. Averroes, disagreeing with both, maintained that the corporeal form
is identical with the indeterminate three dimensions. Cf. H.A. Wolfson,
Crescas' Critique of Aristotle (Cambridge, Mass., 1929), p. 578, n. 16,b,andpp.
579-590, n. 18, and my essay "Aristotle's 'First Matter' and Avicenna's and
Averroes' 'Corporeal Form,'" Harry A. Wolfson Jubilee Volume (Jerusalem,
1965), English Section, I, pp. 385-406. In the De Substantia Orbis Averroes
discusses only his own view and that of Avicenna, defending the former and
criticizing the latter.
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line 15 them either according to equivocation or according to a sort of priority
and posteriority.8

That, however, these two natures existing in these respective bodies do
not agree in species becomes self-evident once it has been laid down that
the celestial body is neither generated nor corruptible,9 whereas the
bodies with us here below are generated and corruptible,10 for it is
impossible that the causes " of the transient and of the eternal should be
the same in species.12 This being the case, it only remains for us to

8 Since the celestial and terrestrial substances are bodies, they must both possess
the form "corporeity." But if matter and form in the celestial and terrestrial
bodies differ in species, then the term "corporeity" must be predicated either
"according to equivocation" (DEVI *]inB>2; equivoce) or "according to a kind of
priority and posteriority" ("lin'Kfn nnnpna ]'S3; secundum prius etposterius).
For a discussion of this latter term, which denotes a type of amphibolous
predication, cf. Wolfson, Harvard Theological Review, XXXI, p. 153, lines 18-
20.
Averroes does not answer this question in the present chapter, but his answer
seems to be that the term "corporeity" is predicated of celestial and terrestrial
bodies according to equivocation. Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 3, lines 100-104.
However, in chap. 2, lines 129-133 (cf. also below, chap. 2, n. 66) he holds that
the term "corporeity" is predicated of the two kinds of bodies according to
priority and posteriority.

9 Cf. De Caelo I, 3, 270a, 12-22.
10 Cf. De Caelo III, 1, 298a, 24-298b, 11. For a discussion of generation and

corruption in general, cf. De Generatione II, 4-5, and De Caelo III, 6.
11 mao, causae. Matter and form, which above (lines 2-21) were spoken of as

"natures" (D'1?3D, naturae) are called "causes" (mao, causae) in the present
passage.
Aristotle already uses the terms "nature" and "cause" interchangeably. He
refers to matter and form as "nature" (<puoi?) in such passages as Physics'U, 1,
I93a, 28-31; 2,194a, 12-13; 8, 199a, 30-32, while he calls them "causes" (aftta)
in such passages as Physics II, 3, 194b, 23-29; Metaphysics V, 2, 1013a, 24-29.

12 The proposition that transient and eternal substances are not the same in genus
(our text only reads "the same in species") is based on Aristotle's statement that
the perishable and the imperishable must be different in kind. Cf. Metaphysics
X, 10, 1058b, 26-1059a, 10; cf. also, De Caelo III, 7, 306a, 9-11, and
Metaphysics III, 4, 1000a, 5-IOOla, 3. In Metaphysics X Aristotle writes:
'EnEiSrJ 8£ T& ivavria £iepa T<ji efSei, id 51 98apTdv Kai T6 fi<p9aptovSvavrfa
(ax£pr\ai<; yap d5uvau(a 5icopiou£vr|), dvdyicTi £xepov eYvai iqi y£vei TO
(p8apidv Kai TO ficpOaptov, "Since contraries are other in form and the

1 perishable and the imperishable are contraries (for privation is a definite
incapacity), the perishable and the imperishable must be different in kind."
This passage from the Metaphysics presents difficulties of interpretation since,
according to the trend of the argument, the phrase ftepov T(j> y£vei cannot be
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investigate in what respect those two natures that are in the celestial line 20
body differ from the two natures that are in the transient body.

taken in the technical sense of "other in genus." Aristotle's discussion in this
passage shows that there exists a difference between perishable and
imperishable things, but it does not reveal the exact nature of this difference. Cf.
W. D. Ross, Aristotle's Metaphysics, II, p. 305, n. 28.
Averroes in his commentary on this passage from the Metaphysics tries to make
explicit the difference between perishable and imperishable things. He comes to
the conclusion that they differ not only in species but also in genus. The text of
our passage on which Averroes commented reads :j>l ilX«£*Sll CJLT l i l j . . .
iXi3r dj& N ill ijjjj) Ail *i\ijt-\ >\XJ>\ JLJJ V (jjl\j .UUJI O\Sj ij^aJ\j
iy VJ J*O* fJui jt X-i "i tfji\j JUUII, "...et cum contraria sint alia in
forma: et corruptibile et incorruptible sunt contraria: alia magis est
necessarium ut sint genere corruptibile et incorruptibile ex privatione per
differentiam sine potentia," "... and inasmuch as contraries are other in form
and the perishable and that which is imperishable are contraries, it is even more
necessary that the perishable and that which is imperishable do not belong to
one genus inasmuch [as the imperishable possesses] a privation which is
distinguished by having no potentiality at all" (Long Commentary on
MetaphysicsX.t. 26; Arabic: p. 1383,line 14-p. 1384,line3; Latin: Vol. VIII,
275v, M-276r, A). It appears that the Latin translator from the Arabic had
difficulties with this passage.

In the section of his Commentary dealing with this passage Averroes
distinguishes between two kinds of contraries: those belonging to the same
genus and those differing in genus. Contraries of the first kind are described as
two different potentialities such that each contrary has a potentiality for the
other. Contraries of the second kind are such that one of them possesses a
certain potentiality while the other completely lacks this potentiality.
Perishable and imperishable things are contraries of the second kind, for that
which is perishable possesses a potentiality for being destroyed while the
imperishable lacks any such potentiality. Cf.Long Commentary on Metaphysics
X, com. 26; Arabic: p. 1386, line 9-p. 1387, line 8; Latin: Vol. VIII, 276r, F-
276v, E. Note that the Arabic version has a fuller text.
The second Latin translation of Aristotle's text reads: "... cum vero contraria
specie diversa sint, corruptibile autem et incorruptibile contraria sunt (privatio
namque determinata impotentia) necesse est diversum genere esse corruptibile
et incorruptibile..." (Vol. VIII, 275v, H-I).

The phrase at£pr\mq yap dSuvauia Sicapioulvn, is used in the Greek text to
show that perishable and imperishable things may be considered as contraries,
while its Arabic equivalent, »j* "*>. J-«* f •»* J*, as interpreted by Averroes,
shows what kind of contrariety exists between perishable and imperishable
things.
The editor of text V, perhaps basing himself on the discussion in the Long
Commentary on Metaphysics, adds a paragraph to the text stating that the
celestial and terrestrial natures differ not only in species but also in genus. This
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ime 22 The starting point of the investigation is " what we have gathered from
Aristotle concerning these matters. For concerning things existent [in
nature] no opinion has reached us from the ancients that is truer than
his, or less subject to doubts, or presented in better order. "Therefore we
take his opinion to be that human opinion which man may attain by
nature, that is, it is the most advanced of those opinions which man,
insofar as .he is man, may by his own knowledge and intellect attain.
Thus, as Alexander put it, "Aristotle is the one on whom we are to rely
in the sciences." " We shall begin by recalling Aristotle's opinion

addition reads: "Excitatum est ergo has duas natures, ex quibus componitur
corpus caeleste, non esse eiusdem speciei, neque eiusdem generis cum duabus
naturis, ex quibus componitur generabilia."

13 For the suggestion that the following passage (Hebrew text, lines 22-29), which
among the Latin texts is only found in 1, was added to this text from the Hebrew
version, cf. Steinschneider, Die Hebraischen Ubersetzungen (Berlin 1893;
reprint, Graz, 1956), p. 183, lines 1-2.

14 1110 31 ini1 xVl. TexM has: "et maioris certitudinis," "or (containing)greater
certainty."

15 The preceding passage seems to parallel one quoted by Maimonides—also in
the name of Alexander (of Aphrodisias)—in Guide of the Perplexed, II, 3.
Maimonides writes: "Know that though the opinions held by Aristotle
regarding the causes of the motion of the spheres—from which opinions he
deduced thê  existence of separate intellects—are simply assertions for which no
demonstration has been made (nsiD Dn'b>» i » y vhv m]»K), yet they are, of all
the opinions put forward on this subject, those that are exposed to the smallest
number of doubts (pso niUira inv on) and those that are the most suitable for
being put in coherent order (OVDB mo bs msVin "invi), just as Alexander says in
'The Principles of the AH.'" For a discussion of this Maimonidean passage and
its background in Alexander's work, cf. S. Pines, "Translator's Introduction,"
Guide of the Perplexed (Chicago, 1963), pp. Ixvii-lxxii. A translation of the
relevant passage from Alexander's work is found on p. lxix. One of the two
extant Arabic versions of "The Principles of the AH" ("FI Mabadi' al-Kull")
has been published by A. Badawi, in: Aristu 'indal-'Arab (Cairo, 1947), pp. 253-
277.

Narboni comments on our passage as follows (167r, 1-2):
'3 .mnsna vbv ]svn -UPK Ninura jiutnx nxneo ' omsn TIJSOVX X'VDH tun nm
nrpn J>K IH?X om .nuwmn rvftnnnn bx nVo mvr D'nDianip lasrc ma n n
'crro W .nvn^Km .nvyaum .rwivjnn Vn .o^Vaa niasnn l a i c nsa .on'Vy

.vbs rorinnb ]'KI rtuoix nan nt naiui .|IUOIK
.rvuwtnn mVawiaa pnuaa ia moa maanV ^Vis iK'san \iVnn »aun» mv p nnx
n»3 "[K .nwman p mKsia rrmwKin mVsttrinna' ins .TIBKO nan nas puoiK DSI
p ,jna INS'DKI nwman bs ]svrf? p o s i x1? mbsu'ia vn n»K3 mVsE'iantt'
'3 .nax xin ON nipnV p a s : xV ,|WDIK nax naxa »̂x l rmaiai unrpna uvanwa
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concerning the nature of the bodies that are with us here below, what he line 26
lays down about their being composed of matter and form, and what he
asserts about the nature of the matter and form existing in them. From
these things we shall proceed to an inquiry into the nature of the celestial
bodies, analogous to those inquiries we have made in regard to the
nature of the transient bodies,16 that is to say, we want to find out in
what respect they agree and in what respect they differ.

irrra npp >̂a naxn rrnrc na^i .nrrcn vbv np»n p .nmua nax imtpn
rrtwna inva urx K'xana imjRn paa n w a n 'n> .Ti^n miKippa D'aann wun
o'Vrcan Kim Vnnnn Kinrc naK© T a pis naK3 .D'PJKn Vab nvxa .nKTa n'rnjn.
Since the text of this passage in MS K appears to be defective, I accepted the
better reading in MS a.
"And how very wonderfully did Alexander of Aphrodisias speak when he said
of Aristotle that 'it is he on whom we are to rely in- the sciences.' By this he
meant that, just as all proofs go back to first principles that do not have to be
investigated, so the sciences in their entirety, that is, the logical, physical and
metaphysical sciences, go back to the fundamental principles of Aristotle. Thus
it is said: 'Aristotle has said this and there can be no dispute about it.'
"Afterwards Averroes shows that the divine nature has provided him
[Aristotle] with a summa of the sciences in which one can trust with the same
confidence one has in first principles. And if Aristotle has already verified one's
statements, then one can rest assured that they are like the intelligible first
principles that are derived from sense perception. And indeed, just as it is
unnecessary to make the intelligibles, insofar as they are intelligibles, rely upon
sense perceptions, even though they come from them, so, when we, in our
investigations and disputations, come to a statement that Aristotle has made, it
is not necessary to inquire if it is true, for Aristotle's understanding contained
such reliable truth that it could not even conceive anything false. Since truth
without falsehood is peculiar to the separate intelligences, the philosophers did
well when they called Aristotle 'the divine.* Blessed be He Who has shown
providence for the human species by bringing forth a man, singled out by such
great excellence that enlightens all men. Verily, Averroes has spoken the truth
when he said that Aristotle is the one who began and the one who completed."
For similar passages in praise of Aristotle, cf. Averroes, Long Commentary on
Physics, Introduction, end (Vol. IV, 4v, H-5r, B) and Long Commentary on De
Anima (ed. Crawford), p. 433. Cf. also E. Gilson, History of Christian
Philosophy in the Middle Ages (New York, 1955), p. 642, n. 17. For the
application of the term "divine" to human beings, cf. H.A. Wolfson, Philo, I
(Cambridge, Mass., 1947), p. 101, n. 68.

16 D"B'aipn o'aiin ]B I^K nan saoa nrayn bx ona pn»j iiy. The text of this
phrase is difficult. I took it in the sense of O'Bijn saoa nrasn VK ana pns: Tiy
•onoDjn n'nnn D'aun yaoa nvayb nan o"B'B©n.
The current paragraph (Hebrew text, lines 22-29), of which the present phrase
forms a part, appears in the Latin versions only in text 1. In this text, the passage
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line 30 And we say that when Aristotle observed that each one of the
individuals existing in virtue of themselves here below, called
substances, passes from one descriptive predicate to another, he found
that this change takes place according to two kinds." One kind is a
change in descriptive predicates existing apart from the essences of the
substances existing in virtue of themselves. This kind does not require a

reads: "postea revertar de eis ad composilionem naturae similis istis, in
corporibus caelestibus." Its meaning seems to be: "then I shall turn from these
matters [that is, the form and matter of terrestrial bodies] to the composition of
a nature [form and matter] existing in the celestial bodies which is similar to
these [the terrestrial form and matter]." The paragraph was probably
translated into Latin from the Hebrew version.

17 Aristotle differentiates between two kinds of "coming-to-be," namely,
substantial and accidental. This distinction is developed by him as follows: (1)
(a) There are sai TWV UEV ou Ytyveatku dXXd T68E TI yiyveoBai, "things which
are said to become such and such"; and (b) there are djtXcS? 6e yiyveaGai,
"things which are said to become in an absolute sense." (2) (a) The latter kind of
change occurs TUV oiSatwv u<5vov, "only in respect to substances"; (b) the
former kind of change occurs in respect to quantity, quality, relation, time and
place (Aristotle mentions only five accidents, but it is clear that he has all of
them in mind). Cf. Physics I, 7, 190a, 31-190b, 1 (cf. Averroes, Long
Commentary on Physics I, t. 62, Vol. IV, 37r, B-E, and com. 62, Vol. IV, 37r, E).
Aristotle does not distinguish between substantial and accidental change in
terms of a change in "name and definition," but Averroes writes: "...Et hae
duae transmutationes, s. quae est in accidentibus rei et quae est in substantia,
conveniunt in hoc, quod sunt alteratio eiusdem rei de una qualitate in aliam, et
de una dispositione in aliam. Sed quia viderunt quod quoniam res transmutatur
in quibusdam istis dispositionibus, statim nomen et definitio eius
transmutabuntur, et in quibusdam non, vocaverunt primum modum
transmutationem in substantiam et alterationem substantialem, et vocaverunt
istas dispositiones dispositiones substantiales. Secundam vero transmutatio-
nem, in qua neque nomen rei nee eius definitio transmutatur, vocaverunt
alterationem accidentalem," "...And these two kinds of change, that is that in
the accidents of something and that in the substance of something, agree in this,
namely, that they are the transformation of that thing from one quality into
another and from one disposition into another. But inasmuch as they [the
Aristotelian philosophers] saw that something may undergo a change in some
of these dispositions such that its name and definition are changed and in some
of these dispositions such that its name and definition are not changed, they
called the first kind of change, change in substance and substantial change, and
they called these dispositions, substantial dispositions. But the second kind of
change, and that is the one in which neither the name nor the definition of the
things is changed, they called accidental change" {Long Commentary on Physics
I, com. 63, Vol. IV, 37v, M-38r, A).
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change in the individuals underlying, as subjects, these descriptive line 32
predicates, neither in the term by which they are called nor in their
definition. Examples of such descriptive predicates are those called
qualities, quantities and the other categories called accidents. The other
kind is a change in descriptive predicates such that it demands a change
in the individuals underlying, as subjects, these predicates, both with
respect to the terms by which they are called and with respect to the
definition by which their essence is indicated.18 This latter kind of
change is called generation and corruption.
When Aristotle reflected on these two kinds of change he found in each
one of them things that are common to both and things that are peculiar
to each. Concerning the common things " that he found in both kinds of
change, he noticed that they both have a subject that is the recipient of
the change, inasmuch as change and motion would be impossible for
them without a subject.20 He also discovered that in both kinds of
change the precedence of non-existence is a requisite for the existence of
that which comes to be, for only that which does not exist can come to

18 Dax» bl> minn D i m This phrase, absent from all the Latin texts, is an almost
literal translation of Aristotle's saying that fail 8'6pos uiv X6yo<; 6 td x( rjv
elvai arnaaivuv, "a definition is a statement signifying [literally: pointing to] a
thing's essence" (Topics I, 5, 101b, 39). Cf. Averroes' Short Commentary on
Topics (ed. Butterworth), Arabic: p. 161, lines 1-2; English: p. 52, lines 31-33.
Aristotle gives a similar account of "definition" in his discussion of the term
"substance." He writes: £ti id xi î v elvat oi> 6 \6yot; 6pw\ioq KaitoijTO oOoia
XiyEiai £icdoTou, "The essence, the formula of which is a definition, is also
called the substance of each thing" (Metaphysics V, 8,1017b, 21-22). Averroes'
text of this passage reads: iUSj tLi^l £ > j ^tll U J» JlaJlj*j? J l i Uu\j
*L£*llt j» Ar-\j JS* jty? IJAJ elo- iUi , "Et etiam dicitur substantia illud,
quod significat quid in omnibus rebus, et definitionem earum, et hoc est
substantia cuiuslibet rei" (Long Commentary on Metaphysics V, t. 15, Arabic:
p. 564, lines 3-4; Latin: Vol. VIII, 118r, B, and (ed. Ponzalli) p. 134, lines 12-
13). '

19 D^Von onmn. The Latin texts -state explicitly that there are five factors
common to substantial and accidental change ("communia quidem sunt
quinque quae insunt transmutationi substantial! et accidentali"). According to
the discussion that follows, these common factors are: (1) the subject which
underlies the change; (2) the privation of that which comes to be; (3) the
potentiality for that which comes to be; (4) that which passes away and that
which comes to be are contraries; and (5) these contraries must belong to the
same genus.

20 Cf. Physics I, 7, 190a, 13- 190b, 10.
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line 4i be.21 Furthermore, the prior existence of a possibility in the subject is a
requisite for the existence of each of the two kinds of change, inasmuch
as that which is impossible cannot come to be." He also found among
the requisites of these two kinds of change that that from which the
change proceeds and that toward which it goes are either contraries or
that which is between contraries.23 And these contraries belong to the

21 The term -ran (non-being), which may apply to absolute or accidental non-
being, must refer to accidental non-being in this passage. Cf. Physics 1,8,191b,
13-17.
Averroes writes in his Long Commentary on Physics I, com. 70, Vol. IV, 41r, D
(cf. com. 67, Vol. IV, 40r, A): "...forma est principium per se, privatio est
principium per accidens "
For a full discussion of the function of UJ} 6V, "non-being," or, what is the same,
atdpriaiq, "privation," in the process of change, cf. Physics I, 8-9.

22 rvniPDN, posse. The underlying Greek term is 5uvaui<;. Two medieval Hebrew
terms reflect this Greek term: riD, poientia, and tmvs«,posse. One meaning of
the Greek term is: a certain predisposition toward actuality, tvipycm. The
actuality may come to be in the thing, or it may not come to be. This is called m,
"potentiality." The other meaning of 8uvaui<; is: a certain Tightness of
conditioa which allows the potentiality to become actual. This is called miDDX,
"possibility," and its opposite is "impossibility."'Cf. Wolfson, Crescas, pp.
690-693, n. 2.
Since our passage concludes "for that which is impossible cannot come to be,"
it seems that Averroes had in mind the second kind of Suvctuii;, i.e.
"possibility." However, Toledanus and Jandunus in their commentaries
understandpoxse in the sense of poientia, ri3. Since "potentiality" as a factor of
change is nowhere discussed in the present section it seems justifiable to
interpret posse as "potentiality" as well as "possibility."
Jandunus comments on the relation of potentiality to actuality as follows (34a,
D): "...nihil per se vadit ad actum, sed per aliquid existens in actu, et sic
simpliciter actus praecedit potentiam, verumtamen in eodem prius est aliquid in
potentia antequam sit in actu, et sic potentia praecedit actum: et sic
necessarium est, quod posse praecedat esse in subiecto," "...nothing is
actualized through itself, but it is actualized only through something else
existing in actuality. In this way actuality precedes potentiality in an absolute
sense. However, in respect to the one, underlying subject, something exists in
potentiality before ,it exists in actuality. In this way it is necessary that
possibility precedes actuality in the subject." Cf. also Aristotle, Metaphysics
IX, 8, 1049b, 17-29.

23 Change may take place in two .ways: (1) between two contraries (Physics I, 5
and 7), or (2) between a contrary and a property lying between two contraries
(Physics 1,5,188b, 21-23; V, 5,229b, 14-21). A change from black to white is an
example of the first kind of change, a change from black to gray an example of
the second kind.
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same genus u and they are reducible to the primary contraries, namely, line 43
privation and form.25

But concerning those things in which the two kinds of change differ, he
found that the change that individuals undergo with respect to their
substances requires that the subject should not be something existing in

Narboni, giving two examples—one of accidental and one of substantial
change—comments (167v, 1): iivim .smnns IN nine; 3IBHP pVnt? ins ,nxv
ox : i r a rruwn mixn, "Averroes means to say: for example, when white
changes to black or to an intermediate color, or when the privation of the form
of fire changes to fire."
Jandunus writes (34b, A): ".. .and it is necessary, therefore, that change takes
place from one contrary to another contrary. But these contraries can be either
perfect (perfecta) contraries or imperfect ones (non perfecia). Perfect contraries
are those which are farthest apart (maxime distant) such as white and black,
sweet and bitter and such extremes among which change occurs. Imperfect
contraries are those which have some kind of contrariety (aliquid
contrarietatis), such as an intermediate with an extreme."

24 That contraries belong to the same genus is shown by Aristotle in Metaphysics
X, 4, 1055a, 3-10; X, 8,1058a, 9-13. That intermediates are in the same genus as
their contraries (cf. previous note) is shown by him in Metaphysics X, 7, 1057a,
18-30.

25 That the first contraries are axtpr\ai(;, "privation," and EI5O<;, "form," is
shown by Aristotle in Metaphysics XII, 2, 1069b, 32-34; XII, 4, 1070b, 18-21.
All particular contraries, as white and black for example, are subsumed under
this general classification. Other pairs of terms applied to the first contraries
are: 6V, "being," and ur} Sv, "non-being" (Metaphysics IV, 2, 1004b, 27-28),
and oxipr\aii;, "privation," and ifyq, "positive state" (Metaphysics X, 4,1055a,
33-38).
Jandunus, using a mixture of the Aristotelian terminology, comments (34b, A):
"...and ...this contrariety can be reduced to a primary contrariety which is
non-being (non esse), i.e., privation (privatio), and positive state (habitus)."
The argument of the present passage, according to Jandunus, proceeds as
follows (34b, C-D): if we assume that the subject possesses a substantial form in
virtue of which it is a subject and if we imagine that it also possesses a second
substantial form in virtue of which it is a particular substance—other than a
subject—for example, the form of the element earth, air, etc., then two
possible alternatives follow: (1) the substantial form in virtue of which it is a
subject must be destroyed and give way to the new substantial form, earth for
example, or (2) two substantial forms are present in actuality in the subject. The
former alternative is absurd because it implies that something can come to be
from nothing, the latter because a substantial form determines a thing uniquely.
Thus, it follows that something cannot have more than one substantial form in
actuality.
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line 46 actuality " and that it should not have a form in virtue of which it would
become a substance.- For if it had a form through which it became a
substance, it could not receive the other forms except by destruction of
this first form, for one form can only have one subject.27 And if the
subject were also a simple substance existing in actuality, it could not be
passive and not receptive, for that which is actual cannot, insofar as it is
actual, be the recipient of something else actual.28 Therefore, the nature
of that subject that receives the substantial forms, that is to say, the
subject called prime matter,29 is the nature of the potential, that is to say,
being potential is the essential differentia30 of prime matter [as a

26 Narboni comments (167v, I): uira wxira DVU? bso2 XXD: ,nxv, "In complete
actuality in virtue of its own essence simply."

27 inx w n x^x nnx mixV J'X '3, unam enimformam habere nisiunum subiectum
impossible est. This somewhat awkward phrase is found in all the Hebrew
manuscripts and in the Latin texts U> ,p ,X. However, text T and the marginal
summary in C have the smoother reading: "unum subiectum habere plusquam
unam formam impossibile est."
Jandunus, who had before him the first version of this passage, sensed its
awkwardness and commented (34b, C): ".. .si subiectum transmutationis
substantialis haberet formam de se in actu, nullam reciperet cuius declaratio
est, quia impossibile est quod unum subiectum habeat nisi unam formam
substamialem. et e converso una forma substantialis non est nisi unius subiecti."
Having stated (1) that the subject of substantial change cannot be something
existing in actuality, and (2) that this subject cannot have a form in virtue of
which, it would become a substance, Averroes proceeds to prove the latter
proposition in the present passage and the former proposition in the succeeding
passage.
Narboni explains the phrase inx xm K^K nnx mixV px '3, "for one form can
only have one subject," by saying (167v, 1), that the form can only inhere in a
subject, i.e., not in something composed of matter and form (DV 'Vvn xV .nxv
mix). For if that subject, i.e., prime matter, were composed of matterand form
it would be subject to generation and corruption in virtue of itself and thus, in
turn, prime matter would require another subject. The same argument would
apply to this new subject and the chain of subjects would go on to infinity. This
is false: 'nVa "?x iVi .xcru iV r rm .IBXM TODJ mm ppxnn imnn ,p nx .n'rn
i?v nn .rrtsn.

28 This argument shows that the subject does not exist in actuality.
29 riipxin 'Vaai pamna nana. Literally: "prime matter and first hyle."
30 'axya iVran, differentia substantialis. This term is not used in its technical sense

in this passage, i.e., matter is not defined as "being in potentiality" where
"being" is the genus and "potentiality" the differentia. For, as Aristotle points
out, "being" is not a genus. Cf. Metaphysics VIII, 6, 1045a, 36-1045b. 7.
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subject]. Therefore, prime matter has no proper form nor does it have a line 52
nature existing in actuality, but its essence is to be only potential. It is for
this reason that it can receive all forms.
ButJ1 the difference that there is between the potentiality through which
this subject becomes a substance and between the nature of the subject
that becomes a substance through this potentiality consists in this,
namely, that the term potentiality is predicated only in relation to form

Averroes states this as follows: " . . . et accidit substantiae eius, ut sit in potentia
omnes formae: non quod potentia eius est in substantia, ita quod sit pars
definitionis...," ".. .and it belongs to the substance of matter, that it is
potentially all forms. However, potentiality is not 'in' the substance in such a
manner that it would be a part ofa definition...." (Long Commentary on Physics
I, com. 70, Vol. IV, 41r, E).
Jandunus, aware of this point, comments that "potentiality is as (quasi) the
substantial difference of the subject."
A verroes has the following in mind: being is divided into "potentiality" and
"actuality." Cf. Metaphysics V, 7, 1017a, 35- 1017b, 9; IX, I. It has been shown
in the preceding passage that prime matter is not something existing in
actuality. Therefore, it must be something existing in potentiality.

31 The text of the present passage, which is corrupt in the Hebrew manuscripts,
was reconstructed from the Latin texts and from a parallel passage in the Long
Commentary on Physics (I, com. 70, Vol. IV, 41r, E-F). In these two passages
Averroes shows that a distinction must be made between the nature of prime
matter, potentiality, and prime matter considered as a subject in the category of
substance.
In the Long Commentary on Physics Averroes presents two arguments in
support of the latter proposition: if prime matter were identical with
potentiality, its nature, then (1) prime matter would be destroyed when a given
potentiality is actualized; and (2) prime matter would only be in the category of
relation, while, in truth, it must also be in the category of substance. The
argument of the present passage is identical with the second of these arguments.
Averroes' text in the Long Commentary on Physics reads: "D. d. et quid est
subjectum, i. et modus essentiae eius est, quod non est demonstratum in actu,
sed est quasi medium inter non esse simpliciter et esse in actu. Et accidit
substantiae eius ut sit in potentia omnes formae: non quod potentia eius est in
substantia, ita quod sit pars definitionis, quoniam, si potentia esset in
substantia eius, tune esse eius destrueretur ablatione potentiae et praesentia
formae in actu, s. formae, ad quam habebat potentiam ut reciperet: et
universaliter, si potentia esset in substantia eius, tune substantia eius
corumperetur apud generationem, et esset in praedicamento ad aliquid non in
praedicamento substantiae. Ex his igitur patet quod istud subiectum est
substantia non potentia, neque privatio: pars enim substantiae est

' substantia "
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line 55 [and hence this subject should belong to the category of relation], while
the subject is one of those beings that exist in virtue of themselves," the
substances whereof exist in potentiality [and hence this subject should
belong to the category of substance]. Therefore," [since the nature of
prime matter is to be only potential,] it is difficult to conceive of it34

except in relation to something else, as Aristotle has already pointed
out."

32 Text p has the additional phrase: "hoc autem subiectum est elementum unum
aeternum existentium per se," "but this subject is an eternal element of those
things which exist by themselves". In texts E\1, this addition reads: "et
elementum unum aeternum existentium per se." In text X, as in the Hebrew
versions, the additional phrase is lacking.

33 ]3Vl. Literally: "And therefore." Averroes now returns to his earlier discussion
that to be potential is the nature of prime matter.

34 n r x . This Hebrew term can refer to either conception by the intellect or
conception by the imagination. The Latin intellegere vel imaginari takes the
term in both of these senses. However, the interpretation huellegere seems to be
preferable, since "matter" is an object of conception by the intellect rather than
conception by the imagination. Cf. the following note, and Wolfson, Crescas, p.
519, n. 21.

35 Aristotle writes (Physics I, 7, 191a, 7-12): i\ 8'ujtoKEiu£vr| <puai£ f>7uatr|Tr)
Kax'dvaXoyiav, "The underlying nature is an object of scientific knowledge by
an analogy." "For as the bronze is to the statue, the wood to the bed, or the
matter and the formless before receiving form to anything that has form, so is
the underlying nature to substance, that is, the 'this' or existent." For a
comment on the text of this passage, cf. W.D. Ross, Aristotle's Physics (Oxford,
1936), text and p. 494, on 191a, 10.
Averroes comments on this passage: "Et ista natura quae est subiecta
substantiae non potest intelligi per se, cum non sit aliquid in actu habens
quiditatem, sed intelligitur secundum comparationem propter latcntiam suae
substantiae. Et ideo, cum voluerimus dare substantiam eius, dicimus ipsam esse
illud cuius proportio ad substantiam est sicut proportio cupri ad idolum aut
ligni ad scamnum," "And this nature that is the underlying subject of substance
[that is, prime matter] cannot be conceived by the intellect [as it is] in itself, for it
is not something in actuality having an essence. But it is to be understood by
means of a comparison in accordance with the latency [potentiality] of its
substance. Thus if we want to give the essence of prime matter we say that prime
matter is that, the relation of which to substance is as the relation of copper to
the statue and wood to the bench" (Long Commentary on Physics I, com. 69,
Vol. IV, 40v, I-K).

Narboni comments that it is difficult to conceive prime matter since it lacks a
nature proper to it (insva ivao pion), i.e., a form existing in actuality (168r, 1).
Since knowledge can only be of something actual, prime matter can be known
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When Aristotle observed" that the substantial forms" are divisible in line 58
virtue of the divisibility of this subject — and divisibility belongs to this
subject only insofar as it possesses quantity — he understood that the
three dimensions,38 called "body," are the first thing existing in this
subject. And when he found that all forms have these three dimensions
in common, while each form is distinguished by having a determinate

only through an analogy: as a particular matter (wood) is to a particular form
(box), so is prime matter to all forms. The difference between the parts of the
analogy is that when the particular matter (wood) loses its form (box), the
matter still has a form of its own, while, when prime matter loses its form, no
other substantial form remains (mis : 133 iu>K .mnvnn nmsn bv. imnn on' '3
nainn on' xin jnxn Vx p n on' ,y?33i .nmsn !?3 b>x jwxin nainn on' xin ,n:oa
nms ,iV nain nmnn '3 pn Vi3n yv. .msnVi Dsyb xaru xin '3 ,nmsn bo bv. jwxin
imnm .inssn ivssn misn V»3 xin ,mnxn nmsn misa ox ,ysn '3 .lasys
insss UTOD QS» m a s B 103 prcxin).
Jandunus (34c, H-34d, E) produces the same argument.

36 The analysis of the composition of natural bodies, that is, the four elements,
shows that "divisibility" is the ultimate common property of these bodies.
Now, bodies are divisible in virtue of possessing "indeterminate three-
dimensionality" (Q^sna vton nrcVon Q'pman). This "indeterminate three-
dimensionality" is the "form" of prime matter.
"Determinate quantity" (̂ 3110 niO3), like any other accident, belongs to a body
only after the body has acquired a substantial form. Analytically speaking,
then, prime matter, according to Averroes, receives quantity and form in the
following order: first, the "indeterminate three dimensions," then the
substantial form, and, finally, the determinate dimensions that accompany the
substantial form. This order contains an implicit disagreement with Avicenna
who maintains that no quantity of any kind can belong to matter until matter
possesses a substantial form. Thus, Avicenna's order is: corporeal form (which
is different from indeterminate three-dimensionality), substantial form,
dimensionality. Cf. above, n. 7.

37 Averroes distinguishes between two forms of an element: (1) the substantial
form (n'DSSn misn) or specific form (n'ran misn); and (2) the corporeal form
(iramn nmsn).
According to Narboni (168v, 2), these two forms are distinguished as follows:
nms3i .bwa y n rrnnxm n"»'xn miss .nvran mmsn nvasvn nrnxa ns r i
Dssn: n3 '3 ,na am m 'as i DB;J n\T rrasttii, "the term 'substantial forms' refers
to the 'specific forms' as, for example, the form 'fire' and the form 'air.' Now, in
virtue of the 'corporeal form* something is a body, while in virtue of the 'specific
form* it is a definite body, for in virtue of the specific form it becomes a
substance."

38 I.e., the indeterminate three dimensions.
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line 6i quantity of them,39 he knew that the indeterminate dimensions become
determinate and the ultimate dimensions in actuality only after the
substantial forms become inherent in the subject, the case being the
same as that of the other accidents which exist in actuality. For Aristotle
also observed that the respective subjects of all accidents are individual
substances existing in actuality, namely, they are those actual individual
substances concerning whose nature it is clear that they are composed of
forms and of a subject existing in potentiality.
From the fact that the subject receives transitory accidents Aristotle
also adduced proof that the subject is not a simple thing, for if it were

39 The form of each of the four elements, earth, water, air and fire, is accompanied
by a definite quantity of dimensions. However, for any given element, this
quantity of dimension has a range delimited by a maximum and a minimum. Cf.
below, n. 43.
Jandunus comments (35a, A): "Notandum,..., quod sicut unaqueque forma
habet qualitates determinatas, ita habet quantitatem determinatam ad
minimum et ad maximum...," "It is to be noted,..., that just as every form has
determinate qualities, so does it have a quantity determined toward a minimum
and toward a maximum."
In stating that the dimensions of each substantial form are determined toward a
maximum and minimum, Averroes has the following in mind: let it be assumed
that a given substantial form (air, for example) inheres in a certain part of prime
matter. Now when this element (air) composed of the substantial form and
prime matter is heated, its dimensions begin to expand. But the element retains
the same substantial form. Therefore, the elements and their underlying matter
can undergo an increase and a decrease in their dimensions without there being
added to them something from the outside or without there being something
taken away from them, that is, the elements and their matter are elastic.
The source of this discussion appears to be Physics IV, 9, 217a, 26-33, where
Aristotle writes: "The same matter also serves for both a large and a small
body. This is evident: for when air is produced from water, the same matter has
become something different, not by acquiring an addition to it, but it has
become actually what it was potentially, and, again, water is produced from air
in the same way, the change being sometimes from smallness to greatness, and
sometimes from greatness to smallness. Similarly, therefore, if air that is large in
extent comes to have a smaller volume, or becomes greater from being smaller,
it is the matter that is potentially both that comes to be each of the two." For a
parallel discussion, cf. De Generatione et Corruptione. 1, 5, 321a, 9-13, and
Averroes, Middle Commentary on De Generatione et Corruptione I, Part V,
chap. 2, Hebrew (ed. S. Kurland): p. 25, line 76-p. 26, line 79; English (trans.
Kurland):p. 31, lines 16-24, and p. 162, n. 18; Latin (ed. F.H. Fobes): p. 44,
lines 1-7. •
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actually simple, it would be impossible for it to receive accidents. For line 67
passivity toward the reception of something is contrary to the actual
possession of it.40 And as regards the existence of the indeterminate
dimensions,41 which all forms have in common, he understood that
prime matter is never denuded of these indeterminate dimensions, for if
prime matter were ever denuded of them, then body would come from
non-body and dimension from non-dimension and the corporeal form
would change from one contrary state to another and it would come
upon the subject in successive and changing stages, as is the case with
the substantial forms.42

All this is in agreement with what appears through sense perception.
Thus, by way of an example, when the calefactory form operates in
water, water undergoes an increase in its dimensions43 and these
dimensions approach the dimensions of air. Now, when water has
reached the greatest quantity of dimensions which may exist in water,
the subject divests itself of the form of water and of the maximum
quantity of dimensions proper to water and it receives the form of air
and the quantity of dimensions proper to the reception of the form of
air. The reverse takes place when the frigorificform operates in air, that
is, the dimensions of air do not cease shrinking until the subject has

40 Cf. Hebrew text, lines 48-50. The argument of this passage shows that prime
matter cannot be simple in actuality, but that it must always possess a
substantial form. Jandunus (35a, C) takes it to be a continuation of the
preceding discussion that the determinate dimensions are subsequent to the
substantial form. For, since the subject receives changing accidents, it cannot be
simple, but must be composed of matter and a substantial form. Thus, the
substantial form is prior to any accident.

41 According to Jandunus (35b, C-D) the following passage contains two proofs
that prime matter never exists without the indeterminate dimensions. For if it
did, he argues, then during a process of change (1) one body would cease to exist
and a new body would come to be from nothing, or (2) there would exist many
corporeal forms which would change into one another. The first supposition is
absurd since "ex nihilo nihil fit"; the second, because the assumed corporeal
forms would be contraries. Corporeity, however, cannot be a contrary since
contraries are active, while corporeity is passive. Cf. Toledanus, p. 77, lines 17-
21.

42 The substantial forms, unlike the corporeal form, can change into one another
and thus they are contraries.

43 Each of the four elements has a range of dimensions bounded by a maximum
and a minimum dimension. Cf. above, n. 39.
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line 77 divested itself of the form of air, and the form of water has come to be.
But as for the absolute dimensions, and those are the dimensions to
which we apply the term "body" in its absolute sense, prime matter
never divests itself of them, as it never divests itself of the rest of the
accidents common to all of those bodies that change into their contrary,
or to two or more of them, an example of the latter case being the
property of transparency, which fire and air have in common.
Inasmuch ** as the form of the indeterminate three dimensions is the first

44 13 nann . . . nrrniP n»Vi. The argument of this passage is meant to show that the
substantial forms, that is, the forms of the four elements, are contraries.
However, the text is difficult and there is a considerable difference between the
Hebrew and the Latin versions.
According to Narboni's interpretation of the Hebrew text (169r, 1-2) the
substantial forms are contraries because they succeed one another in prime
matter, and they succeed one another because: (1) two substantial forms
cannot inhere simultaneously in the same quantitatively determined part of
prime matter; (2) prime matter cannot simultaneously be free of the form that is
destroyed and that which produces destruction; and (3) the form that comes to
be must come to be through an agent that brings it from potentiality to
actuality. For the details of Narboni's argument, cf. below, nn. 45-49.
The Latin of this passage reads: "Et quia ilia forma, scilicet forma dimensionis
non terminatae existit in prima materia primitus, et succedit sibi in ea [for
correction of this text, cf. below, n. 46], cum sit impossibile hoc subiectum
recipiens duas earum in existentia terminatae quantitatis, ideo impossibile est a
subiecto denudare formam, vel subiectum denudari a forma, nisi per formae
destructionem. Nee est etiam possibile ipsam fieri in subiecto, nisi per agens
extrahens illam de potentia in actu. Unde necesse est has formas esse contrarias
adeo, quod altera corrumpat suam contrariam, et subiectum reciperet formam
similem."

Commenting on this Latin text, Jandunus writes (35d, E-F): "...dicit, quod
ista forma interminatae dimensionis, i. dimensiones interminatae, quae
appellantur ab aliquibus formae corporeitatis, existunt primo in materia prima,
dimensiones autem terminatae succedunt sibi invicem in materia, cum
impossibile sit formas substantiales, quae habent proprios terminos et
distinctos suarum quantitatum simul existens in eadem portione materiae, ideo
impossibile est unam formam substantialem denudare a subiecto, vel
subiectum denudari a forma substantial! nisi per corruptionem formae illius...,
nee etiam possibile est fieri in hoc subiecto nisi per agens extrahens illam de
potentia in actum. Et ideo necesse est formas substantiales esse contrarias, ita
quod altera corrumpit alteram cui succedit vel agens generans unam formam
corrumpit alium prius existentem, et tune subiectum recipit formam similem, s.
ipsi agenti," " . . .he [Averroes] states that this form of indeterminate
dimension, that is the indeterminate dimensions, which are called by some the
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form residing in prime matter,45 [one substantial form]4<s comes upon it line 82
in succession to another [only] as a result of change — seeing that it is
not possible for this quantitatively indeterminate matter to receive two
of the four substantial forms [simultaneously] in one and the same
abode of determinate quantity,47 nor is it possible that both, the
substantial form that is being destroyed and its contrary, the successive
substantial form that is destroying, should be without prime matter as
their subject,48 nor is it possible that the form that comes to be as a

form of corporeity, exist first in prime matter, while the determinate dimensions
succeed one another in prime matter, inasmuch as it is impossible that the
substantial forms that have proper and distinct limits belonging to their
quantities should simultaneously exist in the same portion of prime matter. For
this reason it is impossible to strip a substantial form from the primary subject
or to remove that subject from a substantial form, except by destruction of that
substantial form Nor again is it possible that the substantial form that
succeeds the one that is destroyed should come to be in this subject except
through an agent that brings it from potentiality to actuality. And, therefore,
the substantial forms must by necessity be contraries such that one substantial
form destroys that other that it succeeds or that the agent that brings one form
into being destroys another form that existed before, as a result of which the
subject receives a similar form, that is a form that is similar to that agent."

45 Narboni explains (169r, 1): mixn Vioaa ̂ uan xVi \wmrt nainn oo'tPD1 xV '3 Vn
minnnaV nn"p nxiwi Vax iraxsn, "i.e prime matter does not divest itself of
the indeterminate three dimensions nor does it cease to exist when any one
substantial form ceases to exist, but it remains fixed for the form that is
generated."

46 n'nssn mixn./or/na substantialis. This term, which is lacking in all the versions,
has been supplied from Narboni's commentary, the text of which reads (169r,
1): rvaxyn mixn nxr .mann isn apra vbs xiam'nax Kim.

47 I.e., if one substantial form, earth for example, subsists in a given part of prime
matter and thus imposes upon that part of prime matter the dimensions proper
to it (earth), then another substantial form, water for example, cannot subsist
simultaneously in the same quantitatively determined part of prime matter.
Narboni comments (169r, 1): 'Vi'nn |» Vanan pVnn nxv.Vasia inx pw»a naxi
trr» nmsn 'no? iVa vVi? iVirr>tt> IIPDX 'K izr>xn nain masm |i©xin. For the term
]3B>», J*, cf. Wolfson, Crescas, p. 577, n. 15.

48 "\m X'n r o s a m ona noonn bn naVinn mixn xuruna DII» nvrw "WDX 'x.
Narboni interprets this passage as if it were mixna XBDJn on» n'H'B? n©DX 'K
•pnn xin Tosam ona noonn ^x roVinn. He writes (169r, 2): 'x p iaai .nxr. . .
'a .naipaa nVnn x'm .rroDnn mooam rmyjn mixna mis xemn jrrre? ivsn
misn BraV nassa la np^noan misn pwxin nainn B T W ia nrcx nny imxa
nnx ^3i .mn» 'nw pain' nx mix 'nbaa pwxn[n] 'Vrnn n'n' ,xV DXI .nV nVapan
"\pv Dna, ". . .By this he means that it is impossible that the subject be free
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line 84 successor to the one that is destroyed should be generated in the subject
except through an agent which brings it from potentiality to
actuality49—it follows from these considerations that the substantial
forms must be contraries so that each one of them at some time destroys
its contrary,50 the result being that the subject receives a form similar to
the one bringing about the destruction.51 Thus, the forms of the elements
are contraries and they reside in a single subject. Therefore we say that
things undergoing change are in some respect contrary and in some

simultaneously from the form that ceases to exist and from the one that brings
about [its] destruction, which is a contrary, this latter form being the one that
takes the place of the former. For in the same instant in which prime matter
strips off the form that ceases to be, in the very same instant [actually he means
'in the very next instant'] it puts on the form that it receives. If this were not the
case, either prime matter would be without form or two instants would overlap,
and each of these assumptions is false."

49 Narboni comments (169r, 2): nVJnV pin invn K̂K bipob j'Xtt? nn .nxr...
,inx naib !?aj>a nainw urp nrcxa iimx .nan p inxK? ma ,pVi .natn mix nwxa
vb Vax ,pBO 'Va iV van ^aipnn ms'saw owob njpvn nxi UUJDIBB Mb nw xb njn
mamv laV Ksai oV»n lVyiDC u s r UMO OVIX ,ra> xV .imx'sa rvrwDK mswb
xxai iViVw, "...he means to say, the reason [that an agent is needed] is that
nothing belongs to the recipient [that is, prime matter] except to be prepared for
the attainment of the existence of that thing [that is, the substantial form that is
generated]. Therefore, as Averroes states, when we know that something may
be the recipient of something else, we have no right to infer on the basis of this
knowledge that that which is received will undoubtedly come upon the
recipient, but we only may decide upon the possibility of its existence, no more.
But when we know that there exists the perfect agent for the production of that
which is received, we have the right to decide that that which is produced by this
agent must also exist."

50 Cf. Aristotle, De Generatione et Corruptione II, 4, 331a, 12-23.
51 Literally: "...and that the subject receives in itself a form similar to it."

Toledanus (p. 86, lines 15-16): "... et quod subiectum recipiat formam similem
forme corrumpentis quod est agens," ".. .and that the subject receives a form
that is similar to the form that brings about destruction, and this [form] is the
agent."
Jandunus (35d, F): "...et tune subiectum recipit formam similem, scilicet, ipsi
agenti," "... and the subject receives a similar form, i.e., [a form] similar to the
agent."
In accordance with the Latin version of this phrase ("et subiectum recipiat
formam similem"), Ichanged the Hebrew text to ia nann mixn xemn Vapi.

" The Hebrew manuscripts in the best version have the reading: Xttnjna TDDm
na nnnn, "the result being that there is destroyed in the subject a form similar to
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respect similar.52 It follows as a corollary that if there exist simple line 88
bodies53 whose forms have no contraries, it will necessarily be true in
regard to these forms that they are not generated or corruptible and that
they do not possess a common subject.
All this being as we have described, it should be clear to you that the
cause of the destruction and the generation of existing things is the
contrariety belonging to their forms. As for the common subject, it has
no proper form,54 but it is potentially receptive of enumeration that is
applicable to forms differing in species and also of enumeration that is
applicable to forms differing in number or that is according to the
distinction between great and small.55

52 According to Narboni (169r, 2), things undergoing change are similar in that
they have the same underlying subject and they differ in that the form
producing the change is different from the form changed. Narboni adds that the
two respective forms must be the same in genus, but different in species: ,HST
D'D'rnna .noa D'aina D'VyDnam Q'Vsisn© 'DV .mixn nDna ,mrna nxa nann ixa
...pea.
Jandunus interprets (35d, H): "...nam passiva sunt in principio contraria
agenti, in fine vero similia...,""... for the things undergoing change are in the
beginning of the change contrary to the agent, but in the end similar to it "

53 Narboni (169r, 2): D"a'BK;n D'Biwn ,nxi\ "i.e., the heavenly bodies";
Jandunus (36a, A): "...ut sunt formae caelestes," "i.e., the heavenly forms."

54 Narboni (169r, 2): imassa , n n \ "he means to say [it has no proper form] in
virtue of itself."

55 Prime matter, which has the indeterminate dimensions as its immediate form,
can receive quantitative determination, that is, the determinate dimensions, in
two ways: (1) if there inhere two ormoreofthe forms of the four elements, that
is to say, forms differing in species, in a given part of prime matter, then the
dimensions of that part of prime matter are determined by the sum of the
respective dimensions proper to each of these forms; (2) if there inheres only
one of the forms of the four elements in a given part of prime matter, then the
dimensions of that part of prime matter are determined by the dimensions
proper to this one form. These latter dimensions, in turn, are determined in two
ways: (a) according to discrete quantity, that is, according to the number of
"units" of that single form that are present in a given part of prime matter; and
(b) according to continuous quantity, that is, according to the position that this
form has within the range of dimensions possible for. it.

The phrase ppm Vma nvr new presents difficulties of interpretation,
especially since in the subsequent passage (Hebrew text, lines 96-97) Averroes
omits it from his enumeration of the ways in which prime matter may become
quantitatively determined. As my interpretation shows, I took this phrase as
referring to an earlier passage of the text iri'which Averroes states that the
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line95 The reason for all this5* is "that this subject first receives the
indeterminate three dimensions that are susceptible of division, and
that it is potentially many." For if the subject did not possess the
indeterminate dimensions, it could not receive simultaneously, that is,
in different parts of itself, either those forms that differ in number or
those forms that differ in species, but there would exist in it" only one
form at a given time. On the other hand, if matter, despite being one in
number, were not potentially many, then it would never have been
denuded of that form of which it happened to be the recipient and that
form would have been in the very essence of that underlying matter, so
that it would be impossible that that underlying matter should be

dimensions proper to a given form of the four elements may fall within a range
of dimensions limited by maximum and minimum dimensions, depending on
the physical conditions under which this element exists (Hebrew text, lines 72-
77; cf. above, n. 39).
The Latin versions have et quae sit secundum maius et minus. Jandunus taking
the phrase as if it were et quae sint... refers it to the preceding/or/nor diversas.
Thus he comments (36a, C): " . . . i . materia prima, quae est in potentia ad
omnes formas nullam habet de se, sed est recipiens numerum secundum
diversas formas numero et specie: et secundum diversas formas secundum
magis et minus, i. quod ipsa materia prima est recipiens numerum per formas
diversas secundum magis pcrfectum et minus perfectum: cuiusmodi sunt
formae simplicium et mixtorum," "...i.e., prime matter that exists in
potentiality toward all forms, without having any form of its own, but it
receives numerable quantity in accordance with forms differing in number and
species, and in accordance with forms differing according to more and less, i.e.,
that this prime matter receives numerable quantity through forms that differ in
that they are more and less perfect. Forms of this kind are those of simple and
mixed things."

56 Narboni (169r, 2): " m n i " ran V>n ,m:ann m Vs roa iVi3j> ,nxi\ "i.e., that the
subject receives potentially all this enumeration, i.e., the specific and the
particular."
Toledanus (p. 90, lines 13-14): "quia contraria transmutant et corrumpant
se. . . ," "i.e., that the contraries transform and destroy one another "
Jandunus (36a, D): "scilicet, quod hoc subjectum est in potentia recipiens
formas diversas in numero et specie," "i.e., that this subject receives potentially
the forms differing in number and species."
According to the argument that follows, Jandunus' formulation is the best.

57 I.e., that it potentially receives many substantial forms.
58 Narboni (169v, 1): Jl©mn 'Vvn b2 J'3 ,nsr, "i.e., in the whole prime matter"

(the same interpretation is found in Toledanus and Jandunus, ad be).
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completely denuded of its form or that it should lose this form and line 100
obtain another.59

Inasmuch60 as this subject receives many forms simultaneously only in
virtue of having received the three dimensions first, it is clear that if this
subject were to possess only one form continuously, it would be
numerically one in an absolute manner" and no multiplicity could be in

59 I accepted the text of the Latin versions: "aut corrumperetur ilia forma, et alia
formageneraretur." The Hebrew text of the manuscripts, which has the two
verbs of this phrase in the active instead of the passive, reads: rnixn TOD'TS' KVI
WVIT D"p'i K'nn. In the case of the first verb of the phrase, the Hebrew translator
took the underlying Arabic JLJS—which, read as a first form/has a passive
sense, and, read as a fourth form, an active sense—as active. Similarly, in the
case of the second verb, he may have misread an underlying OJSo (passive) as
£)JSS (active). The Hebrew text of the De Substantia Orbis contains a number of
other passages in which the Hebrew translator took an Arabic active as passive
and vice versa, or in which he appears to have misread an Arabic word. For
examples, see above, chap. 1, n. 5; below, chap. 2, nn. 27, 37; chap. 4, n. 21;
chap. 5, n. IS. For a discussion of the problem of mistranslations, cf. my
Introduction, above, p. 24.

60 This passage introduces Averroes' polemic against Avicenna's argument, that
"form" must precede "dimension" in prime matter. Averroes shows here that,
on the contrary, "indeterminate three-dimensionality" must precede "form."

61 B^maa nooaa nnK Kinrc nnanna nriK mix K̂>K ^ap' KV OK K«mnw nxann. This
reading, based on the Latin texts, is preferable to the reading of the Hebrew
manuscripts, which is: i«anm .nnanna nnK mix nbn >̂ap' KV KWW nxann
...nsoaa nnK DK KOmntP. It is possible that the text of the Hebrew manuscripts
is due to a scribal error, for if the phrases KinK? nRann and DK Kminv iKanm of
the Hebrew manuscripts are exchanged, almost the exact reading of the Latin
will result.

Narboni explains the just-cited text of the Hebrew manuscripts as follows
(169v, 1-2): mixn Rvn.nxv.manna nnK mis KVK Vs?'KV Kinunsann naK m»

—i ,mixa pVnn' Kim .o'Vana vfon Vn ,trnVnr>an O'prnan K'n IVH rcavin
ia nowr\ mixn p^nnni ,mnK mix nnK pirn nnK mix Vap' uaa pbnv

mixn Vap' KVI .n^nn maan Vap'w nnK naiiyai naanoai ia noipona K'ntp nnK
KV mixn Vin nnK ia D'pnnan 'a . ^ j n oxsa n,onai .̂ am pVnm |upm ^man K'nn
•pxvn uVmaa nsoaa inK [BK xunjnp V'x] DKUHJU; nKanm ,ni nnx m»K inn .omp
'131 'nan ia, '"it is clear that the subject receives only one form always', i.e., the
corporeal form that is indeterminate three-dimensionality. And this subject is
divisible in virtue of the substantial form since part of the subject receives one
substantial form, while another part of it receives some other substantial form,
and the corporeal form that resides in the subject is divided by the division of
the subject, for the corporeal form is spread throughout the subject, and
entangled and intermixed with it, inasmuch as the subject receives quantity
first. And this corporeal form does not receive the attributes of more and less,
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line 104 it at all, either potentially or actually. Furthermore, this subject would
not be divisible by a form, nor would that one form which has been
assumed to reside in it be divisible by the division of the subject. The
reason for all these conclusions would be that the subject does not
receive the indeterminate quantity prior to receiving the form. For if the
subject were to receive this indeterminate quantity first, it would be
divisible by the substantial form, and the substantial form, in turn,
would be divisible by its division, that is to say, by the division of the
subject, and the activities of this form would be finite in accordance with
the finiteness of the quantity proper to it,62 and the form would be
capable of receiving the distinction of great and small and part and
whole.

Now," if there existed here below a form that does not receive the
distinction of great and small and is not divisible by division of its
subject and of which the subject is not divisible by division of that
form — wherein by the expression "division of form" I mean the
diversification of it64—it is evident that the primary dimensions would
not settle upon the subject belonging to this form nor would those
primary dimensions exist in it until after the form has settled upon it,
and when I use the term "after" I have in mind posteriority in respect to
existence, not posteriority in respect to time." The case of the primary

and those of part and whole. The opposite is the case in respect to the substance
of the celestial sphere, for in it the dimensions are subsequent upon the form
and they are not prior to it. Therefore Averroes continues: 'And it is clear that if
the subject were numerically one in an absolute manner and it would contain no
multiplicity' etc."

62 Since, according to the argument, the substantial form inheres in the body in
virtue of the indeterminate three dimensions, the substantial form will be finite
in accordance with the finiteness of the body. A finite form can produce only a
finite activity. Cf. Jandunus, adloc,

63 The following argument is the converse of that of the preceding paragraph.
64 ns^nnns. That is, if it is assumed that the subject is not divided by possessing a

number of units of that one form which has been assumed to exist in it. Cf.
Hebrew text, lines 91 ff., and above, n. 55.
The underlying Arabic term was probably Ifî te-I j .

65 jnin 'DV irm vh mx'Xnn 'oV nnx V~i, Et intelligo post secundum esse, non post
secundum tempus. This reading is found in MSS n ,x, and in all the Latin texts. In
its place, or in addition to it, the remaining Hebrew manuscripts have the rather
awkward phrase "jatn •"prnarr nwxna "nm nvpmnn W According to
Narboni's interpretation this Hebrew phrase and the passage in which it occurs
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dimensions would then be like the case of all the accidents existing in line 112
prime matter, that is, the primary dimensions would exist in prime
matter only insofar as prime matter possesses a form existing in
actuality.
For this reason Avicenna thought that the case of the three dimensions
which exist in matter absolutely, that is to say, the [three] indeterminate
dimensions, is the same as the case of the determinate dimensions in it.
And he asserts that it is impossible but that a primary form settle upon
the primary matter prior to the settlement upon it of the primary
dimensions.66 And many absurdities follow from this view. Among

would have to be translated " . . . it is evident that the primary dimensions would
not settle upon the subject belonging to this form nor would dimensions (I have
in mind those dimensions whose dimensionality is temporally dimensional in its
existence) exist in it until after the form has settled on it." The phrase in
parentheses is equivalent to "the determinate three dimensions." Narboni
comments (169r, 2): 'jixn n'axsn nnxn Vm irm xVx D'pman la lxxa' xVan
"raw nvpman 'Jixi n a x Kim o'Vanan trpman nnxn ^in inx cxxaan D'pmaa
"jam "pman rvm'xaa.
Toledanus comments (p. 93, lines 3-4): "...according to the nature and
causality of the thing and not according to some duration."
Jandunus, citing a different example for "priority according to nature," writes
(36c, G-H): "As Averroes points out in 4 De Caelo, an agent that produces
change in respect to the accidents proper to this form, i.e., in respect to the
quantity and quality proper to the form. These two changes are simultaneous
according to time but not according to nature, for the cause is by nature simply
prior to the effect, though it is not prior according to time."
For the distinction between "prior according to nature" and "prior according
to time," cf. Aristotle, Categories 12; Metaphysics V, 11,1018b, 14-19; 1019a, 1-
14.

66 Medieval philosophers agreed that the first form of matter is the "corporeal
form," but they differed concerning the nature of this form. As has been seen,
Averroes* opinion was that the indeterminate three-dimensions are identical
with the corporeal form. Avicenna, whose opinion is recorded here, held that
the corporeal form could not be identical with indeterminate three-
dimensionality, which is an accident, but must be a form in the category of
substance, which is prior to any dimensionality. Cf. above, n. 7.
Narboni describes the difference between Averroes and Avicenna as follows
(169v, 2-170r, 1):

13 imj'ip I©DK IU?K maxima nx'Va ounw awrr 'j'o jax© nt
.mriN mix wna 'nVa mwtn 'Vvna sxajn maiwn p » i n n ....

iiKm mVuva laiiw nwViwan mvora , ioni "pon iav naana rnpa m^wn
,o«?i 8in© nna irm bdi IBK' nai n'BBun mixa D'snwa 0^0 traiim

IKBTI n s ' laa Kin 'a mpain irxi ,na am w oai nvran nmxa
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line 118 them: that the substantial forms would not be divisible by the division
of the primary matter, that the forms would not receive the attributes of

103 mpain nrxi D'prnan nVit s'n n'aipjn rmxmp m a T O ]2KIP mo nxiaa run
,m rinvo na Van .imaxsV l1? 3"rr mpamw saw sVi "rr p i o n namax lawns?

.norm .wow ,nav trpmansn pvKin 'Vvnn ino'PDn xV IIPX xim
'Vvnn DCWD* x1? TOR Dm D'pman on n'awjn niwnv nax'i VVV p^rr ium p i
norm IO'OV o'pman '3 D'Vanon n'pman om .orrtam onVain trips' Van pwRin

.ninian nsoV iiwirsa pyn nt niK'aa i^anxn nasi .navw KV Vax
"The explanation of this is that Avicenna thinks that 'body' is a term applying
to the substantiality that has the possibility that the three indeterminate
dimensions... rest in it. This is what is meant by 'corporeity,* which is the first
form existing in matter as yet undistinguished by any other form. This
corporeity is not of the nature of dimension, which is an accident in the category
of quantity and may change, increase and decrease, as for example in the case of
three-dimensional wax, which changes in respect to roundness, and in the case
of air, which decreases [in quantity]. All bodies have the corporeal form in
common and in virtue of it each one is said to be a body. And they differ in
virtue of the specific forms through which they are called a particular body.
And the corporeal form is not identical with cohesion, for a body can be divided
and still remain a body.

"From this it is clear that Avicenna assumes that the corporeal form is other
than the dimensions and it is not cohesion as Algazali and Joseph ben Yohai
[i.e., Joseph ben Judah ibn 'Aqnin, 1160-1226] thought, and cohesion is not
essentially necessary to its nature. But the corporeal form is other than this, for
the corporeal form is something that prime matter does not strip off, while the
dimensions change, increase and decrease.
"But Averroes argues against this, maintaining that the 'dimensions' are indeed
the corporeal form and that prime matter does not strip them off, but it only
puts off their boundary and their limit, and these are the determinate
dimensions. For while dimensions increase and decrease they do not change
[completely]. And we have already explained these things at length in our
commentary on [Algazali's] Makdsid al-Faldsifah."
Joseph ibn 'Aqnin, as mentioned in the just-quoted passage, holds an opinion
different from that of Narboni. Yet, comparing Narboni's commentary with the
passage in which Ibn 'Aqnin discusses the same problem, we find that, though
the doctrines differ, the wording in the two passages mutatis mutandis is almost
identical. Cf. Ibn 'Aqnin, in: Ma'amar...,ed. MoritzLOwy (Berlin, 1879)pp.
11-12.
Narboni thus based his version on Ibn 'Aqnin's text, or perhaps both texts go
back to an underlying third text.
Jandunus reproduces the opinion of Avicenna as follows (36d, E-F): "The
opinion of Avicenna, according to chapter 2 of the first tractate of his AlShafa,
is as follows: the form 'corporeity' exists in prime matter and the three
dimensions are changeable according to the true nature of the substantial
forms, just as wax, when it is divided into parts and squeezed and folded
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great and small,67 that they would be eternal, not divisible by division of line 118
the subject,68 and that they would not have a contrary diverse from them
in subject.69 Finally, if what has been assumed were true, then matter
would not receive any other form apart from that one form which would
be proper to it.70

Aristotle gave an account of those properties that belong to generated
beings in virtue of their subject and in virtue of their forms, these
properties being the ones through which generation and corruption
comes to these beings, that is, to the individuals which exist in virtue of
themselves. He showed, in addition, that the celestial bodies are neither
generated nor corruptible.71 As a result of this he denied72 that the

together with the fingers, receives many shapes while it itself always remains a
body through the form 'corporeity', which all these shapes have in common.
Thus Avicenna states that the form of body is in prime matter, and that the
indeterminate dimensions are subsequent upon this common form. But in itself
this corporeity is free from any particular form existing in actuality. And thus it
has the power to receive the specific form that can belong to it, and its power to
receive the specific forms occurs in two ways, universal and particular. It has the
universal power insofar as this corporeity is considered absolutely, i.e.,
common to all, but it has the power in a particular sense insofar as that
corporeity is determined through some attributes toward certain forms and not
toward others. And thus body, insofar as it is body, has this power and the form
'corporeity' primarily and generally. This is Avicenna's opinion." Cf.
Avicenna, Al-Shifa', Metaphysics, II, 1, Arabic: (ed. Anawati and Zayed), p.
63, line 3-p. 64, line 4; Latin: (ed. 1508), 75r, 2-75v, 1.
For a discussion of Avicenna's doctrine of "corporeal form," cf. A.M.
Goichon, La Distinction de I'Essence et de {'Existence d'apres Ibn Sina (Paris,
1937), pp. 425-439, especially p. 431, line 21-p. 432, line 6, and n. 6, pp. 435-
436. This discussion is especially valuable for its numerous references to the
sources and because it shows, in the just-mentioned note, that the textual
evidence supports Averroes' interpretation of Avicenna.

67 Cf. Hebrew text, lines 109-114.
68 Cf. Hebrew text, lines 95-101.
69 Nttrna urh >|Vnn&. The underlying Arabic was probably fyJ>jll j pi i-it*

The Latin reads: "et ipsam non habere contrarium sibi succedens in eodem
subiecto." The meaning of the Latin is that the assumed form would have no
contrary that succeeds it in the subject as a result of change. Cf. Hebrew text,
lines 87-90.

70 Cf. Hebrew text, lines 95-101.
71 Cf. De Caelo 1, 3, 270a, 12-22.
72 pbn, negavit. In accordance with the reading of the Latin version, I changed the

phrase V? obvn of the Hebrew manuscripts to the present reading. This reading
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line 125 celestial bodies possess a subject that is receptive to enumeration and
division in virtue of the fact that the absolute dimensions settle upon it
before the form is settled upon it, thereby also denying that the celestial
bodies are many in potentiality though one in number. Furthermore,
Aristotle denied regarding the forms of the celestial bodies that they are
divisible by division of their subject and that their activities are finite in
virtue of their own finitude, for in the case of forms divisible by the
division of their subject, the potentiality of the whole is greater than the
potentiality of a part."
Inasmuch as Aristotle found that the activities of the celestial forms are
infinite, he concluded that those forms do not settle upon their subject
by means of the indeterminate three dimensions, that is to say, since the
forms do not exist by means of the indeterminate dimensions, they are
not forces in bodies. And from the difference between the force of the
whole and that of a part in the case of the forms divisible in virtue of the
division of their subject, he demonstrated apodictically that it is
impossible that a power producing an infinite activity should exist in
a finite body or that an infinite power should exist in a finite
body.74

After these premises were set down by Aristotle" and after he found
that the celestial forces act with an infinite activity he drew the following

is also justified by the parallelism of the discussion. In the succeeding passage
(Hebrew text, lines 126-127) Averroes denies that certain properties belong to
the form of the celestial bodies, while in the present passage he denies certain
properties of their subject, that is, their matter.
Narboni, accepting the original reading of the Hebrew manuscripts, applies the
present passage to the sublunar bodies. Narboni comments (170v, 2): 11QK
DnoDia omnV nvn:n nsr .nuDnn ^sp KUDJ onV n w » ona "ft DVUN, "When
Averroes says that 'it is concluded by him [Aristotle] concerning them that they
have a subject receptive of enumeration,' in using the term 'subject' he has in
mind the subject of those things that are generated and corruptible."

73 Cf. Hebrew text, lines 132-134.
74 Cf. Physics VIII, 10, 266a, 24-266b, 24.
75 I.e., that no infinite force can be in a finite body nor a finite force in an infinite

body.
For the present proof only the first part of this premise is required. However,
Averroes assumes an additional proposition that he does not mention
explicitly, namely, that the body of the heavenly bodies is finite in extension.
This is proved by Aristotle in De Caelo I, 5-7.
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conclusions: the celestial forces do not inhere in a subject at all, they do line 136
not have a matter which receives them by means of the indeterminate
dimensions, they do not have a matter in virtue of which they are
potentially many, they are not recipients of the attributes of great and
small, and they donot have a contrary. All these conclusions follow
from the fact that these forms act with an infinite activity. And all this is
discussed in the Physics.16

When Aristotle also investigated concerning the nature of the celestial
bodies in the first book of the De Caelo, he demonstrated that they are
simple, since their motion is simple,77 and that their nature is a nature
which is neither heavy nor light, that is, they are not ordinarily
described by the terms of heaviness or lightness.78 Since it became clear
to him that heavy and light bodies are contraries because their motions
are contrary to each other and since it also became clear to him that the
motions of the celestial bodies do not possess contraries or contrariety,
he concluded from this that the celestial bodies are neither generated
nor corruptible,79 and that they do not have a subject which receives the
dimensions first [and then the forms], and hence that their forms are
divisible by the division of their subject. This is the meaning of his
statement in the first book of the De Caelo that "these celestial bodies
have no contrary in their forms nor have they a subject." In like manner
he deduced the very same thing from the fact that their motions, which
proceed from principles existing in them, are infinite motions.
Inasmuch as it is apparent80 in regard to the celestial bodies that they

76 Only the statement "that an infinite power cannot reside in a finite body'' seems
to come from the Physics (cf. above, n. 74). It means that the forms of the
heavenly bodies do not reside in their subject by means of the indeterminate
three dimensions. The rest of the present passage follows by converse from what
has been shown to be true of bodies subject to generation and corruption, that
is, bodies whose forms reside in them by means of the indeterminate three
dimensions.

77 Cf. De Caelo I, 2.
78 Cf. De Caelo I, 3, 269b, 18-270a, 12.
79 Cf. De Caelo I, 3, 270a, 13-22.
80 The succeeding text of the Hebrew manuscripts differs from that of the Latin

versions. Both agree in denying that in the celestial body the indeterminate
dimensions are prior to the celestial form. They disagree, however, concerning
the manner in which the determinate dimensions come upon the matter of the
celestial body. The Hebrew manuscripts maintain that the determinate three
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line 148 receive dimensions, and that it is impossible for them to receive the
determinate dimensions' except in virtue of their forms, and also that
they do not receive their forms by means of the indeterminate
dimensions, as is the case with the transient forms, it follows that the
celestial bodies receive the dimensions in a manner that does not require
that their forms are transient, that is, their matter receives the
dimensions by means of its forms. And the matter does not receive its
forms by means of the dimensions, that is, the indeterminate
dimensions, which exist in it potentially, the latter being the case with
those dimensions that exist in prime matter together with the form81 of
that matter. But the dimensions that exist in the celestial element are one
of its properties.82

Since it became clear to Aristotle concerning the celestial bodies that
their forms settle upon their subjects in such a manner that they are not
divisible by the division of their subjects, and the reason for that is that
they do not settle upon the subjects insofar as they are divisible, it
followed that these forms do not subsist in the subject, but they are

dimensions are a property of the celestial matter independent of the celestial
form, while the Latin versions state that the determinate dimensions are a
property accompanying the celestial form. Since below, in chap. 2 (Hebrew
text, lines 65 ff.), Averroes holds the view contained in the Latin text, I changed
the reading of the Hebrew manuscripts.
The Hebrew manuscripts have: onu? D"a'»K;n O'mjn pva nxi: rrnc; no^i
•fof NVI .onvnx 'jsa D'fcuian D'pman •ftap'w D3 -WON 'K frcn .o'pman o'Vapa
Kin .mioDjn minn nmxa p:yn ina .o'^ana 'n"?an D'prnan msxana onmx
xim ,nnoD3 nun onmx vn'w uaa avirr> NV IIPX isinn bs onix i"73p'» a"in»
myxBKa vnmx ^ap' xVi .vnvnx maxsa vb imaxya cprnan Vapa oVrn n\TW
mix Dy ]WKirt nana I©K o'pmaa p»n laa .o^ajia 'nVa "?"n ,naa la cpma
vm^uoa n^ijo "a'awn nica n»K D'pman vn' ^ax .mn nann.
The Latin X (p. 108) presents some difficulties as it stands. If we emend: "...et
est impossible ea recipere dimensiones terminatas [nisi] secundum suas
formas" the sense will be clear. Also, the phrase "quia illae substantiales sunt
sine dimensione" which occurs next in text X is obscure, and should perhaps be
omitted.

81 mix, forma. This term must refer to the "corporeal form" the nature of which,
according to Averroes, is three-dimensionality.

82 Jandunus (37d, F) comments: "... sed est dicendum, quod dimensiones caeli
simpliciter sunt sicut accidentia propria, quae consequuntur formas in
materia," "... but it is to be said that the dimensions of the heavens simply are
like proper accidents which follow the forms in matter."
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separated from the subject in respect to existence.81 For, since these line iss
forms settle upon the whole subject yet are not divisible in virtue of its
division, they have no subsistence in the subject, for they do not settle
upon the subject, not in the whole, nor in part of it and generally not in
something divisible nor in something indivisible.
This being so,84 it also follows that the form by which the celestial body
is moved is the same as that toward which it is moved, for in the case of
the forms that subsist in their subject, the form by which the body is
moved is not the same as that toward which it is moved.85 And
similarly86 the form subsisting in a subject that moves that subject to
another form by virtue of its existing in the subject, is itself moved in
order to attain perfection through another form. The motion of that
subsisting form is therefore finite87 inasmuch as it produces motion in
the subject only while it itself is moved. And this is also one of the
arguments that moved Aristotle to believe that the forms of the celestial
bodies do not subsist in their subjects, for if they did, their motions
would be finite.88

83 Toledanus (p. 109, lines 10-11): ". . .non quia sint sine ilia materia, sed quia
suum esse non est ab ilia materia," " . . .not that they exist without that matter,
but that their existence is not derived from that matter."

84 Jandunus (38b, A) comments: "i.e., inasmuch as the celestial forms do not
receive existence from their subject."

85 Jandunus (38b, A) comments: "forma [i.e., causa] efficiens et finis differunt."
That in sublunar substances the efficient and final causes are different, cf.
Physics II, 3, especially 194b,29-195a,3; 7; MetaphysicsV,2,especially 1013a,
29-1013b, 3.

86 Literally the following passage reads: "And similarly a form of the above
description, I mean to say, it will be moved to attain perfection through another
form, its motion therefore is finite, inasmuch as it produces motion [in the
subject] only while it itself is moved."

87 According to Jandunus (38b, A) the proof proceeds as follows: "The motion of
every form that is moved by another form in order to perfect itself is necessarily
finite. The reason for this is: every form of the kind just described moves only
when it is moved by an object of desire, which is its end. Thus when it passes
[reaches] the end toward which it moves, its motion comes to a stop and that
which was moved comes to rest."

88 According to Jandunus (38b, B) the syllogism is: "No form that inheres in its
subject moves in an infinite time. The celestial bodies, however, move through
an infinite time. Therefore, the celestial forms do not inhere in their subject."
Cf. Metaphysics III, 7, 1073a, 3-13.
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line 168 And an opponent •' should not say that the forms by which the celestial
bodies are moved are different from those toward which they are moved
and that those forms that must be absolutely without matter and
without position are those forms toward which the spheres are moved
and not those by which they are moved, inasmuch as those by which
they are moved are forms in matters even though they are not divisible
by the division of their matters. For if this what the opponents would
say were true, the forms by which the celestial bodies are moved would
be subsisting in their subjects and, hence, moved by the motion of their
subjects. But if this were so, they would be divisible by the division of
their subjects,90 for with regard to that which is moved, if it is moved
essentially, that is, in the case of a body, it is divisible essentially and if it
is moved accidentally it is divided accidentally." Therefore, there is
nothing in the celestial body whereby the form by which the motion
takes place differs from that toward which the motion tends, but they
are one and the same form differing only in disposition. Furthermore,
were the opponent correct in his contention that the form toward which
the celestial body is moved is different from that by which it is moved,
then the latter in causing motion would itself be moved and
consequently the motion would be finite, for that which is moved while
producing motion cannot be a principle for eternal motion. This is in
accordance with what Aristotle has already stated.92 Furthermore, in

89 Avicenna is the opponent whom Averroes has in mind.
90 The complete argument, which is only implied here, is: if this form [i.e., the

efficient cause] were divisible, it would be finite and thus the action it produces,
i.e., the action of the celestial bodies, would be finite [in all respects]. But it has
been shown that the action of the celestial bodies is infinite [in duration].
Therefore, the original assumption, that the final and the efficient causes are
different, is false.

91 The Hebrew manuscripts have an additional phrase at this point. In MSS ,3 ,K
' ,n, it reads: nws»3 pVnnaa lnvn ,V"i, "that is to say [the celestial form is
divisible], in virtue of its being in something which is divisible essentially." In 1
the phrase reads: maxsn pVnna invn ,'3in, "I have in mind, in virtue of its
being divisible essentially". Since this phrase does not appear to contribute
anything to the argument, and since it is lacking in the Latin versions, I omitted
it.

92 The argument in the preceding passage is condensed and in its expanded form it
proceeds as follows: if the two forms differ, then the'form producing motion
inheres in the body of the celestial element. If this were the case it would be
moved by the motion of the celestial body. But Aristotle has shown that the
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opposition to the opponent's view it can be shown by the analogous fact line
that the intellect and the intelligible in the celestial body are one and the
same thing, that the form toward which the sphere is moved and the
form by which it is moved are one and the same." All this concerning
the intellect and the intelligible has already been explained in other
places.94

And the heavens are said to possess a soul only in virtue of a desire
existing in them and in virtue of possessing locomotion.95 Now, the
desire which belongs to the celestial body exists only insofar as this body
has life in virtue of itself and desire in virtue of itself,96 and not in virtue
of a force existing in it which is divisible by the division of this body, for,
if the latter were the case, the celestial body would be generated and
corruptible.97 And the celestial body is said to undergo motion on

mover of the celestial body must be unmoved. Cf. Physics VIII, 5-6;Metaphysics
XII, 8, 1073a, 23-1073b, 1.

93 In this passage the intellect of the celestial body is considered as the efficient
cause of its motion and the intelligible as its final cause. Since it has been shown
by Aristotle (see succeeding note) that in the case of the celestial body the
intellect and its intelligible are one and the same, it follows that the efficient and
the final causes of celestial motion are identical. The opponent, that is,
Avicenna, holds that the efficient and the final causes of celestial motion are not
identical.

94 Cf. Metaphysics XII, 9, especially 1075a, 3-5, where Aristotle writes: " . . . Since,
then, thought and the object of thought are not different in the case of things
that have no matter, the divine thought and its object will be the same, i.e. the
thinking will be one with the object of thought."

95 The heavens are moved circularly by having the prime mover as an object of
appetite. Cf. Metaphysics XII, 7, 1072a, 19-I072b, 4. For a more detailed
discussion of the cause of celestial motion, cf. below, chap. 4, n. 18.

96 Narboni (171r, 1): imu'CD D» DXS1? ̂ D ro 13 ]'K chwn ŝnD3 Kin '3 ,nsT,"i.e.,
it is completely actual and it does not have with its extension any potentiality
toward a substance." Cf. Metaphysics XII, 7, 1072b, 27-30. Even though the
analysis in this passage refers to the prime mover only, it is also applicable to the
movers of the individual spheres. Cf. Metaphysics XII, 8. '
For the meaning of the term iniOSS, "in virtue of itself," especially as used in
reference to divine attributes, cf. H.A. Wolfson, "Avicenna, Algazali and
Averroes on Divine Attributes," Homenaje a Millas-Vallicrosa, II (Barcelona,
1956), pp. 545-571, especially p. 550, lines 3 ff.; reprinted in H.A. Wolfson,
Studies in the History of Philosophy and Religion, I, pp. 143-169.

97 The argument once again shows that, if the soul were a power inhering in the
body, it would be finite and thus the activity it produces would also be finite and
thus the body would come to be and pass away.
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line 183 account of a principle that exists in it as something separate from it, and
not on account of a principle that exists in it as something that is a part
of it, and in the same manner it is said to be living and thinking. Now if it
were thinking by means of a part of itself, it would not be thinking in
virtue of itself and the celestial body would be thinking like a man, for
man is thinking by means of a part of himself and in like manner it is
through part of himself that he is living, desiring and moving in place.
And generally, since it is clear that the activity of this body is eternal, it is
also clear concerning the nature of its form that it does not subsist in a
subject, and that its subject is simple, not composed of matter and form,
for if the latter were the case, the celestial body would be generated and
corruptible.
Some of those who philosophize'8 have said that the souls of the
celestial bodies are forms in their respective matters which cannot
subsist apart from a subject and that they acquire eternal existence
from forms that do exist apart from matter. This statement is devoid of
any meaning. For if it were true, it would follow that something that
according to its nature cannot be eternal acquires eternal existence from
something else. All this is absurd, since a nature that is generated and
corruptible cannot receive eternal existence from something else." AH

98 D'DO ŝnnn nxp, incipientesphilosophare. Narboni comments (171r, 1): nia tm
onana nmx Dn D"a'»B?n IVJU o'mjn nwsw r\mv 'Vuton 'ro pm TI»OVK bs
up DJOK .DnioDii o'aiana D'asiia .D'BBTI b"-\ .DHOTI XWU vibaa nnyt? NV
IVXV ma i»B3 TWO u'aii .nmna D'axVa D'rnp: on Dnan 'n^aa nmx 'jaa irmsnn
nrnxa ninxan ruf» "a'acn aurw inx ,HXT ,WVITB ninwrrnapmaio D'sioiVon
m pm .craaiia arm inx icsnn bs na avsn Dai Da orx, "in using this
expression Averroes alludes to Alexander, Avicenna, and Algazali, who
maintained that the souls of the celestial bodies are material forms that do not
exist apart from a subject. And they said that the heavens, which are composed
of bodies and their souls, acquire eternity in virtue of immaterial forms that in
the religious traditions are called angels. And Rabbi Moses [Maimonides]
followed these philosophers in respect to this doctrine by maintaining that the
heavens acquire eternity from something other than themselves. By this he
meant that the celestial bodies acquire eternity from forms that do not inhere in
them, inasmuch as the celestial bodies, being composite, have a potentiality for
destruction in virtue of themselves. Understand this."

For a discussion of this problem and the difference between Maimonides
[Avicenna] and Averroes, cf. Wolfson, Crescas, Prop. XI, n. 5, pp, 605-611;
especially pp. 608-611.

99 If the celestial bodies, which according to the opinion of the philosophizers are
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this is clear to him who is familiar with the fundamental principles of line 193
Aristotle.
It has been proved then in this treatise what the substance of the heavens
is according to the knowledge of the substance of their forms and
matters. Not everything we have said was found explained in those
books of the sayings of Aristotle that have reached us, but some of these
things were found explained in his writings and some of them follow
from what he has proved in the books that have reached us. However, it
appears from his words that he has explained all of these matters in
books of his that have not come down to us. And God is He Who
guideth one into the right path.100 This treatise is called "A Discourse
Concerning the Substance of the [Celestial] Sphere." It is more worthy
of this name than the treatise of Avicenna bearing this title.101 This great
and useful treatise has been completed. Praise be to God; in Him we
trust.

composed of matter and form, can acquire eternity from something other than
themselves, then also the terrestrial bodies, which are composed of matter and
form, can acquire eternity. If this were so, everything subject to generation and
corruption could become eternal and thus the concept of generation and
corruption would have to be abandoned. Since this conclusion is absurd, it
follows that the original assumption of a composite celestial body that acquires
eternal existence from something other than itself is absurd.

100 Ttmfi TBrnn Vxm. This phrase is reminiscent of such Koranic passages as:
l i i i lJ \S\^p Ĵl i^o&J..., "[Allah]... will guide them to Himself on a
straight path" (4: 1*74); yjjL.'.Jt }>\^p ^Jl $ J-i hi..., "[And he who^holds
fast to Allah] is indeed guided to'the right path" (3:96) ;p^-* ^}j-ej\ fT^H
...."And [Allah] guides them to the right path" (5:18); n-£li *>Y^pJ\ ^\
..., "And We [Allah] guided them to the straight path" (6:87).

101 Avicenna wrote a treatise entitledi^Ull f \yrH\ "The Uppermost Bodies." This
treatise carried the alternative titles, *» jU-JI f l~? !̂l j*yr , "The Substance
of the Heavenly Bodies" and ,^1 j»>f I Ot;, "Explanation of the Fifth
Substance." Cf. G.C. Anawati, Essai de Bibliographic Avicennienne (Cairo,
19S0), pp. 125-127. This treatise appears in printed form as part of the collection
known as Tis' Rasa'il. Cf. Anawati, op. cit., p. 325.
As Steinschneider points out, the end of the treatise is probably TBT»nn VKHI
n)i3:V, the rest of the Hebrew text being a later addition. Cf. Steinschneider,
Hebriiische Obersetzungen, p. 184. It should also be noted that the last sentence
of the Hebrew text rhymes, which would have been unlikely had it been
translated from the Arabic.
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line i It is our intention to investigate in this treatise concerning the nature of
the celestial body and to discover what those mean who say that it is
simple, not composite, and that it is a body that is neither heavy nor
light. And we assert that the proposition "the celestial body is not
composed of matter and form in the manner of the transient ones"' is
true beyond the shadow of a doubt as has already been demonstrated
concerning it. For it has been shown concerning the matter of the
celestial body that it possesses no potentiality at all,2 for everything in
which there is a potentiality, by which I mean a potentiality which is in a
substance, is [in] potentiality3 in respect to two contradictories.4 It has
also been shown concerning the form of the celestial body that the form
by which the celestial body is moved cannot belong to the same genus as
the forms of the four transient elements, for if the celestial form

1 Narboni comments (172v, 2): 13 naiisa nxv , m m nana asiia 'n^a Kin D"un...
".. . this body is not composed of matter and form, that is to say, a form that is
intermingled with the matter." This statement means that the celestial form
does not inhere in its matter by means of the indeterminate three dimensions.
That in a certain way, however, the celestial bodies can be said to be composed
of matter and form is shown further on in this chapter. Cf. also Hebrew text,
chap. 1, lines 135 ff.

2 Narboni (172v, 2): misn VK roa irKC ,nxv, "I.e., the celestial matter is not in
potentiality toward [any] form." In this passage Averroes speaks only of a
potentiality toward a form, i.e., the kind of potentiality that underlies
generation and corruption.

3 Literally: "is a potentiality."
4 According to Jandunus (39b, B-C) the proof that the celestial matter possesses

no potentiality for a substantial form proceeds as follows:
First Premise: Everything that possesses a potentiality for being (polentiam ad
esse) possesses a potentiality for two "contradictories, namely, being and not-
being {ad esse et ad non esse).
Second Premise: The heavens, being eternal, possess no potentiality for not-
being.
Conclusion: Therefore, the heavens do not possess a potentiality for being, i.e.,
a potentiality for substance (..'. ergo "non ad esse, quae est potentia ad
substantiam).
For this argument, cf. Metaphysics IX, 8, 1050b, 6-34."Froir> the above
argument it follows that the matter of the celestial body exists in actuality and
that the celestial form does not inhere in it, that is, that the celestial matter is
simple.
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belonged to their genus it would be either heavy or light and it would be ime 7
moved in virtue of itself in accidental fashion.3 This is in accordance
with what has been demonstrated in the eighth book of Physics.6

Thus only one possibility remains,7 namely, that the nature of the
celestial form belongs to the genus of the nature of soul. But when we
examine beings possessing a soul that are here below, we find in them
two principles of two kinds of motions respectively. One of them is a
principle for rectilinear motion, that is upward and downward motion,
in which case the mover produces the motion without volition. [This
kind of motion is not due to the soul in those beings described as
possessing a soul. It is due to the nature of the four elements of which the
bodies of these beings are composed.] The other principle is a principle

According to Jandunus (39b, D-E) two absurdities follow from the assumption
that the movers of the celestial bodies and of the four elements belong to the
same genus. They are: (1) The celestial body would possess the attributes of
heaviness and lightness. This is absurd since heavy and light bodies come to rest
when they have reached their proper place. The celestial body, however, moves
continually. (2) The celestial form would move accidentally. This is absurd
since everything moved accidentally can be reduced to something that is moved
in virtue of itself essentially. Thus the celestial body would not be the first
moved. Cf. Hebrew text, lines 36 ff.

Cf. Physics VIII, 4, especially 255a, 24-255b, 31, and Long Commentary on
Physics, VIII, com. 31, Vol. IV, 368v, I-M.
Having shown that the form of the celestial body cannot belong to the same
genus as the forms of the four elements, Averroes sets out to establish that the
celestial form must belong to the genus of soul. He begins with an analysis of the
principles that produce motion in sublunar beings possessing a soul (that is,
animals), showing in the present passage that these sublunar beings possess two
principles of motion: (1) their body which moves them with a rectilinear
motion in accordance with the motion of the predominant of the four elements
that make up this body, and (2) their soul which produces translation in place.
The motion of the sublunar being possessing a soul is the result of both
principles of motion together, that is, since the soul of these sublunar beings
inheres in their respective bodies their motion is determined by the body as well
as the soul.

Jandunus (39c, H-39d, E): "We find in the sublunar animals the natures of two
principles of motion. One of them is the principle of rectilinear motion.... the
other is that of motion of advance (moius progressivus) and this contrary
advancing motion is different from the rectilinear motion, which he [Averroes]
calls the motion of declination. For through the rectilinear motion the body of
the animal is inclined toward the place of the predominating one of the four
elements."
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line 12 for the motion of translation in place. [This kind of motion is due to the
soul in those beings described as possessing a soul.] And we find that the
latter motion is opposed to the motion of declination in each of them
[that is, the already mentioned upward and downward motion, which is
not due to the soul]. And it is because of this motion of declination
[which is not due to the soul] that each of the [sublunar] beings
possessing a soul is overtaken by fatigue and must necessarily come to
rest.8

8 The soul, insofar as it is soul, produces continuous locomotion and, thus, the
sublunar beings possessing soul would be moved continually if "soul" were
their only principle of motion. Since, however, they have a second principle of
motion, namely, their body, their motion cannot be continuous, that is, the
motion of their body brings upon them fatigue and rest.
Jandunus (39d, E): ". . .and since this motion of translation, the principle of
which is 'soul,' is contrary to rectilinear motion, the beings which have a soul
suffer retardation in their motion of translation."

In his Long Commentary on De Caelo (II, com. 3, Vol. V, 96v, M) Averroes
states his argument more fully. In that passage he writes: ".. .et apparet etiam
ex hoc quod declaratum est ex sua natura, quod in hoc motu non cessanti non
accidit ei labor neque fatigatio, et causa illius est, quia causa fatigationis quae
est in animalibus non est in eo. Causa cnim fatigationis in animalibus est, quia
in eis est principium motus contrarium motui animae, scilicet pars gravis quae
est in eis. Hoc autem movet nos multum ad contrariam partem illi, qua
intendimus moveri ex anima nostra, quapropter accidit nobis labor et
fatigatio," " . . . and it also becomes clear from what has been said concerning its
nature [that is, the nature of the celestial element] that in its unceasing motion
there does not occur to it either work or fatigue. And the reason for this is that
the cause of fatigue that is present in the sublunar beings possessing a soul is not
present in it. For the cause of fatigue in the sublunar beings possessing a soul is
that there is present in them a principle of motion that is contrary to the motion
[produced by the soul], that is to say, this contrary principle is the heavy part in
them [that is, this contrary principle is their body that moves with a motion
proper to the four elements]. But this contrary principle moves us many times
toward a direction [literally: part] contrary to that toward which we desire to
be moved by our soul, the result being that work and fatigue comes upon us."
Similarly, Averroes writes in his Long Commentary on De Caelo (II, com. 6, Vol.
V, 98v, H): "...somnum enim et quies in animalibus necessario sunt in eis
proptcr Iaborem, labor autem non est, nisi quia in eis existit principium
contrarium motui animae...," "...sleep and rest in the case of the [sublunar]
beings possessing a soul are in them by necessity because of work, but work
would not be/were it not that there exists in them a principle contrary to the
motion of the soul."
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It follows then that the principle of motion of the celestial body can line 14
belong only to the genus "soul,"' and that the motion that is circular by
nature is the motion that is proper to the soul, insofar as it is soul.10This
being so," it is this nature [of its soul] that decrees that the celestial body
is neither light nor heavy, and that it is moved in a circle. Thus, one
should not assert that the celestial body has a power of declination in
virtue of which it is said to be neither heavy nor light and that the
aggregate composed of this power and matter makes up the celestial
body; for if this were the case, the celestial body would not be simple
and it would be corruptible in virtue of itself.12 The only reason why it
happens to the soul in sublunar beings not to be moved in a circle is that

9 This is the conclusion of the demonstration that the celestial being has only one
principle of motion, namely, "soul." The implied argument proceeds as
follows: It has just been shown that the sublunar beings possessing a soul have
two motive principles: (I) the principles of rectilinear motion, that is, the four
elements making up their body that are responsible for retardation and rest; (2)
the principle of translation in place, i.e., soul. The celestial bodies have
locomotion, but they do not suffer retardation or rest. Thus "soul" is their only
principle of motion. Cf. Jandunus, 39d, E.

As the conclusion to the first passage from the Long Commentary on De Caelo
(II, com. 3, Vol. V, 97r, A), cited in the previous note, Averroes writes: " . . .Et
hoc est quod dixit, non enim habet alium motum nisi suum: i. quiacaelum non
habet motum naturalem alium a motu voluntario, et iste motus in ipso non
provenit a natura, sicut motus elementorum, quoniam si esset naturale,
contingeret quod esset compositum ex materia et forma, ergo generabile et
corrupt ibile," " . . . And Aristotle has the following in mind when he says 'for the
celestial body has no other motion except its own': The heavens have no
natural motion different from their voluntary motion, and this voluntary
mot ion in them does not proceed from a nature, such as the motion of the [four]
elements. For, if their motion were a natural motion, it would necessarily follow
that they are composed of matter and form and therefore generable and
corruptible."

10 Since "soul" is the only principle of motion possessed by the celestial body, and
since the celestial body has circular motion, it follows that the soul, qua soul,
produces circular motion. Cf. Jandunus 39d, E.

11 Jandunus (39d, F): "i.e., that the principle of motion is 'soul.'"
12 Averroes here refutes the opinion that there is a special material power of

declination, in addition to the soul, which makes the celestial body neither light
nor heavy. If such a material power were to exist, he argues, then the celestial
body would be composite and thus subject to corruption. This is absurd. The
opinion refuted in this passage is that of Avicenna. Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 3,
lines 38 IT.
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line 19 it subsists in a body which [being composed of the four elements] is
moved with rectilinear motion."
The proof that the soul is the only motive principle of the celestial body
proceeds as follows:14 inasmuch as it does not belong to the nature of

13 The Latin versions have an additional phrase at this point. In text X this phrase
reads "et sic opponitur declinatio circulari," in p "et sic componitur declinatio
hie," and in V ,1, "et sic opponitur declinatio hie." The Hebrew manuscripts,
which lack this additional phrase, have, however, p TiX'sn X3'i, "and the
explanation proceeds as follows," as an introduction to the succeeding
paragraph.

14 The Hebrew text of the succeeding passage appears to be partially corrupt.
Similarly, the Latin text in IP, as Jandunus already noted in his commentary,
seems to be partially defective. Texts 1 ,p, contain a corrected version. This
correction was also suggested by Jandunus in his commentary. Text X contains
a shorter version of this corrected reading. (That the text in », though corrupt,
was the original Latin text was confirmed by a sample of the Latin manuscripts
that became available to me after I had virtually completed the present work.)
In accordance with the conclusion of the argument of the present passage,
which is intelligible and is the same in all versions, I changed the Hebrew text to
bring it into agreement with the corrected Latin text (T ,f>).

The corrected Latin text, as found in "I, reads: "Sed, quia anima, quae est in
corpore caelesti, non est innata moveri circulariter ab eo, quod est innatum
circulariter moveri, quia non est anima in eo, ut in corpore gravi aut levi, cum
ipsum moveatur ex se ab anima, ideo animam habet tantum, et non habet aliud
principium...."
The Hebrew manuscripts read: nsnn j'X bp IK naa D1J3 n©x WB:n nn'n ox
>̂3X ,133 xVi bp )6 DIM rc?] ii'x nan .31303 yyiirTEMSTjaip nn mn 31303 ysunnw

rnnx nVnnn is rw *»â  WSJ ^ xin nin wsz ton ms» nxoa yjmnn xw.
The uncorrected Latin text in V reads: "Sed quia anima, quae est in corpore
gravi aut levi non est innata moveri circulariter ab eo, quod est innatum
circulariter moveri, quia non est anima in eo ut in corpore gravi et levi, quum
ipsum moveatur ex se et ab anima, ideo anima habet tantum et non habet aliud
principium "
Jandunus' commentary on this passage reads (40a, B): "Primo dicit, quod
anima quae est in corpore gravi et levi, et est litera corrupta, ut videtur, et debet
esse, anima, quae est in corpore caelesti,...," "He [Averroes] first states that
the soul that exists in the heavy and light body, and a word is evidently corrupt,
for the passage must read 'the soul that exists in the celestial body' "
The present passage contains proof that (1) "Soul" is the only moving principle
of the celestial bodies, and (2) circular motion is the only motion proper to soul,
qua soul. The arguments are: (1) The celestial element is composed of body and
soul. The celestial soul cannot be moved circularly by its body, for this soul, as
has been shown, does not inhere in its body. Thus, "soul" must be the only
principle of motion in the celestial body. (2) "Soul" is the only principle of
motion in the celestial body. The celestial body has circular motion. Thus soul,
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the soul that is in the celestial body '5 to be moved circularly by some ime 20
other principle whose nature it is to be moved circularly, for the celestial
soul does not exist in its body as the [terrestrial] soul exists in the
terrestrial body,16 yet the celestial body, being moved in virtue of itself,
possesses a soul, it follows that it possesses only a soul [as its principle of
motion] and no other principle [of motion] exists in it. Since the celestial
body is moved circularly, we know that the peculiar property of that
soul, insofar as it is soul, is to be moved circularly. This being so, the
celestial body possesses no other nature except the nature of the soul
that imparts locomotion.17

Since, however, the nature of the celestial body differs from the nature
of its soul — for the celestial element is undoubtedly composed of that
which moves and that which is moved and that which moves is other
than that which is moved1S — we must now investigate concerning the
nature of this body. Since it has previously been explained concerning
this body that it is not generated nor corruptible," it seems that it must
necessarily be a simple body, not one composed of matter and form.20

And since the celestial body is a certain individual being that exists in
actuality and it possesses a definite shape — and all these attributes
belong to a body in virtue of matter and they belong to matter in virtue
of form — it follows that this celestial body must be the matter of the

qua soul, can only have circular motion. Cf. Jandunus 40a, B-C.
For a different argument establishing the first proposition, cf. above, n. 9. For
the second argument, cf. above, n. 10.

15 Literally: "in the body that is neither heavy nor light."
16 Literally: "in the body that is light or heavy."
17 Jandunus (40a, B): "i.e., it is not its nature to be moved also by the motion of its

subject...."
18 Cf. Physics VII, 1, 241b, 24-242a, 15.

The text of the Hebrew manuscripts reading yyunai r:a 'ifaa is difficult and I
accepted the reading of the Latin versions. The text of the Hebrew manuscripts
and the phrase of which it forms a patt would have to be translated as: "for the
celestial element is undoubtedly composed of that which does not produce
motion and that which is moved." Narboni comments on this text (172v, 2):
yjrunn 'iton yjan tpwn jai sna 'iton svnnan trun p ,nxr, "i.e., the celestial
element is composed of a body that is moved but does not produce motion and
of a soul that produces motion but is not moved."

19 Cf. De Caelo I, 3, 270a, 12-22.
20 Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 1, lines 139 ff.
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line 3i celestial living beings21 that move circularly in virtue of themselves, and
that this matter must be more perfect than the other kinds of matter.
The reasons are that the celestial body is not subject to any of the laws of
potentiality except that of potentiality in respect to place, and that it has
the most noble kind of locomotion, namely, circular," just as it has the
most noble and perfect kind of shape, namely, spherical."
It has already been proved24 concerning the celestial forms that they do
not subsist in the celestial bodies, for if they did, they would be moved in
virtue of themselves accidentally, and would thus be in need of
something that is moved in reference to itself primarily and essentially.
For it has been shown in the eighth book of the Physics25 that the things
moved in virtue of themselves and that are here below one essence in
respect to [their] species26 can undoubtedly be reduced to a being that is

21 Jandunus offers two reasons for maintaining that the celestial living beings
possess a kind of matter (40b, C-D): (1) the celestial bodies possess accidents
and all accidents require some matter as subject; (2) the celestial bodies move
and every motion requires some kind of matter.

22 Matter is classified in accordance with the type of motion it possesses. Aristotle
shows that locomotion is the most noble kind of motion (Physics VIII, 7,261a,
13-26), and that circular locomotion is the most noble kind of locomotion
(Physics VIII, 9,265a, 13-266a, 9; DeCaelo 1,2,269a, 18-23), The celestial body
has only circular motion (De Caelo 1,2-3) and thus it has the most noble motion.
Therefore, it has also the most noble kind of matter.

23 For the propositions that (1) the heavens are spherical, cf. De Caelo II, 4; (2) the
spherical shape is the primary, i.e., the most perfect shape, cf. De Caelo II, 4,
286b, 10-33.

24 Averroes demonstrates that the celestial forms do not subsist in the celestial
bodies by showing that it is impossible for them to have accidental motion. This
latter proposition is established, on the basis of passages from Aristotle's
Physics, as follows: (I) the series of things moving and being moved must have
as its ultimate member something first moved, which moves essentially (Physics
VIII, 5, 256b, 4-13); (2) this first moved must be composed of a mover and
moved (Physics VII, 1); (3) since the motion of the first moved is eternal, its
mover cannot be a power in a body (Physics VIII, 10); (4) therefore the mover
of the first moved cannot be moved accidentally with the motion of its body.
Aristotle proves the same proposition in a somewhat different manner in
Physics VIII, 6, 259b, 1-31.

25 Cf. previous note.
26 r»3 Q"niDS»n ]K33 1K7X, quae sum hie una essentia in'specie. The literal

meaning of the Hebrew phrase is "which are here below essential [things] in
respect to [their] species." Both the Hebrew and the Latin are difficult, but since
the Latin version seems to be better I based my translation on it. The meaning of
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moved in virtue of itself essentially. This being is composed of a mover ime 40
and a first moved, and this mover " cannot possibly be a force in a body.
It appears therefore that the forms of the celestial bodies, and, in
particular, the form of the most distant surrounding body,28 are in some
respects soul — namely, through the appetite in virtue of which
movement comes upon them — and in some respects intellect." And
this form is the simple first form in virtue of which the celestial living
being is composed of a mover and a moved. This is contrary to the case
of the sublunar living beings, for, in the case of the latter, it is clear that
the mover belonging to them is in turn composed of two movers,
namely, the soul and the object of its desire30 that exists apart from the

the phrase seems to be that the things here below, which are mentioned in the
present passage, belong to the same species, that is, the species of living beings.
This interpretation is based on a phrase occurring in Aristotle's discussion of
the present problem. In Physics VIII, 6, 259b, 1-3 (cf. above, n. 24, end)
Aristotle writes: 6puuEV 8e Kcti (pavepw? ovxa toiauTa fi KivEiauxa Sauxa, olov
TO TCOV £uyux«v Kai xd xffiv £a>wv yivo$, "Further, it is evident from actual
observation that there are things that have the characteristic of moving
themselves, e.g., the animal kingdom and the whole class of living things."
It is possible that the difficulty in the Hebrew and Latin texts arose from the
mistranslation of an underlying Arabic term. The Arabic ^ - i ! may mean Dxy
(essentia) or ©S3 (anima). If this is the case, the original Arabic may have
contained a phrase equivalent to the Hebrew |'aa tfSJ 'VM JK33 lira, the Latin
of which would be "quae sunt hie animalia specie."

27 run yjsn rr.T «bm, et quod Mud movens non sit. The text of the Hebrew
manuscripts reads: ...nxin nsmn irnn NVIPI, "and that this movement is
not "In accordance with the obvious requirements of the context I accepted
the reading of the Latin version. The Hebrew translator probably misread an
underlying Arabic iljrf as £1^* . For similar misreadings, cf. above, chap. 1,
n. 59.

28 I.e., the sphere of the fixed stars.
29 Narboni (173r, 1) comments: 3̂2> mpJ iax» ixai vsi runpi nwnn ixa run,

". . . in respect to its motion the form is called soul, and in respect to itself it is
called intellect." This whole discussion is based on Metaphysics XII, 6-8;
especially 7, 1072a, 19-I072b, 4. The main points of the passage in the
Metaphysics are: the prime mover moves by being the object of thought and
appetite; in the prime mover there is no real difference between thought and the
object of thought, nor between appetite and the object of appetite. Cf. below,
chap. 4, n. 18.

30 pwnm, re desiderata. The text of the Hebrew manuscripts reads npwnm
nppiniPan, "and a desire that desires." Since I could not find any interpretation
for this phrase, I accepted the reading of the Latin. It is probable that the
underlying Arabic term was JJin whose usual Hebrew translation is pwn.
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line 45 soul and moves it.31 Therefore, in the case of the sublunar bodies, that
which is moved is composite, not simple.
Thus the celestial body functions as matter for this incorporeal form,
but it is a matter that exists in actuality. The celestial bodies, therefore,
possess something resembling matter only insofar as they have an
underlying matter for the reception of form. Therefore, the term
"subject" is more truly applied to them than the term "matter." n The
reason is that the sublunar matter is called by that name inasmuch as it
is potentially the form that comes to be in it; but it is called "subject"
inasmuch as it sustains the form and inasmuch as it is a part of the
composite made up by it and the form.

Furthermore, it is evident that the form of the celestial element is not a
prerequisite for the existence of its body, as is the case with the body of
the sublunar living beings. For in the case of the sublunar living beings it
is evident that their souls are a prerequisite for the existence of their
bodies, for these bodies would not continue to exist were it not that they
are preserved by the sensitive and imaginative soul." The celestial body,
on the other hand — being simple, not changed by anything outside of it
— does not require for its existence a sensitive or an imaginative soul. It
only needs a soul that imparts to it locomotion, and a force that, being
neither a body nor existent in a body, imparts to it eternal duration and

Perhaps the Hebrew translator intended the term npplJHPB as an Arabism, that
is, as a Hebrew transcription of i$is«.

31 Cf. De Anima III, 10; especially 433a, 13-21, and 433b, 5-21.
32 Aristotle does not distinguish sharply between the terms uXr|, "matter," and

CJIOKECHEVOV, "substratum" or "subject." In Metaphysics 1,3,983a, 29-30, he
speaks of "matter or substratum." InMetaphysicsXU, 2,1069b, 24-26 (cf. also,
Metaphysics VIII, 4, 1044b, 3-8), he states that all things that change, whether
perishable or eternal, have matter, though different kinds. On the other hand, in
Metaphysics VIII, 5, 1044b, 27-28, he allows matter only to those things
admitting of generation (yivcmq) and transformation into each other
(ueTaftoXr) etc, SXXrjXa). In Physics I, 7, where Aristotle presents his general
analysis of motion, the term "substratum" rather than "matter" is used.
Averroes, in making the Aristotelian terminology more precise, distinguishes
between two functions of matter: (1) something that underlies change; (2)
something that serves as subject for the form. He calls the latter "subject," the
former "matter."

33 For the function of the sensitive soul, cf. De Anima III, 12,434a^ 27-434b, 8, and
13-18. For the function of the imaginative soul, cf. De Anima III, 10, 433b,
27-11, 434a, 10.
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eternal motion, that is, eternal in the sense of having no beginning and line 57
no end.
You should know" that the celestial body not only needs a force giving
it continuous locomotion, but also a force imparting to it, with respect

34 In this paragraph and the succeeding one Averroes discusses the celestial form
considered as an acting force (̂ ITCD rt3) in the celestial element. (For the term ro
byiD, cf. below, n. 38.) He establishes the following propositions concerning this
acting cause (force): (1) it gives the celestial body eternal existence; (2) it
imparts to the celestial body all of its properties; (3) it exists in addition to the
moving power of the heavens; (4) it is not temporally prior to its effect.
In the present passage Averroes discusses the first of these propositions,
namely, that the celestial form, functioning as an acting cause, imparts
continuous existence to its body. However, the following dilemma arises
concerning this proposition: (1) since the celestial element is not subject to
generation and corruption, it appears that its body does not need a form giving
it eternal existence, for it is eternal through itself; on the other hand, (2) since
the body of the celestial element is of finite extension, and bodies having finite
extension can only have a finite activity, it appears that the celestial body is in
need of a form giving it continuous existence.

In our passage Averroes decides for the second of these alternatives, that is, that
the form of the celestial element imparts continuous existence to its body.
However, in the Long Commentary on Metaphysics (XII, com. 41, Arabic: p.
1631, line 7-p. 1633, line 17; Latin: Vol. VIII, 324v, H-325r, B) he decides for
the first of these alternatives, namely, that the celestial body has continuous
existence through itself and that it does not need its form for its continuous
existence.
The commentators try to resolve this difficulty. Jandunus explains that the
acting cause produces eternal motion as if it were a final, not an efficient cause
(41b, A-C): ".. . in substantiis sempitcrnis non est agens nisi secundum
similitudinem, scilicet inquantum est forma conscrvans ut finis... Intellixit
[Averroes] vero in praedictis locis caelum habere permanentiam ex se
formaliter, non ab alio efficiente." Zimara, on the other hand, holds that the
acting cause functions as an extrinsic principle that imparts to the celestial body
continuous existence (Solutiones contradictionum in dictis Averrois super
sermone de substantia orbis. Vol. IX, 158v, b): "...bene tamen caelum habet
principium extrinsecum dans sibi permanentiamacternam et conservans ipsum
in suis dispositionibus necessariis et, si tale principium non csset, ita essct de
substantiis caeli, inquit Commentator hie, sicut de eius motu, et est locus iste
cxpressus contra Gregorium Arminensem, qui voluit aeterna et necessaria non
habere causam efficientem."

It is clear, however, from the subsequent discussion that the celestial acting
cause differs from the sublunar acting cause. For similar discussions of the
eternal motion of the heavens and their eternal existence, cf. Hebrew text, chap.
3, lines 38 ff., and chap. 5, lines 15 ff.
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line 60 to itself and with respect to its substance, eternal duration. For, even
though the celestial body is simple and has in itself no potentiality for
corruption, yet, since its dimensions are finite and since it is bounded by
its surrounding surface, it is necessarily finite in its activity. And
everything having this nature35—even though the intellect can conceive
it as existing in virtue of itself without something else imparting to it
permanence and continuity — necessarily requires, according to our
opinion, that just as its activity is finite so is its duration finite. It is
necessary, therefore, that the intellect of the celestial elements should
possess a power that imparts to the celestial body eternal duration just
as it imparts to it its continuous motion. Not only this, but it is also
necessary that there should exist a force that imparts to the celestial
body the motion appropriate to its activity, that is that one among the
motions that is eternal, namely circular locomotion. And this force
must also impart the shape proper to this motion, namely, the spherical
shape, as well as the measure proper to the activity of each sphere, so
that there becomes perfected from the activities of all these spheres one
activity and this is the activity of the world in its totality. For as far as
the need for an acting force36 is concerned, there is no difference
between a simple body having a certain description and a body
composed of simple bodies having a certain description, and it makes
no difference whether this body is generated or not.37 We see therefore
that the heavens have a power that not only moves the universe but that
also makes it eternal, acts upon it and preserves it, this being similar to
the case of the human body or any body that acts in virtue of a proper

35 Jandunus (41a, D): "...quod est finitae magnitudinis et virtutis in agendo,"
" . . . which is of finite magnitude and of finite power in respect to its activity."

36 For the distinction between an acting force (ViriD m) and a moving force (ns
yj»), see below, n. 38.

37 mna v t o IN mna, generatum et non generatum. To yield the required meaning
"generated" and "not generated" the Hebrew would have to be the rather
unusual pual rnina vbz IK nrtna. This might, however, once again be a case in
which the Hebrew translator took an underlying passive i)j£i (generatum) or'
£)j£u as the active j j ^ * (generans). If the latter should be the case, the
translator intended the Hebrew to be read as rnina Ti^a IK mina. For similar
cases, cf. above, chap. 1, n. 59.
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end. The reason is that an end necessarily points to an agent bringing line 72
about this end, just as a motion points to a mover."
However," in the class of things that have to each other the relation of
an agent to that upon which this agent acts, there are those members in
which the agent is temporally prior to that upon which it acts. This case
applies to all the beings dispersed throughout the sphere of the world.
Then again, in the class of things that have to each other the relation of
an agent to that upon which this agent acts, there are those members in
which both the agent and that upon which it acts are by nature prior to
time.40 This case applies to the celestial sphere that possesses time as
something subsequent to it and as one of its accidents,41 and it also
applies to the celestial agent,42 that is to say, that agent that is peculiar to

38 Averroes distinguishes between two forces producing motion: (1) an acting
force (^JriD; agens) that brings something to a determined end; and (2) a
moving force (y>:a; movens) that acts without regard to an end.
The form of the heavens acts in a two-fold capacity: as a moving force it
imparts to the heavens locomotion and as an acting force it makes them eternal,
preserves them and leads them to their proper end. For all this, cf. Jandunus
41c, H.
Jandunus (4 Id, E) introduces a distinction between the agent of the celestial
bodies and that of the terrestrial ones. In the terrestrial bodies the agent brings
about the end, while in the celestial bodies, in which the end already exists, the
agent only acts to preserve this end. Cf. above, n. 34, and below, n. 45.

39 Having shown that the heavens possess not only a moving force but also an
acting force, Averroes proceeds to describe this acting force more fully. He
distinguishes between an agent that is temporally prior to that upon which it
acts and one that is contemporaneous with that upon which it acts. The celestial
acting force is a force of the second kind.

40 pin V» S3O3 imp. The Hebrew text is in harmony with the subsequent passage
in which Averroes shows that since time is subsequent to the celestial body and
to the celestial agent, this agent cannot be temporally prior to that upon which it
acts, that is, the celestial agent is contemporaneous with the celestial body. The
majority of the Latin texts read "prius natura," thus indicating that the priority
of the celestial agent to the celestial body is a priority "according to nature" not
"according to time." For this distinction, cf. Aristotle, Categories 12, and
Metaphysics V, 11.

41 Since time is "the number of motion in respect to before and after" (Physics IV,
II, 220a, 24-26), it is an accident in the category of quantity. But an accident
cannot be prior to that of which it is an accident. Therefore, since time is an
accident of the celestial body, it cannot be prior to this body.

42 Since the celestial agent imparts motion to the celestial body, thereby imparting
time to it, it is by nature prior to time; it follows from this that the celestial agent
cannot be temporally prior to the celestial sphere.
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ine 76 the celestial sphere for imparting the dispositions and attributes41 that
are required for the existence of that end that exists because of them.
Since people do not know that this is one of Aristotle's opinions they say
that he does not speak of the acting cause of the universe, only of its
moving cause. This is the height of ignorance. There is, however, no
doubt that its acting cause is identical with its moving cause, for the
force that moves the universe with its proper motion is identical with
that force that first bestows upon it those dispositions and properties in
virtue of which the universe has the motion proper to this force. And
Aristotle has repeatedly discussed this in many places44 of his booV.De
Caelo. And it seems that this force is more exalted and higher than the
heavens.45 Diligence in explaining these matters has made us prolong the
digression from our subject, this subject being the procedure that is to
be followed in explaining the nature of the celestial body, the relation of

Narboni (173r, 1) and Jandunus (41d, F-G) correctly interpret this passage to
mean that Averroes denies here that God is temporally prior to the world, that
is, he denies creation in time. On the other hand, Toledanus (p. 160, lines 8 ff.)
distinguishes between God, the mover of the first sphere, and the movers of the
other spheres, and applies the present passage to the celestial movers other than
God. According to Toledanus God is, however, temporally prior to the world.
Narboniwrites(173r, 1): DTip ,p©nn xim ,Vi»Dm ,̂ Kn Kim ."jyisn©uaai ,nxT
]mn naa •]•&& xbv xVi jaia irmrr YISDHW KV .ptn by »3D3, ". . .and there are
some things acting and acted upon, so that the agent, i.e., God, and the thing
acted upon, i.e., His abode [the world], are by nature prior to time, and thus the
thing acted upon is not temporally posterior to the agent and it is not true that
time does not follow from it."

43 Time is the primary attribute that Averroes has in mind.
44 mpan m nViT3. Literally: "in another place." I accepted the Latin "in multis

locis" as a better reading, but I did not change the Hebrew text. Averroes does
not seem to have a specific passage in mind.

45 Jandunus (42a, A): "...sicut causa est nobilior suo effectu," "...just as the
cause is more exalted than its effect."
The agent of the celestial bodies is more noble than these bodies because the
agent has no motion while the heavens do have motion. Cf. De Caelo II, 12,
292a, 22-24; 292b, 4-6, 10-23; 292b, 28-293a, 4. The nature of the celestial
agent is described by Jandunus as follows (42a, A-B): "And it always has to be
mentioned that this first principle is the acting cause of the heavens... not as a
cause bringing them into existence, but as a form that preserves them and
functions as an end for the sake of which they exist and have perfection. But
whether this first principle moving the heavens belongs to the genus of efficient
or final cause is a special question." Cf. above, nn. 34 and 38.
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which to the heavens46 is like the relation of body to animal. Let us now imc 84
return to our subject.
We maintain then that the celestial and the transient bodies have the
following factors in common: both possess three dimensions, both have
a substance recipient of the dimensions, and both kinds of bodies are
never free from dimensions. However, we find that the substance
underlying the indeterminate dimensions,47 as well as the dimensions
belonging to that body48 that is common to all transient bodies, are one
in number potentially,4' not one in number actually, that is to say the
indeterminate dimensions common to all transient bodies are one in
number potentially and likewise the substance that underlies these
dimensions is [one in number potentially]. And all transient bodies
share this body that is numerically one. All this follows50 from the

46 I.e., to the heavens in their totality. The heavens, analogous to the terrestrial
living beings, are composed of a body and a soul. As the subsequent passage
shows, the nature of the celestial body is established by comparing it to the
nature of the body of terrestrial living beings.

47 I.e., "prime matter."
48 The term "body" refers to "prime matter".
49 Narboni (173v, 1): DniK naa nan .'jro niK'sai 'Vpn xin nna nsona irm ,nxT

la nny wnv> inn Vn .ptwnn 'Vvnn p Vm p^na Trr pa man IK IT irm iia nvran,
"[Prime matter] is numerically one insofar as it is matter and some one thing
existing in potentiality. And the substantial forms exist potentially in this prime
matter either insofar as one follows the other or insofar as many of them exist
together in a large part of prime matter, i.e., insofar as these forms do not now
exist in it."

50 The proof offered in the following passage establishes that the body underlying
substantial change must exist in potentiality. Three possibilities are considered:
(I) there exists one body in actuality; (2) there exist many bodies in actuality;
(3) there exists one body in potentiality. The first and second possibilities are
proved to be false, therefore the third must be true. The rejection of the first two
possibilities is based on the following arguments:
First Possibility: If the subject of changing elements were one in actuality, then
a change of form would be an accidental change. Aristotle, however, has shown
that a change of form must be a substantial change. Therefore, the subject
cannot be one in actuality.
Second Possibility: If we assume that in a given change both the body that is
destroyed and that which comes to be exist in actuality, then at some time
during that change the body that is changed would completely cease to exist.
Thus the second body would come to be from nothing. This, however, is
contrary to the principle "ex nihilo nihil fit."
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line 92 observation that the body that is one in species31 passes from one form
to another and from one set of dimensions to another, this second set
differing in actuality from the first. An example is provided by the
transformation of the body possessing the form air into that possessing
the form fire. Now if this body, common to the form air and fire, were
numerically one in actuality, then the form would be an accident. And if
the body receiving the form fire and that receiving the form air were
actually two, it would follow that when one of these bodies is
transformed into the other, the attribute of corporeity would be
removed from the body that is destroyed. This body would then become
non-body and the new corporeity would have to come from non-body.
This is absurd. It follows therefore that the sublunar bodies have a
common corporeal nature.52

We must also ask53 whether these indeterminate dimensions and their
subject are one or many and, if they are one, whether they are
potentially or actually one, and, if they are many, whether they are
actually or potentially many. As has been shown, their nature requires
us to lay down that they are potentially one and many.54

It has been shown that, since the sublunar bodies are transient, they are
composed of a substance existing in potentiality55 and of dimensions in
potentiality56 settled upon this substance. It has furthermore been

51 I.e., the body composed of prime matter and corporeal form.
52 The concluding statement of this proof is insufficient as it stands. It is to be

proved that the common nature of the sublunar bodies exists in potentiality, not
that there exists an underlying nature. Jandunus in his commentary (42b, D)
adds the omitted statement. He writes: "ex quo concludit, quod necesse est ilia
corpora, qua adinvicem transmutantur, habere naturam corporalem com-
munem, ita quod sint eadem in potentia et non in actu...."

53 The following paragraph presents difficulties of interpretation. It has just been
shown that the indeterminate three dimensions and their subject, prime matter,
are one in potentiality. Thus, there seems to be no need to ask again whether
they are one in actuality or potentiality. Only one new point is established in this
paragraph, namely, that they are also many in potentiality.

54 Jandunus (42c, F): "it [prime matter] is one in potentiality insofar as it is some
one thing that lacks all forms, and it is many in potentiality insofar as it is
capable of having different [substantial] forms."

55 Jandunus (42c, F): "i.e., prime matter."
56 Jandunus (42c, G): " . . . which are in potentiality toward different boundaries

and become actual through different forms."
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shown that when this body, which is one in potentiality and matter in line 103
potentiality, becomes actualized, it becomes matter in actuality. From
this follows Aristotle's saying that matter does not exist in actuality
except insofar as it is visible," just as form does not exist5S except insofar
as it is intelligible.
Since the celestial body, on the other hand, does not undergo alteration,
it must necessarily be composed of a substance in actuality and of
dimensions in actuality. Therefore, it is neither generated nor
corruptible. All this being as we have described, it follows that the
celestial body is the matter that receives the celestial form in the manner
that has been proved to be proper to this matter. I mean to say, that the
celestial matter agrees with the transient matter in some respect and it
differs from it in some. And both kinds of matter agree in that they are
matter insofar as they are visible and insofar as they possess a power for
locomotion, but they differ in that the celestial body does not have that
potentiality for alteration that is proper to the substances existing in the
transient body.

57 This statement appears to be based on Metaphysics XII, 3, 1070a, 9-10, where
Aristotle writes: oijoiai 5£ ipsti;, rj u£v 0Xr| T<5SE TI ofiaa 1(5 (paiveaOai...,
"There are three kinds of substance: matter which is a 'this' in virtue of being
apparent "
Averroes' text of this passage reads -.a* t r " 1 * * * ^ «Ul» &-\jl\ Ul i& jijJAj
.. . ^ U ,j>Je, "Substantiae autem sunt tres: una autem est materia et est hoc
secundum quod videtur...," "But substances are three: one is matter and it is a
'this' [lit. this thing] in virtue of being visible..." (Long Commentary on
Metaphysics XII, t. H.Arabic: p. 1466,lines 2-3; Latin: Vol. VIII, 299v,L). In
his commentary Averroes interprets this passage to mean that prime matter is
not visible in itself, but it is visible only after it has become actualized by a
substantial form. His text reads: j» j^iJI li* ^j *X>5 <&-* ty^i '•*•* J^J

\s\j \f\

\ J J J» "ill if~j U C- J j

"Et secundum hoc erit intentio eius, quod dixit est hoc secundum quodvidetur, i.
et est ilia cuius esse non est nisi secundum quod sentitur, i. propter illud quo fit
sensibilis: et haec est forma. Materia enim non est sensibilis per se, sed per
aliud, i. per formam et non habet esse, nisi quia sentitur per aliud non per se, est
enim ens per illud quod sentitur..." (Long Commentary on Metaphysics XII,
com. 14, Arabic: p. 1475, lines 1-7; Latin: Vol. VIII, 300r, C).

58 The Latin texts V ,1 ,j? add: "in actu".
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ime ii3 In a like manner it has been shown concerning the celestial bodies that
their forms agree with those of the transient bodies in some respect and
that they differ from them in some other.5' On the basis of this
consideration the sublunar being composed of body and soul and the
translunar one composed of body and soul are each called "living
being" not in an equivocal sense, but in the sense of those terms that are
predicated of different things according to priority and posteriority.60

59 Jandunus comments (42d, G): "It has been shown previously that the movers
of the celestial bodies agree with the souls of the terrestrial animals in that
[both] movers impart locomotion to their respective bodies.... But the celestial
and the terrestrial bodies differ in that the celestial souls are not sustained in
being by their bodies, nor do these souls impart being to their bodies. Thus, the
celestial animals are composed of a subject in actuality and of souls, or movers,
in actuality, while the sublunar animals are composed of souls and of a subject
that exists in potentiality."

60 mrPKi nanp>2 nnaMii mown ja bM D©n t\avn v.b, non eguivoce... sed
secundum prius et posterius. Since the majority of the Hebrew manuscripts has
b2X, which implies a missing xb, and, since the majority of the Latin texts has
non... sed, the present reading was accepted.
It is, however, possible to find a meaning for the text of the other Hebrew
manuscript and Latin x, which have nanpa Dnaiun mawn ja b-\ am iimw
Tirrw, "equivoce, scilicet, secundum prius et posterius." To understand this
phrase, it is to be noted that predication "according to equivocation" occurs in
two ways: (1) "according to absolute equivocation" (T18J «yintP3); and (2)
"according to 'generic' equivocation." In the first case the terms compared
have only the name in common, in the second they have some other similarity.
In the second case, equivocation is subdivided into kinds, and one of these is
"amphibolous" predication. A subdivision of the latter is predication
"according to priority and posteriority." In the light of this meaning of the
term, the present passage, in its alternative version, is to be translated as " . . . in
an equivocal sense, I have in mind, [the kind of equivocation] contained in
terms predicated 'according to priority and posteriority.'"
According to either version of the passage, Averroes argues that the term
"living being" is predicated of celestial and terrestrial substances according to
priority and posteriority. However, in other passages (cf. above, chap. 1, n. 6),
he seems to hold that terms are predicated of celestial and terrestrial substances
according to absolute equivocation.

The two senses of predication "according to equivocation" emerge from
Maimonides' discussion in his Treatise on the Art of Logic, chap. 13, where he

writes: ...«S3Lll t ^ j . . . i l l ^ l W l &ji£l\ V* 'r1-*1 '""* H * - ^ - ^ ^
...o'poioa nnai ....iiai «iinw o'sruwan nna ,0'f^n iV lpVrp D'onnwan mawm
"Terms predicated according to' [generic] equivocation are divided into six
classes, among them terms predicated according to complete equivocation,....
according to amphibolous predication..." (Arabic: [ed. Tiirker], p. 59, lines
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It is necessary therefore in natures of this kind that the prior one is the line 116
cause of the posterior," as has already been stated about this nature in
another place. In an analogous manner, things of which the term
"warm" is predicated differ according to increase and diminution and
according to stronger and weaker.62 Thus it has been shown in this
treatise that the heavens are composed of matter and form as are the
sublunar animals. And it has been explained in what way the translunar
and sublunar forms agree and in what way they differ. It has also been
shown how the ultimate mover of the celestial body differs from the last
mover of the terrestrial ones.63 Therefore, it remains for us to consider in
what way the two genera of accidents, namely, the passive and the non-
passive, agree and in what way they differ.
We maintain that the celestial and terrestrial bodies differ in respect to
the passive nature, called alteration, and that they agree in those
accidents the change of which does not produce an alteration in their
underlying substance. For it seems that this alteration, inasmuch as it
involves a change in the substance of the transformed body, is peculiar
to those bodies the substance of which is intermingled with a
potentiality, that is, to the transient bodies.64 However, those accidents,
the change of which does not involve an alteration in the substance of
the underlying subject, are common to the celestial and the terrestrial
bodies.
The first ones of the common accidents are locomotion, and
transparency and non-transparency, as well as those qualities to which
the latter accidents are subsequent — I have in mind the rare qualities

12,18-19, [ed.Efros], p. 35, lines 19-20; Hebrew: [ed.Efros],p.57,lines3-4,p.
94, lines 6-8, and p. 124, lines 19-20; English: p. 59). Cf. Averroes, Epitome ot
Isagoge, chap. 1, Hebrew: pp. 2v-3r; Latin: Vol. I, 2b, 36v, I-37r, E.

61 The two natures differ according to priority and posteriority. Priority, which is
predicated in many ways (cf. Metaphysics V, 11; Categories 12), is predicated in
this instance according to cause and effect (Categories 12, 14b, 10 ff.).

62 For the "ambiguous" predication of the term "heat" as referring to fire and
other hot objects respectively, cf. Wolfson, Harvard TheologicalReview, XXXI,
p. 161, lines 3-4. It seems to me that the terms "stronger" and "weaker" are
equivalent to the terms "primary" and "subsequent" discussed by Wolfson, op.
cil., p. 157, line 3-p. 158, line 17; p. 166, line 32-p. 167. line 20.

63 I.e., how the celestial and terrestrial souls differ.
64 That the celestial bodies cannot undergo alteration is shown in De Caelo I, 3,

270a, 25-35.
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line 130 and the dense qualities — for it seems that density and rarity are the
cause of transparency .and non-transparency. Yet, even though the
celestial and terrestrial bodies have the attributes of rarity and
transparency in common,63 these terms are predicated of the two bodies
in respect to priority and posteriority, as is the Case with the predication
of "corporeity" which exists in both of them."
In an analogous manner67 the celestial and terrestrial bodies have
luminosity and opacity in common. In this latter case, however, it is
more nearly correct to assert that these terms are predicated according
to equivocation, rather than according to priority and posteriority. For
we observe that, here below, light is generated in the simple, fiery,
transparent body existing within the concavity of the lunar sphere only
when this fiery element acts on a heavy and dense body.68 On the other
hand, it seems that the cause of the luminosity of the parts of the
celestial bodies, that is, the stars, is the density of that particular part of
the celestial sphere occupied by the star that is transparent in actuality.
And that the stars are the dense part of the celestial sphere becomes even
more apparent through the density existing in the planets69 which, as a

65 Narboni (178v,2): DVapai mvsom rvu'Don .nxv, "i.e., rarity and transparency
and their respective contrary."

66 The term "corporeity" is predicated of celestial and terrestrial bodies according
to priority and posteriority, one of the kinds of amphibolous predication. Cf.,
however, Hebrew text, chap. 3, line 103 (and above, chap. 1, n. 8), where
Averroes holds that the term is predicated according to equivocation.

67 The argument in the following passage is somewhat obscure. Averroes tries to
show that the terms "luminosity" and "opacity" cannot be predicated
ambiguously, i.e., according to priority and posteriority, but that they must be
predicated equivocally. The crux of the argument is that celestial and terrestrial
luminosity and opacity are produced in entirely different ways. Thus, according
to the implied argument, the two terms cannot be predicated as cause and effect,
nor can they be predicated according to any of the other predications according
to priority and posteriority. Thus they must be predicated according to
equivocation, Averroes' argument is based on the following considerations:
celestial light is a property of the celestial body, while terrestrial light is a
product of the interaction of fire with a dense body. Celestial transparency is a
property of the celestial body, while terrestrial transparency exists in actuality
only in the presence of light.

68 The light of the element fire becomes visible only when fire acts in a dense, i.e.,
earthy and opaque body. When fire is unmixed and in its proper place it is
transparent. Cf.'Jandunus, 43c, E.

69 Literally: "stars."
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result of this density, eclipse one another, and the most obvious imc 138
evidence is provided by what occurs in the case of the moon.70 Since the
difference between the stars and their spheres has been made clear, it is
evident that the stars and the substance of the heavens are of one nature
and this is a proposition on which all the ancients agreed, as Aristotle
relates in the De Caelo.11 The celestial body, according to this opinion, is
transparent in actuality in virtue of itself, this being contrary to the case
of the transparent bodies here below, which are transparent in actuality
only at a time when light is present. "And the parts of the celestial bodies
differ in respect to transparency and non-transparency, so that there is
generated in them something like color, an example of this being the
Milky Way.73 And since it is apparent in the case of the moon that it is
dense and dark by its very nature and that it receives its light from
another planet, namely, the sun, Aristotle asserts concerning it in the
book De Animalibus n that its nature is generically more like the nature

70 ni nKT© an nxiaa i n n ,nxp Qnxp onnpa vn pVi Q'asiaa nwx 'laynn nxnj nn
nV2. This passage is linguistically difficult, but its meaning is clear. Having
stated that the luminosity of the stars is the result of the density of the part of the
celestial sphere in which the star is found, Averroes now marshals additional
evidence that the stars are the dense portion of their respective sphere.
Planetary eclipses and, even more, lunar eclipses provide evidence that the stars
are the dense portion of their spheres. For if this were not the case, eclipses
could not take place. The Latin texts have the easier reading: ". . .et hoc
apparet in stellis, quae eclipsant se adinvicem, et hoc bene apparet in luna."

71 It seems that Averroes has two Aristotelian passages in mind: (I) that the
celestial bodies and their spheres are of the same element. Cf. De Caelo II, 7,
289a, 11-19 (cf. also commentaries adloc); (2) that the ancients believed that
there exists an element different from the four elements. Cf. De Caelo 1,3,270b,
1-25.

72 A transparent body in the sublunar sphere is not transparent of itself—for
example, air in a dark room—but it becomes transparent in the presence of
light. On the other hand, the heavenly element is transparent in actuality in
virtue of itself.

73 (hi»Via. The Hebrew text retains the original Arabic term t£\ • This Arabic
term occurs in Saadia's Kitab al-Amdnat, p. 19, line 1, and Ibn Tibbon
translates it as nYiinn. Cf. Steinschneider, Hebraische Ubersctzungen, p. 139, n.
229; also p. 186, n. 576.

74 Steinschneider points out that in Arabic and Hebrew philosophy this title
includes the Historia Animalium, the De Partibus Animalium, and the De
Generatione Animalium. Cf. Steinschneider, Hebraische Obersetzungen, p. 143,
n. 67, beginning.
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line 146 of earth than like that of the other stars.75 And it seems that the celestial
bodies differ quantitatively in respect to rarity and density, both of
which are the cause of luminosity and opacity, even though opacity
exists only in the moon.76 According to my opinion, the problem of the
luminosity of the celestial bodies must be understood in accordance
with this explanation.
Calefaction is another accident that the celestial and the terrestrial
bodies have in common. And Aristotle noticed that the celestial bodies
do not produce heat insofar as they are hot, but they produce heat in
virtue of the velocity of their motion. He supports this proposition by an
argument taken from the observation of a missile. For when a missile is
shot, its lead melts.77 And Aristotle states in the Metaphysics that it is not
necessary for an accident to produce another accident like itself —
either in species or genus — as it is necessary in the case of the qualities
that are substances. The commentators observed a second calefactory
cause in the stars besides their fast motion, namely, luminosity. They
noticed that light, insofar as it is light, is perceived to produce heat upon
being reflected. They saw, furthermore, that the ability to produce heat
through reflection of its light is not an accident peculiar only to fire, for
it is an accident common to the celestial bodies and to fire. And from
what has been said concerning the calefactory action of celestial and

Jandunus in the commentary (43d, G) refers to iheDe Generatione Animalium. I
could not locate the passage.

75 Jandunus (43d, F-G): "... it is to be noted that the moon differs from the other
stars in that it has light, less in virtue of itself, more in virtue of another planet
[the sun]; so that, just as earth is the lowest one of the elements, so the moon is
the lowest one of the planets, inasmuch as it is more opaque than the rest.
"There has also been raised a question whether the moon has light in virtue of
itself at all. I think that this question is a weak one. Since the moon, when it is
not illumined by the sun on the face which is toward us, is still seen by us, it must
be that this occurs in virtue of the moon's own light."

76 Jandunus (43d, G): "...the Commentator writes: 'The cause of the spot
(macula) in the moon is a difference in the parts of the moon in respect to rarity
and density. Thus one part of the moon is rare and does not receive light from
the sun in the same way in which the other part receives it. And these latter parts
make a certain figure in the surface of the moon, because of which the moon
appears dark.'"

77 Cf. De Caelo II, 7, 289a, 19-35; also De Caelo, ed. Loeb Classical Library, p.
180, n. a.
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terrestrial bodies,78 [it follows] that it is not far-fetched to maintain that line 158
the term "calefaction" is predicated equivocally of these two bodies, the
evidence being that their actions differ. For the calefactory action of fire
damages and destroys things — especially the kind of fire which
produces light — while the calefactory action of the celestial bodies
produces generation and bestows vegetative and animal life. This is the
reason that there are two kinds of calefaction: that which is a passive
quality changing the substance of the subject in which it inheres," and
that which is not a passive quality.80 The case of calefaction is akin to the
case of transparency and non-transparency, that is, there is the kind of
transparency and non-transparency that is the result of a passive quality
and there is the kind that is not.
And since the statements of those who in former times investigated the
activities of the stars have been verified, namely, that some stars impart
heat and dryness, some heat and moisture, some cold and moisture, and
some cold and dryness, it follows that these four qualities that the
celestial bodies and the four elements have in common are predicated
equivocally or according to priority and posteriority.81

And it seems that the celestial bodies impart to us here below heat, while
they themselves are not hot, for it is not necessary that the agent
producing a certain accident be described by the same term as the
accident that it produces. Thus, for example, not everything producing
motion must necessarily be moved, nor must something producing

78 ma nnS'tP nam. This phrase may be interpreted in two ways: (1) it may refer to
what has been said generally about the calefactory action of celestial and
terrestrial bodies, or (2) it may refer to what has been said in the preceding
discussion. In the former case the reference would be to the arguments which
Averroes lists in the succeeding sentences. In the latter case the reference would
be to the argument which appears at the beginning of the present paragraph,
namely, that the celestial body produces heat without itself being hot.

79 This kind of heat is aproperty of fire and thus occurs only in the sublunar world.
80 This is the kind of heat that fire and the celestial elements have in common.
81 Iirrn3i nn'ipai. The Latin texts have the disjunctive aut (IK) secundum prius el

posierius, which seems to be preferable. The problem is whether these qualities
are predicated "equivocally" or "according to priority and posteriority." The
answer seems to be that these qualities are predicated "equivocally" since
Averroes shows (Hebrew text, lines 186-187) that they are not predicated
according to priority and posteriority.
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line 172 blackness be black. And most accidents exist in this manner.82 These
statements are evident from the following proof: if something altered
were the result of something else altered and if something hot were the
product of another hot thing and the series went on to infinity, there
would not exist something first altered. But something first altered must
exist, just as it is necessary in the case of motion that there exists a first
moved.83 It is necessary, therefore, that the series of altered things
should come to an end with something causing alteration, which itself is
not altered, just as in the case of moved things the series must come to an
end with something producing motion, which itself is not moved.
However, the difference between motion and alteration is that in the
case of locomotion the series cannot possibly come to an end with
something moving itself, for everything moved of itself has a mover
other than itself, while in the case of alteration the series can come to an
end with something producing alteration in virtue of a prior, uncaused
descriptive predicate belonging to it. The beings having this latter
property are undoubtedly the celestial bodies.84

But85 this prior descriptive predicate in the celestial body can belong

82 For other discussions of dissimilarities between cause and effect, cf. Algazali,
Tahdfut al-Falasifah, XVII (ed. Bouyges, p. 282; trans. Hyman, p. 285), also in
Averroes, Tahdfut al-Tahafut XVII (ed. Bouyges, p. 525; trans. Van den Bergh,
I, 321, and notes, vol. II, 180); Maimonides, Guide of the Perplexed, I, 53
(Arabic: p. 81; Hebrew: p. 76a; English: p. 120).

83 Cf. Physics VII, 1, 242a, 15 ft".; VIII, 5, 257a, 31 ff. Cf. also Metaphysics II, 2.
84 The difference between locomotion and alteration is that in locomotion the first

mover is separate from its body, while in alteration that which first alters is a
property inhering in the celestial body. The latter property does not presuppose
a prior cause existing apart from the celestial body.

85 Having shown in the previous passage that alteration in terrestrial bodies is
reducible to something first altered in the celestial body, Averroes now shows
that the alteration of the celestial body and that of the terrestrial one do not
belong to the same genus. Thus the term "alteration" cannot be predicated of
the two bodies according to priority and posteriority but it must be predicated
equivocally of them. In this passage Averroes seems to imply that things
predicated according to priority and posteriority belong to the same genus. In
other passages he seems to maintain that things predicated according to priority
and posteriority cannot belong to the same genus. See above, chap. 1, n. 6, and
chap. 2, n. 60.
It seems to me that the term "genus" is not used in the present passage in its
strict sense but that it refers to the factor common to things predicated
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either to the same genus as the property it produces in another body or it line iso
can belong to a different genus. Thus, by way of an example of the latter
case, the property of calefaction that the celestial bodies have toward
the terrestrial ones is a nature that is neither hot nor cold, just as the
motion of the celestial body takes place according to a nature that is
neither heavy nor light. This is the most obvious statement concerning
the celestial bodies, but God knows86 the proof thereof proceeds as
follows: since these four terrestrial qualities produce and undergo
action in virtue of some quality apart from themselves, their series must
undoubtedly come to an end with qualities that act, but do not undergo
action. And it appears most likely and most proper that these terrestrial
qualities are not reducible to qualities belonging to their own genus, not
even if it were laid down that these qualities are predicated of the
celestial and terrestrial bodies according [to the kind of "generic"
predication that is said to be according] to priority and posteriority,87

for it would necessarily follow that something not passive would belong
to the genus of passive qualities. And this is far-fetched. And from this
discussion it is evident that fire, being passive, is not the first calefactory
element,88 but it is necessary that the first calefactory element should
produce heat by means of qualities that are not passive,89 in the same

according to priority and posteriority. This type of predication is distinguished
from equivocal predication, which refers to a sameness of name only.

86 V1V Vsm. This phrase, absent from the Latin version, reflects such common
Koranic phrases as: Ll£ i j l j «Ul o j . . . "...verily, Allah is embracing
(omnipresent); knowing" (2:109); £Je £ * i iiT !)\... "...verily, Allah is
hearing, knowing" (2:177); £-&• Lii'Mj ... "...and Allah is knowing, wise"
(9:15).

87 Literally: "and if they were laid down to be predicated according to priority
and posteriority." Averroes wants to establish that the four qualities—warm,
cold, wet, and dry—are predicated of celestial and terrestrial bodies according
to equivocation. To that end he shows that no predication implyingany kind of
similarity between these attributes in celestial and terrestrial bodies, not even
one according to priority and posteriority, can be applied to them jointly.

88 Since fire is one of the four terrestrial elements, and these four elements are
subject to generation and corruption, it follows that fire can undergo change.
Since, however, all things that change can be reduced to an unchanging
principle, it follows that fire cannot be the first calefactory principle. This
argument is against those who maintain that the celestial bodies are composed
of fire. Cf. Jandunus45a, C. For a different argument showing that the celestial
bodies are not composed of fire, cf. De Caelo I, 2, 269b, 10-13.
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line 189 manner as the first90 mover produces motion by means of a descriptive
predicate that does not undergo motion.
In respect to this question our discussion has run the course of the
proofs that have been written about these matters. And these proofs are
based upon principles that we have received from one who has given a
perfect exposition of these subjects, namely, Aristotle, the son of
Nicomachus. And since we have discussed these problems according to
the measure of understanding that our natural knowledge has attained
concerning the divine things that are remote from our place, let us draw
the treatise to a close at this point. And let us rejoice in the wisdom that
has come to us concerning these honored matters more than we rejoice
in the wisdom that has come to us concerning those things that are close
to us and that exist here with us. Though our wisdom concerning the
things of the sublunar sphere is prior to our knowledge of the things in
the celestial sphere, yet a little knowledge of that which is noble, and
which is beloved by us, is of great value. And, perhaps, a small amount
of knowledge concerning the celestial sphere is more worthy to be the
object of our choice than a large amount of knowledge concerning
sublunar matters. May God bring us to human salvation and to the
ultimate perfection that can exist for us, for when one investigates
concerning human perfection one finds this knowledge to be one of the
most wonderful things. May God not place in us those impediments
which keep one from attaining this perfection, these impediments being
both things existing within us and things assailing us from without."
The treatise is completed by the attainment of that which was intended.
Praise be to God, blessed be He.

89 The celestial bodies are the first heat-producers.
90 ruPNin VJDn, primum movens. I supplied the missing word VUPXin from the

Latin version, since this is obviously what Averroes had in mind.
91 A similar phrase occurs in the Guide of the Perplexed, I, 68, end, where

Maimonidcs, describing the intellect of God, states: ^YtxVx \S rf? p'XS xVl...
inViTa xVl iDxyn x1? mu>nn p lb yjin ytn -. HTJ p x"?i nnxi p x*7.".. .and there
is no impediment cither proceeding from its essence or from another that might
hinder His apprehending."
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It has been shown' that the celestial bodies are composed of that which line i
moves and that which is moved, and that the celestial mover does not
inhere in its body2 in the manner of the other things moved in virtue of
themselves.3 The proof thereof is found at the end of the eighth book of
the Physics* where it is explained that the motion with which the
celestial body is moved is eternal, not transient. And from this
proposition it is demonstrated there, that the celestial mover cannot be
a force inhering in the body that is moved by it, as is the case with the
sublunar beings that are moved in virtue of themselves, that is, the living
beings. By this I mean to say that the movers of the sublunar living
beings are forces within bodies.
All this can be proved once two premises have been laid down. One of
them is that every force within matter is finite in motivity, the other, that
the force in the celestial body is infinite in its motivity. From these
premises it follows that the force in the celestial body is immaterial.

1 It is demonstrated in the succeeding section (Hebrew text, lines 1-23) that the
mover of the celestial body is incorporeal. Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 1, lines 13Off.
Averroes' argument, which is based primarily on Aristotle's discussion in Book
VIII of the Physics, proceeds as follows:
First Premise: Every corporeal force produces a finite motion (Hebrew text,
line 7).
Second Premise: The force moving the celestial bodies produces an infinite
motion (Hebrew text, line 8).
Conclusion: Therefore, the force moving the celestial bodies is incorporeal
(immaterial) (Hebrew text, lines 8-9).
Having set down this proof, Averroes offers one proof in support of the second
of its premises (Hebrew text, lines 9-11) and two proofs in support of the first of
its premises (Hebrew text, lines 11-15 and 16-23).

2 DB>J 'nVa D3 y:nm. Literally: "and that the mover belonging to them is not a
body." More precisely, this should read "the celestial mover is not a force in a
body." Cf. Toledanus, p. 218, lines 14-15. The usual phrase is: nip Wr\ Kaoi vb
(D Etta) fua ro K î (Dei) TU *6: DDJ 'D. Cf. Maimonides, Guide of the Perplexed.
II, 1; Arabic: p. 171, lines 8-9; Hebrew: p. 13b.

3 Jandunus comments (45b, B): "scilicet, in animalibus." The soul that moves
the heavens does not subsist in the celestial body in the same manner as the soul
that moves the sublunar living beings exists in its body. The celestial soul is not a
force inhering in a body.

4 Physics VIII, 7-10. For references to specific arguments, cf. the succeeding
notes.
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line 9 Now, the proposition stating that the force in the celestial body is
infinite in its motivity is among the ones proved in the eighth book of the
Physics, and it is derived from the eternity of motion and the eternity of
time. As for the premise5 that states that every force in matter is finite, it
is proved from the fact that every force in a body, which is the same as a
material force, is self-evidently divisible by the division of its body and
this according to subtraction or addition.6 And since, as has been shown
in the third book of the Physics,7 every body is finite, it is impossible that
an infinite force inheres in a finite body. This is clear through
investigation.
In the eighth book of the Physics, Aristotle endeavored to prove the
same thing8 from fundamental principles already established by him

5 According to Toledanus (p. 219, lines 5-6) and Jandunus (45c, E), Averroes
offers two proofs for the proposition that every corporeal force produces a
finite motion. Cf. above, n. 1. The first of these proofs is stated in the present
passage (Hebrew text, lines 11-15), the second in the paragraph following it
(lines 16-23). The first proof, in turn, can appear in two forms: (l)accordingto
"addition" ('131; multitudd); or (2) according to "subtraction" (oiva;
paucitas). Cf. below, n. 6.
The first proof, the one according to "addition," proceeds as follows: every
corporeal force is divisible by division of its body. Thus, other factors being
equal, a larger body possesses a larger force than a smaller body. Furthermore,
every body is finite and it is possible that for any given body one larger than it
can be conceived. Now, if it is assumed that there exists a finite body possessing
an infinite force, it is possible to conceive a body larger than the given one. The
force of this larger body would be larger than the force of the given smaller
body, that is, it would be larger than an infinite force. But the existence of a
force larger than an infinite force is impossible. Therefore, every corporeal
force is finite (Jandunus, 45c, E).

6 'laim uiyaa. As indicated in the previous note, the proof contained in the
present passage can proceed either according to "addition" (131) or according
to "subtraction" (Bisn). In the proof according to "addition" a body is
assumed to be added to a given body. The resultant larger body is then
compared to the given body (cf. above, n. 5). In the proof according to
"subtraction" a given body is imagined to be divided into parts. The original,
whole body is then compared to one of its parts. The proof according to
"subtraction" proceeds in the same manner, mutatis mutandis, as the proof
according to "addition."

7 Physics III, 5, 204a, 34-206a, 8.
8 This is the second proof demonstrating that every corporeal force is finite (cf.

above, n. 1). It proceeds as follows: every motion takes place in time. Now, if
there existed an infinite force in a finite body, this body would move in no time.
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before. This proof proceeds as follows: every motion takes place in ime 16
time.' Now, if there existed an infinite force in a finite body it would
necessarily follow from this assumption that this body would be moved
by its force in no time. For one body exceeds another one in respect to
velocity or retardation of motion only in virtue of an excess of material
moving force, and an excess of force is subsequent upon an excess of
bodies,10 that is to say, the body with the greater force has the faster
motion. Therefore, if there existed'a body possessing an infinite force, it
would follow that this body would move in no time. But it has already
been shown that every motion must take place in time, for in every
motion there is a prior and a posterior element, and the prior and the
posterior elements are the parts of motion. "Thus a motion taking place

But motion in no time is impossible. Thus, an infinite force cannot inhere in a
finite body.
That an infinite force in a finite body would move this body in no time is proved
as follows: if the given force of a body is assumed to increase, the velocity of the
body also increases while the time necessary to cover a given distance decreases.
The larger the force the less the time. However, as long as the force is finite the
time is finite. If we now conceive a force larger than any given force, that is, an
infinite force, the corresponding time would have to be less than any given time,
that is, no time.
The proof of the proposition that every corporeal force is finite is based on
Physics VIII, 10,266a, 24-266b, 6. In setting forth his proof of this proposition
Aristotle examines and rejects two possible assumptions concerning an infinite
corporeal force. They are: (1) an infinite corporeal force moves its body in no
time; or (2) it moves its body in some time. Averroes in the present passage
considers only the first of Aristotle's alternatives.
For a statement of Averroes' complete proof, as taken from his Middle
Commentary on Physics, cf. H. A. Wolfson, Crescas (text), pp. 266-270, Prop.
XII, Part I.

9 Cf. Physics VI, 3, 234a, 24-234b, 9.
10 D'amn riDtyn^ tavoi mron nDi»m, et excessus virtutum sequitur excessum

corporum. This phrase has no function in the present proof, since only a
comparison of velocities and forces of bodies is involved, not one between
forces and sizes of bodies. However, in the second part of Aristotle's proof, that
is, the one based on the assumption that an infinite corporeal force, moves its
body in some time (cf. above, n. 8), a comparison of sizes and forces of bodies is
relevant. Perhaps Averroes had the two parts of the Aristotelian proof in mind,
though in the present passage he makes use of only one part.

11 vpbn on. In place of this Hebrew phrase, the Latin texts and the Hebrew texts T
0, V, have: "quae sunt in tempore," ]ST3 an, "which are elements existing in
time."-
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line 23 in no time is an impossible contradiction.12

All this is as we have stated. It has also been shown that the celestial
body is composed of that which moves and that which is moved, and
that that which moves does not subsist in that which is moved, nor does
it inhere in it, but that which moves is completely free from all matter.
All this being so, would that I knew " whether that which is moved, that
is the celestial body, is composed of matter and form in the manner of
the sublunar bodies that are moved in virtue of themselves by a first
mover in them — I refer to the bodies of living beings that are moved by
a soul — or whether the celestial body is simple without possessing any
force at all? M By force I mean a form through which the body attains a
certain activity, this form being different from the already mentioned
motive form which does not subsist in the body, that is, different from
the form that imparts to the body infinite motion and motivity.15

We affirm " that if it is accepted by us that every force in matter is finite

12 ptv KV •p'rn. Propositions containing a contradiction are divided into two
kinds: (1) those false and impossible, and (2) those false but possible. The
former propositions are false at all times, the latter are false at some time but
may become true at some other time. In his Epitome of De Interpretatione, chap.
4, Averroes 'provides an example for each case: (1) of the contradictory
propositions "every man is an animal" and "not every man is an animal (some
man is not an animal)," the former is necessarily true, the latter necessarily false,
i.e. false and impossible; (2) of the contradictory propositions "every man
writes" and "not every man writes (some man does not write)," each may be
true or false at a given time. If it is false at a given time, it may possibly be true at
a future time, i.e. it is false but possible at the given time. Cf. Hebrew: 1 lr, lines
14-20; Latin: Vol. I, 2b, 42v, G-H. The source of this distinction appears to be
De Interpretatione. chap. 9, especially 19a, 23-19b, 4.

13 nsrcmi p* *n. For this expression, cf. Wolfson, Crescas, p. 565, n. 9.
14 Averroes inquires whether the celestial body possesses a soul that inheres in it,

just as the bodies of the terrestrial living beings possess souls that inhere in
them. '

15 This question, as Averroes' answer shows, is occasioned by Avicenna's teaching
' that the body of the celestial element is composed of matter and form.
Disagreeing with Avicenna's opinion, Averroes argues that the celestial body is
simple, i.e., not composed of matter and form. For a full discussion of this
problem, cf. Wolfson, Crescas, Prop. X, Part II, p. 261 (text), and n. 24, pp. 594-
598. Also cf. Hebrew text, chap. 1, lines 168 ff., and chap. 2, lines 26 ff.

16 Having shown that the form of the celestial element does not inhere in its body,
Averroes now demonstrates—against Avicenna—that this body'in turn
cannot be composed of matter and form. The crux of the demonstration is that
the celestial form is incorporeal, whether it is conceived as active or as passive.
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— and it makes no difference whether this force is active or passive, that line 31
is, receptive " — and if it is true, as has been shown, that the celestial
body is capable of infinite movement, it follows necessarily that it is not
composed of matter and form and that it is simple, that is to say, the
celestial body is a simple subject for the first mover, which is its form.18

For everything composed of form and matter is necessarily finite in
respect to its receptivity, just as it is finite in respect to moving
something other than itself." Therefore, the peculiar property of that
which is moved in virtue of itself, namely, the celestial body, is that its
mover is not in matter and that that which is moved20 by this mover is
simple, not composite.
If we desire to affirm as true the premise we have set down, namely, that
in the case of every force in a body the motion that this force produces as
well as the motion that its body undergoes is finite, and if we accept at
the same time that the celestial body has a finite force apart from the
force which, neither existing nor inhering in it, moves it — this is as if
you were to say with Avicenna that the motion of declination21 in virtue

17 For the distinction between active and passive powers, cf. Metaphysics V, 15,
1021a, 14-19; IX, 1, 1046a, 16-29. This phrase contains an answer to an
argument that Avicenna might advance in support of his view that the body of
the celestial element is composed of matter and form. For Avicenna could say
that since the form of the celestial body is a force that receives a motion of
eternal duration from another force, it is a force infinite in respect to passivity.
To this he could add that while a force infinite in activity cannot inhere in a
body, one infinite in passivity can. Against this Avicennian argument Averroes
maintains that even a force that is infinite in respect to passivity cannot inhere in
a body.

18 Jandunus(46a, B): "...that thebodyisonlyasimplesubjectforitsfirstmover,
i.e., the mover imparts to it motion, but not existence (esse)."

19 Every material form, whether producing or undergoing (receiving) motion,
must be finite in virtue of its inhering in matter. Thus, its receptivity as well as its
activity must be finite. Since the celestial substances undergo infinite motion,
i.e., they are moved through an infinite time, their bodies cannot be composed
of matter and form (Jandunus, 46a, B).

20 1300 yjrunonun, et quodist'udquodmoveturab eo. The Hebrew manuscripts have
the active wan yjannn, "and that that which moves." For similar
mistranslations, cf. above, chap. 1, nn. S and 59.

21 n'UJ. For the various meanings of this term (r>0 in Arabic), cf. H. A. Wolfson,
"Hallevi and Maimonides on Design, Chance, and Necessity," Proceedings of
the American Academy for Jewish Research, XI (1941), p. 120, nn. 5, 7.
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line 41 of which the celestial body is said to be neither light nor heavy is the
result of this material, force, and that the aggregate of this force and
matter constitutes the celestial body — then it would necessarily follow
that something eternal has within itself the possibility of being
destroyed, without ever actually being destroyed. And the absurdity of
this latter proposition has already been demonstrated at the end of the
first book of the De Caelo.22

This being so,23 it is not true that the term "necessary existence" is
predicated in two ways: necessary in virtue of itself, and necessary in
virtue of something else, possible through itself.24 If this distinction were
valid someone might think that it applies to the celestial body, that is to
say, one might think that the celestial body has in it a finite force, while

22 Cf.DeCaelol, 12,281b, 18-283b, 22; especially 281b, 18-282a,4,and282a,21-
25. Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 6, lines 20 ff.

23 The text of this passage is somewhat obscure. A comparison with a parallel
passage in the Tahdjut al-Tahafut IV (ed. Bouyges, pp. 276-284, passim; trans.
Van den Bergh, I,pp. 163-168,passim; trans. Horten, pp. 188-197,/>aH/m)yields
the following interpretation: Avicenna distinguishes between two kinds of
necessary existence: (1) necessary in virtue of itself; (2) necessary in virtue of
another, possible in virtue of itself. Furthermore, Avicenna maintains that the
celestial bodies have the second kind of necessary existence. Against Avicenna,
Averroes argues, in the present passage, that the celestial bodies cannot have
this second kind of necessary existence, for if the celestial bodies were possible
in virtue of themselves, it would follow that they have a possibility of being
destroyed. But Aristotle has shown that the celestial bodies can never be
destroyed. Thus, the celestial bodies would have a possibility that is never
actualized. This is absurd.

It is to be noted that Averroes applies the term "possible" only to potentiality
for generation and corruption, not to an accidental potentiality, such as a
potentiality for locomotion. Furthermore, as is clear from the passage in the
Tahdfut, Averroes does not reject the notion of "necessary through another,
possible through itself," as Jandunus interprets. He only limits the applicability
of this term to transient beings, excluding it thereby from the heavens.

24 For a discussion of the terms "necessary," "possible," "necessary in virtue of
itself," and "necessary in virtue of another, possible in virtue of itself in the
writings of Avicenna and of the proof of the existence of God based on them, cf.
A.M. Goichon, La Distinction de I'Essence et de {'Existence cfapris Ibn Slna
(Paris,-1937), pp. 156-180.
For the meaning of this distinction, its origin in Aristotle, and its relevance to
Avicenna's and Averroes' doctrines concerning the cause of the celestial
motions, cf. Wolfson, Crescas, Introduction, pp. 109-111; Prop. XIX, n. 1, pp.
680-682.
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it acquires necessary existence from an infinite, immaterial force, as line 47
indeed Avicenna thought. And he was under the impression that this is
an opinion of Alexander found in some " of his writings. And upon this
assumption Avicenna built his proof of the existence of a first principle,
a proof different from the one based on the existence of eternal motion.26

But Avicenna's proof is based on faulty premises as you can see."
But28 there arises a question concerning this problem on the basis of
Aristotle's remark in theDe Caelo that the forces of the celestial bodies

25 nxp. This term can mean "one" or "some." Cf. Wolfson, Crescas, p. 491, n. 14.
26 Averroes here alludes to Avicenna's proof of the existence of God, known as the

proof from necessity and contingency. This proof, which is a metaphysical one,
is based on an analysis of the concepts of necessary and possible being. This
proof is distinguished from the physical proofs of the existence of God based on
some natural occurrence, such as motion. According to Averroes only physical
proofs of the existence of God are valid proofs. Cf. the succeeding note.

27 Averroes here attacks the Avicennian proof of the existence of God deriving
from necessity and contingency. The proof, as taken from Maimonides (Guide,
II, 1, Speculation 3), runs as follows:
I. Concerning existing things three assumptions are possible: (1) None of
them comes to be or passes away. (2) All of them come to be and pass away. (3)
Some of them come to be and pass away; some of them neither come to be nor
pass away.
II. (1) Propositions I, 1, and I, 2, are proved to be false. (2) Therefore, I, 3,
must be true, and thus there must exist something that exists necessarily.
HI. Necessarily existing things occur in two ways: (1) Necessary in virtue of
themselves. (2) Necessary in virtue of another, possible of themselves.
IV. If we consider the things necessary in virtue of another, we know that the
chain of things necessary in virtue of another cannot go on to infinity and thus it
must come to an end with something necessary in virtue of itself.
Averroes' objection in the present passage is that Proposition III, 2, which, in
this proof, must be applied to the celestial body, is absurd (cf. above, n. 23. For
a different argument, cf. the passage from the Tahafut al-Tahafut cited in n. 23).
Thus this proof is not valid.
Thomas Aquinas also uses this Avicennian proof as one of his proofs of the
existence of God. Cf. Summa Theologiae, I, Qu. 2, Art. 3, Argument 3.
For a further discussion of the controversy between Avicenna and Averroes
concerning this proof, cf. the commentary of Narboni on Maimonides' Guide,
II, 1. Also, cf. H. A. Wolfson, "Averroes' Lost Treatise on the Prime Mover,"
Hebrew Union College Annual, XIII, 1 (1950/51), 683-710; Fragments 1-5, pp.
687-702.

28 Averroes now sets out to resolve a difficulty occasioned by two conflicting
Aristotelian statements. Aristotle affirms in some of his writings that the
heavens must possess a finite motive force, while in others he maintains that the
same celestial motive force is finite in one respect and infinite in another.
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line 53 must be finite in their activities inasmuch as the celestial bodies are finite
in magnitude.2' And he uses this premise30 to show that the celestial
bodies are of finite magnitude,31 and he gives this premise as one of the
reasons for the fact that some celestial bodies move one star while some,
namely, the sphere of the fixed stars, move many.32 And he maintains

29 This proposition is not demonstrated in the De Caelo. Averroes seems to have
derived it from the following premises: (1) a finite body cannot have an infinite
motive force (this is proved in Physics VIII, 10, 266a, 24-266b, 6, and it is
quoted in DeCaelo I, 7,275b, 21-23; II, 12,293a, 10-11); (2) the celestial bodies
are finite (De Caelo I, 5-7).

30 I.e., that the motive forces of the celestial bodies are finite.
31 TiiNPn 'Vian D"a'own D'minrc nx'3 nmpnn run 'JDm. The expression 'Von

fssvm is obscure and Toledanus and Jandunus differ in their interpretations.
Toledanus comments: "finitae quantitatis numero," i.e., the number of stars in
the celestial sphere is finite. He seems to consider the present phrase as an
introduction to the proof that the number of stars in each sphere cannot be
greater than it is.
Jandunus (47c, G) interprets the expression as "finite in extension." He refers
the present phrase to a proof demonstrating that the celestial bodies are finite,
since their motive forces are finite. Cf. De Caelo 1,5,272a, 7-273a, 6. This proof
is independent of the proof that the number of stars in each celestial sphere
cannot be greater than it is.

32 In setting down this proof from the De Caelo, Averroes is not interested in the
proof as such, but only in one of its premises, namely, the premise stating that
the motive force of the celestial body, though infinite in one respect, is finite in
another. Averroes uses this proposition to show that Aristotle stated explicitly
that the celestial motive force is finite in some respect. Fora parallel discussion,
cf. Hebrew text, chap. 6, lines 121 ff., and below, chap. 6, n. 47.
The proof that the number of stars in each sphere cannot be greater than it is is
based on De Caelo II, 12,293a, 4-11. Averroes'text of the passage reads: "And
if there were in any of the planetary orbits more stars than there are, the
ultimate orbit [that of the fixed stars] would do work when it moves the orbits
coming after it.. . And we have already said in many places that every finite body
has also a finite power. For this reason there exists in each one of the planetary
orbits only one star" (Long Commentary on De Caelo II, t. 71, Vol. V, 145v, G;
note also com. 71,145v, H-146v, H).
Averroes' proof proceeds as follows: the motive force of the sphere of the fixed
stars is of a given finite quantity. Now, if there were more stars or planets in one
of the orbits, either the whole heavens would be without motion or the velocity
of their motion would decrease. Thus, in order for the celestial bodies to have a
daily motion of a constant, finite velocity, a certain force must be added to the
force of the outermost sphere. This new force would be added to the original
natural force of the heavens. Thus, the new motion would be a violent motion.
But any violent motion must come to an end. Thus the heavens would cease to
exist. This is impossible and, thus, the assumption that the planetary orbits
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that, if the stars in the sphere of the fixed stars were smaller or larger, it ime 56
would be impossible that the finite force should move them.31 And
generally, it was shown there, in the general treatise,34 that if the heat-
and motion-producing forces in the celestial bodies were infinite in all
respects, then the motion of those bodies that are here below would take
place in no time." And this consideration brings one to think that there
are in the celestial bodies active forces that are finite.
We say briefly that the term36 "infinite" may be applied in two senses:
first, in the sense of a force of infinite action and passion in time but
finite in itself, that is, finite in velocity and intensity;37 second, in the
sense of a force of infinite action and passion in itself.38 Now, a force of
infinite action and passion in itself cannot exist in any body, whether it
be celestial or transient, for only an infinite body could attain a force of
this latter kind. And since an infinite body is impossible,39 it follows that
the celestial spheres produce and suffer motion in time.40 On the other

contain more stars than they do is absurd. Cf. also, Averroes, Long
Commentary on Metaphysics XII, com. 41.

33 The argument contained in the preceding note will also apply if it is assumed
that the Fixed stars are larger or smaller than they are.

34 Vran nnnaa. This phrase can mean either: (1) in a general statement (Latin:
"universaliter"); or (2) in the general treatise. Since the reference seems to be to
Physics VIII, 10, 266a, 24-31, I accepted the second interpretation. Stein-
schncider accepts the Latin, referring it to the De Caelo. without, however,
giving an exact citation. Cf. Sle'mschneider,Hebra'ischeUbersetzungen,p. 185,
n. 574b.

35 Cf. Hebrew text, lines lfr-24.
36 unnxaip. Literally: "that our terms." Perhaps it is an adaption of an

underlying Arabic dual crvdliu , "the two terms," even though this reading also
leaves something to be desired. Cf. below, n. 49.

37 The concept "finite in intensity and velocity" seems to be based on De Caelo 11,
6, 288b, 30-289a, 4, where Aristotle shows that, since celestial bodies move in
some definite time (i.e., not in no time), they cannot accelerate to infinity,
... OUK fiv Eir) <tei fijirraoic, Tfjq <popa<; For the concept of "infinite in time,"
cf. Physics HI. 8, 208a, 20-22.

38 I.e., in intensity and velocity.
39 The term pVi can be construed in two ways: (1) as translated; or (2) as "and

since a force of infinite action and passion in itself cannot exist in any body "
40 l»ia unrarri vrv D'Va'nn vn pVi. In this passage it is to be established that the

force of the celestial body is finite in some respect. The argument is:
First Premise: If the force of the celestial body were infinite in itself, i.e., in
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line 66 hand, the existence of forces infinite in time with reference to both
action and passion is necessary for the celestial bodies. And as for the
temporal infinity of these forces with reference to passion, that is,
declination,41 it is due to the fact that these bodies are absolutely
simple,42 and with reference to action, it is due to the fact that the forms
of the celestial bodies have no subsistence in their subject.41 But infinity
in time with reference to both action and passion is impossible in the
case of the transient bodies, because transient bodies are composed of
matter and form.
Now the existence of a force of infinite intensity whose cause is assumed
to be a body, insofar as it is a body, is impossible in the case of the
celestial body or any other bodies.44 On the other hand, a force that is
infinite in respect to time is necessary in the case of the celestial body,
inasmuch as that which moves and that which is moved in the celestial
bodies differs from that which moves and that which is moved in the
transient bodies. And a force of infinite duration is impossible in the
case of the transient bodies since their motive forces are material and

intensity and velocity, it would have to reside in an infinite body. (A finite body
can only have a finite force.)
Second Premise: The existence of an infinite body is impossible.
Conclusion: Therefore, the force of the celestial body is finite in itself. (The
statement in our text, "the celestial spheres produce and suffer motion in time,"
is equivalent to this statement.)

41 rrujn V'1. The phrase occurs neither in the Latin texts nor in the citation of this
passage in Narboni's commentary. This seems to indicate that it is a later
addition. The phrase has no special meaning here and simply means "i.e.,
motion." Cf. above, n. 21.

42 Jandunus (46d, F): "...since the celestial bodies are simple, they do not
undergo any change except change in place, and, therefore, they can undergo
action and motion which are infinite according to time."
Narboni (177r, 1): b» na ntf> p n obmaa Q'DWD QTW 'JOB nsiann OVIK .nsr
TODnn, "i.e., they are [infinite] in motion because they are absolutely simple and
thus they have no potentiality for corruption."

43 Jandunus (46d, F): "since the forms are separate [from their bodies] they have
no contrary nor a subject through which they subsist in being, therefore they
can act during an infinite time." .

44 Jandunus (46d, H): "...that is, an infinite force cannot be the form of a body,
for every body is finite and there must be a proportionateness between the
quantity of a body and the action of its force. Thus, if the body is finite, its force
must be finite in intensity." . .
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since their bodies, which are moved by these motive forces, are line 73
composed of matter and form.
Thus, the celestial and transient bodies have in common that the
passion and action belonging to them are finite in themselves. And this
is the reason that the motion of the celestial bodies takes place in time,
and some of them move faster than others, in spite of the fact that their
motive forces are immaterial. For, since these motive forces are finite in
themselves, the celestial bodies receive them in a finite way. In respect to
duration, however, the celestial bodies receive the motive forces in an
infinite way.
And from the fact that there exists in the celestial bodies a force of finite
action and passion in itself, it does not follow that there exists in them a
force which is finite in time, nor does it follow from the same fact that
the celestial body can be destroyed or that it is composed of matter and
form. But that possibility of being destroyed would only follow from the
existence of a force that is finite in time, and so also the possibility of
being composed of matter and form.
And it is clear45 that if there existed in a body composed of matter and
form a force infinite in time, it would necessarily follow that a force of
infinite action and passion in itself would exist in this body. The
absurdity of the latter proposition is demonstrated by Aristotle in a
proof based on the assumption that the forces by which the celestial
bodies are moved infinitely are corporeal.46

And it is clear that from the fact that a body receives a passion that is
finite in itself but infinite in time, or an action that is finite in itself but
infinite in time, it does not follow that it is composed of matter and
form, as would have to be the case if the body's action and passion were
finite in time. For to be finite in respect to action and passion in itself

45 From the preceding distinction between two kinds of infinite forces, Averroes,
in this and the succeeding paragraph, adduces two arguments against
Avicenna's statement that the celestial bodies are composed of matter and
form. They are: (1) if it is assumed that a body composed of matter and form
has a force of infinite duration, it would follow that it also has a force of infinite
intensity. But it is absurd that a force of infinite intensity inheres in a body
(Physics VIII, 10, 266a, 24-266b, 6); (2) from the fact that a body is finite in
action and passion in respect to intensity, it does not follow that it is composed
of matter and form.

46 Cf. preceding note.
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line 90 belongs to a body insofar as it is body,47 while to be finite in respect to
time belongs to a body insofar as it is composite.48

The reason for error concerning this question and what makes it seem
that Aristotle contradicts himself is the equivocation in respect to the
two terms49 "finite" and "infinite." For if one does not distinguish
between the finiteness and infinity that are true according to time and
the finiteness and infinity that are true according to action and passion
in itself, the above-mentioned confusion takes place. And concerning
that finiteness that the celestial and the material bodies have in
common, Aristotle showed in a general proof that every corporeal force
is finite, however, not according to the finiteness that the body has
insofar as it is composed of matter and form.50 All this is clear to him
who reflects on this matter. And through this discussion the doubts
concerning Aristotle's statements51 have come to an end, and it is clear
that all his statements are in agreement with each other. And God is He
Who guides one into the right path.52

And someone might argue that, inasmuch as every body acts in virtue of
one principle and suffers action in virtue of another, it follows that every
body is composed of matter and form.53

In answer to this we say verily the questioner has spoken the truth.54

However, one must realize that there are bodies that are composed of
matter and form in such a way that the form does not subsist in the
matter and that the matter is only a subject, not a matter existing in

47 Narboni (177r, 1-2): BWD xin DKI tertian ma©jn i so lV n r r m '3i ,nxv, "for
the body must have finiteness in respect to action and passion in itself because it
possesses the attribute of absolute corporeality, even if the body is simple." Cf.
also Jandunus 47b, D.

48 Everything composed of matter and form must be destroyed at some time and
thus it is finite in duration.

49 imBK». This term seems to be an Arabism. It reflects the Arabic dual cjillit, as
the Latin duorum nominum indicates.

50 But according to the finiteness that a body has insofar as it is a body.
51 Jandunus (47c, E): "...sometimes Aristotle says that the celestial forces are

finite and sometimes that they are infinite." Cf. above, n. 28.
52 Cf. above, chap. 1, n. 100.
53 Jandunus (47c, F): "... and that which acts is the form and that through which

the body undergoes action is the matter,... wherefore every body is composed
of matter and form and, therefore, also the heavens. This seems to contradict
what has been said previously."

54 Jandunus (47c, G): "i.e., that every body is composed of matter and form."
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potentiality. Bodies of this kind are the celestial ones. Then, again, there line 101
are bodies that are composed of a matter existing in potentiality and of a
form that subsists in the matter. Bodies of this description are the
transient ones.55 From these considerations it is clear that the term
"body" is predicated of celestial and subcelestial bodies equivocally, so
that the eternal bodies and the temporal ones have absolutely nothing in
common. This is already apparent from the fact that the celestial body
needs a subject only because it undergoes locomotion, while the
transient bodies need matter because they are subject to generation and
corruption.56 Both bodies, however, need a form because of their action.
But they differ in that the form belongs to one of them according to
infinite time and to the other according to finite time. Thus the celestial
forms are immaterial. And you must understand the question in this
way.

I have solved this problem only after a great deal of research and after
having spent no small amount of time on it. This question is one of the
most exalted and subtile, inasmuch as one cannot attain human
perfection as long as the answer to this question is withheld from him.
And there is no Lord besides the God Who helps, and the mouth of
those who understand is filled with His praise. May He be praised and
exalted. The question is completed. Praise be to God Who answers
everything requiring an answer.

55 Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 2, lines 47 ff.
56 Cf. Metaphysics VIII, 4, 1044b, 3-8 (also Averroes, Long Commentary on

Metaphysics VIII, t. 12, Arabic: p. 1074, lines 6-8; Latin: Vol. VIII, 219v, M;
com. 12, Arabic: p. 1076, line 16-p. 1077, line 18; Latin: Vol. VIII, 220r, E-
220v, G).
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line i Since' Aristotle2 has shown that the motion of the heavens is the first
motion,3 and since he has demonstrated that motion exists in that which
is moved/ it follows that the body that is moved with the first motion is
eternal. For if this body were transient, its motion would not be the first
motion.5 And when Aristotle investigated, subsequently,' concerning
the motion of the celestial body and whether it can be at rest, he also
concluded that, since its motion is the first motion — and this motion is
not preceded by any other — it is an eternal motion.
And,7 after the following propositions had been established by
Aristotle, namely, that this body is eternal and that it is moved, he first
of all investigated concerning the motion of the heavens. And he found
that the heavens are moved by a force that is neither light nor heavy.8

Now, inasmuch as every force that is heavy or light either exists in a
transient body, or is of a transient nature,' or — in the case of the
sublunar living beings — the soul exists together with the transient
nature,10 it follows that the celestial force, being neither heavy nor light,

1 It is to be shown that the celestial body is eternal. The proof, as reconstructed
from the present passage, is composed of the following two parts: (1) since the
heavens are moved with the first motion and that first motion is eternal, it
follows that the heavens are moved with an eternal motion; (2) since the
heavens are moved with an eternal motion and motion exists in that which is
moved, it follows that the celestial body is eternal.

2 D3nn. Literally: "the Sage," i.e., "the Philosopher."
3 This proposition rests on the following two premises: (1) circular locomotion is

the primary kind of locomotion (Physics VIII, 9); (2) the heavens have circular
locomotion (De Caelo I, 2).

4 Physics III, 3, 202a, 13-21.
5 This statement appears to be based on Physics VIII, 7, 260b, 29-26Ia, 12,

especially 261a, 7-12.
6 The succeeding passage appears to be based on Physics VIII, 7,261a, 27-261b,

26. Since the present passage follows the one from the Physics cited above, in n.
5, the term nnriK, "subsequently," seems to have the meaning "in a subsequent
passage of the Physics."

7 In the following paragraph it is shown that, in one way, the celestial force exists
in separation from its body, while, in another way, it exists in it.

8 De Caelo I, 3, 269b, 18-270a, 12; also cf. Hebrew text, chap. 2, lines 15 (t.
9 I.e., it is a contrary.

10 I.e., the soul inheres in the body of the sublunar living beings.
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exists in a simple body," and that it possesses neither a subjectl2 nor a line 9
contrary.13 And without any doubt the celestial force is a soul that is not
intermingled with a transient nature," but it is the soul of an eternal
body. In one way this soul does not exist in separation from its body, yet
in another way it does. It exists in separation insofar as this body, being
permanent in virtue of itself, does not need a soul," for to need a soul for
the existence of the body is proper '* to the sublunar living beings in
which the souls exist together with the natural forces. In another way,
however, the celestial soul must exist in its body, for everything moved
in virtue of itself must be moved by a force existing in it.
And when Aristotle considered these powers in the celestial bodies, it
became clear to him that, of all the powers of the soul, they possess only
the appetitive one.17 And when he analyzed the celestial appetitive
powers he showed that they are moved by a desire for an object more
excellent than they.18 Furthermore, when he investigated these celestial

11 Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 2, lines 27 ff.
12 Jandunus (48b, A): "in virtue of which it exists." Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 1, lines

139 ff., and chap. 2, lines 47 ff. It is to be noted that in this passage Averroes uses
the term "subject" as the equivalent of the term "matter," while in the other two
passages cited he makes a formal distinction between these two terms.

13 Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 1, lines 135-147, passim.
14 The celestial soul does not inhere in a body subject to generation and

corruption.
15 For its existence.
16 j"jyn i»3, sicut est dispositio. Literally: "as is the case."
17 nV iPDin mrou wpwn ro KTIIP IV imnn .ninsn î K3 j " s n i w i . The literal

translation of this somewhat awkward passage is: "And when [Aristotle]
considered these powers, it became clear to him that it is the same as the
appetitive power among the powers of the soul." Absent from the Hebrew
manuscripts, this phrase was supplied from the Latin version. In the Latin it
reads: "Et cum consideravit in istis virtutibus, declaratum fuit ipsi ipsam esse
virtutem appetitivam de virtutibus animae tantum."
Jandunus (48b, D): ".. .and the Commentator states in the twelfth book of the
Metaphysics, that intellect and will [appetite] (jntellectum et voluntatem) are the
only powers of the soul that the celestial bodies possess. In our passage he has
the same twofold distinction in mind, though he does not speak of the intellect.
In the present passage he intends to speak only of the appetite, which is
subsequent to the intellect." Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 6, lines 94-97. The basis for
the twofold distinction is found in Aristotle, Metaphysics XII, 7, 1072a, 26 ff.
Cf. De Anima, III, 10.

18 Averroes distinguishes between the appetitive powers of the celestial bodies and
the intelligence that is the object of their desire. The appetitive powers impart to
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line 17 appetitive powers, he found that they are finite." And when Aristotle
considered the continuity of their motion, it became clear to him that
the cause of their continuous motion is not that principle by which they

the celestial spheres motions finite in intensity and velocity, the intelligence
motions of infinite duration. In the De Substantia Orbis Averroes does not
explain how the appetitive powers are related to the intelligence that is the
object of their desire, and the commentators differ in their interpretations.
Toledanus holds (pp. 248-249) that each celestial sphere possesses its own
immaterial intelligence, which, as object of that sphere's appetitive powers,
imparts to it eternal motion. Jandunus maintains (48b, D) that each sphere
possesses its own appetitive powers but that there exists only one immaterial
intelligence, the prime mover, which is the common object of desire of all the
spheres. Robert of England in his Glosses on the TractatusDe Spera of Joannes
de Sacro-Bosco expresses the same view. Cf. P. Duhem, Le Systeme du Monde,
IV, 551. It is to be noted that Averroes does not mention the intelligence that
produces the finite celestial motions in the present passage, but it appears that
this intelligence is identical with the appetitive powers.
In the De Substantia Orbis Averroes does not decide between the two opinions
set down by the commentators. But his views emerge clearly from his Long
Commentary on Metaphysics. In that work Averroes shows that each celestial
sphere possesses its own intelligence that produces the eternal motion proper to
that sphere. But, in addition, the prime mover serves as a second object of desire
for the appetitive powers of each sphere. By desiring the prime mover these
powers produce the eternal diurnal motion common to all spheres. Cf. Long
Commentary on Metaphysics XII, com. 43, Arabic: pp. 1644-1645; Latin: Vol.
VIII, 326v, L-327r,C; com.44, Arabic: p. 1649,line 8-p. 1650,line 6; Latin:
Vol. VIII, 327v, K-M. Cf. Duhem, op. cit., IV, 548-559. In the light of this
discussion Toledanus' interpretation seems to be correct.
But a difficulty remains. In the present passage of the De Substantia Orbis
Averroes speaks of the appetitive powers and the intelligence as if they were two
separately existing principles. This also seems to be his view in the Long
Commentary on Metaphysics (XII, com. 41, Arabic: p. 1630, lines 1-4; Latin:
Vol. VIII, 324r, E) when he writes: " . . . the celestial motion is composed of two
motive forces ( t £ ^ * u*; ex duobus motoribus): a motive force of finite
motivity, and this is the soul that is in it (*j ^ <jj^ y*J; et est anima existens
in eo), and a motive force of infinite motivity, and this is the force that does not
exist in matter (osU j c~-Jj)l ijill ^ j ; et estpotentia quae non est in materia).
By contrast he affirms in cither passages that the appetitive powers and the
intelligence are different aspects of the same celestial form. Cf. Hebrew text,
chap. 1, lines 168 ff., and chap. 2, lines 41 ff. It appears to me that our present
passage and its parallel in the Commentary on Metaphysics can be interpreted
according to Averroes' second view, that is, the two movers of each sphere are
different aspects of the same celestial form.

19 ' I.e., finite in intensity. Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 3, lines 61 ff. According to our
interpretation of this passage (cf. above, n. 18), it is shown that the form of a
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are moved, but that the principle which imparts to them continuity [of line 19
motion] is the object desired by them. And since continuous motion can
only be the product of a completely unmoved mover, it follows that this
mover can be neither a body nor a power in a body, but that it must be
an incorporeal intelligence. This has already been proved in the De
Anima.10 It has been shown there that a mover of this kind must be an
incorporeal intelligence and that the celestial body conceives21 this
intelligence. [Thus the-celestial body is moved by an object of appetite
and by an object of intelligence] for the object conceived by the
intelligence is an object that Aristotle generalizes to mean the same as an
object of appetite.22

given sphere, considered as appetitive power, functions as efficient cause and
produces a motion of finite intensity, while, considered as object of the
appetitive power, the same form functions as final cause and produces a motion
of infinite duration.
According to Jandunus (48d, E-F) who (as was seen above, n. 18) offers a
different interpretation, it is shown that the form of each sphere functions as
efficient cause and produces a motion of Finite intensity, while the first
unmoved mover functions as final cause and produces a motion of infinite
duration. To this explanation Jandunus adds that the first unmoved mover is
infinite in respect to intensity as well as in respect to duration.

20 It is not clear which passage of the De Anima Averroes has in mind, since the
nature of the celestial intelligence is not discussed explicitly in any part of this
work. In the De Anima Aristotle only mentions that the intellect does not inhere
inabody.Cf.Z)e^n//naII,2,413b,24-29; III,4,429a, 18-29; especially III, 5,
430a, 17-19. A better source for the present passage seems to be Metaphysics
XII, 7, especially 1073a, 3-12.

21 T'XO. The emendation is based on the Latin (intelligit) and on the meaning of
the context. The text of the Hebrew manuscripts (... b Visa) may have arisen
from an ambiguity in the underlying Arabic term. For the participle, j ^ t « ,
depending on its vowels, can be active (jjiil) or passive (jjiii). The Hebrew
translator took it in a passive sense. For other instances in which the Hebrew
translator took an active for a passive, cf. above, chap. 1, n. 59.

22 run '03 inrfrw "HPK Kin Vann TPXTO '0^ bawn HT i"xa «a'a©n mm m n^roi
npwnn. The translation of this difficult passage is based on the assumption that
the phrase '03 innVar1 reflects the Arabic J* jU»l, which can have the meaning of
"to generalize to mean," and that Averroes has in mind the following passage in
Metaphysics XII, 7,1072a, 23-27: "...there is also something that moves [the
first heaven]. And since that which moves and is moved is intermediate, there is
something that moves without being moved, being eternal, substance and
actuality. And the object of desire and the object of thought move in this way;
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line 25 Aristotle also investigated the cause of the eternity of the heavens and he
proved at the end of the first book of theDe Caelo11 that the celestial
bodies are without any potentiality at all. And concerning the force
through which the celestial bodies have locomotion, namely, the
appetitive soul, he demonstrates that it possesses no matter apart from
the one that is potential in respect to locomotion only.24 After Aristotle
had established by way of demonstration the knowledge of these three
causes,25 he had completed the science of the heavens.
And from the sum of these principles26 the following proof, found in the
second " book of the De Caelo,2> also becomes clear. Aristotle proves in

they move without being moved. The primary objects of desire and thought are
the same "
Alternatively, the present passage of our text may be translated: " . . . and that
the celestial body conceives this intelligence; for conception by means of an
intelligence is that which propels the celestial body in accordance with this
desire." According to this interpretation the passage seems to mean that the
form of the celestial body considered as an intelligence conceives the object of
this form's desire. This conception causes the celestial form, now considered as
an appetitive faculty, to impart to the celestial body the'circular locomotion
proper to it. The sources on which this interpretation is based are the passages
from the Metaphysics and the De Anima cited above, n. 17.
The alternative interpretation is akin to the reading of the Latin texts. Though
this text occurs in a variety of readings, in its best version it appears to state:
" . . . et quod istud corpus caeleste intelligit hanc intelligentiam; intellegere enim
transmittit ipsum ad illud appetibile."

23 De Caelo I, 12.
24 Cf. Metaphysics XII, 2, 1069b, 24-26.
25 niaon iVK3. I.e., the material, efficient and final causes of celestial motion.

Toledanus interprets (p. 250): (1) the nature of the subject of the celestial living
being; (2) the nature of its soul; (3) the nature of the mover giving it continuous
motion by reason of being a final cause. Or: (1) the orbit; (2) the motor; (3) the
activity going forth from the orbit. Or: the three ways in which it was shown
that the celestial body is simple, i.e., (1) the way from the eternity of motion; (2)
the way from the priority of motion; (3) the way from the lack of contrariety in
its motion.
Jandunus interprets (49a, C): (1) the subject of the heavens; (2) the proper
motor that is called its appetitive power; (3) the prime mover that moves as
object of desire and is completely immovable and incorporeal. Cf. above, n. 18.

26 I.e., the material, efficient and final causes of celestial motion.
27 'Jwn, in secundo. The Hebrew texts have pWKin, "in the first," and so does the

Latin p. However, the other Latin texts have the correct reading (see critical
apparatus).

28 Cf. De Caelo II, 12,-293a, 4-11, and Averroes'Long Commentary onDe Caelo II,
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this passage that if there were more stars in the heavens than there are, line 31
or if the existing stars were of greater size, then the motion of the
heavens would come to a stop. And if the celestial motion stopped then
the continuous existence of the celestial bodies would also cease, for
motion is one of the prerequisites of continuous existence.
From all these considerations it is clear that the one who gives
continuity to motion is the same one who gives motion to the heavens,
for if this were not so, motion would be destroyed, and if motion, then
the heavens, for the heavens exist only in virtue of their motion. And if
the motion of the heavens were destroyed, then the motion of the
sublunar beings would be destroyed, and, consequently, the world in its
totality would be destroyed. Thus, it has been shown to be true that he
who imparts continuity to motion is he who gives existence to the rest of
existing things.29

Now the proof that Aristotle produces at the end of the eighth book of
the Physics,10 namely, that an infinite force, whether material or im-
material, cannot exist in a finite body, has given rise to a doubt on the
part of some people. And we have already spoken about the solution of
this question arising from this subject.31 And it may be copied here.32

t. and com. 71, Vol. V, 145v, G-146v, H. Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 3, lines 52 ft",
and above, chap. 3, n. 32.

29 In this passage, Averroes considers the heavens as one thing and he speaks of
the mover of the whole. Narboni and Jandunus propose divergent inter-
pretations of this passage. Jandunus interprets (49b, A): "...and this is the
prime mover, since all exist in virtue of it. And if the prime mover did not exist,
the other beings would not exist. And thus everything depends on it for its
existence and perfection as on a final cause. And from this, the way in which the
first cause gives existence to the other beings is also clear... for it does so not as
an efficient and a productive cause, which gives something its existence after
non-existence... but as a conserving and perfecting [i.e., final] cause."
Narboni (179v, 2) interprets: Kin DJ»K niJHnwnn mNXMn niR'sntP "irm ,nsT
pun rmi o'atpn nx trn̂ K vra rwjna ion mVi .ViriDn Kin srann nan .worn,
"Inasmuch as those beings that are moved exist only through motion, therefore
the prime mover is'the agent [efficient cause] of the universe. Therefore it is
written [Genesis i : l ] : 'In the beginning God created the heaven and the
earth.'"

30 Physics VIII, 10, 266a, 24-266b, 6.
31 According to Jandunus the question that Averroes has in mind is: if the infinite

motive force of the celestial body is completely incorporeal, and if there exists
no other celestial motive force besides it, it follows that the celestial body is
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line 42 We have likewise stated that something first moved in virtue of itself
cannot be moved accidentally by the nature of its mover, and we have

moved in no time. This argument, Averroes implies, was the one that led his
opponents (primarily Avicenna) to posit two celestial motive forces: one,
infinite and incorporeal, which imparts to the celestial body a motion of infinite
duration; the other, finite and corporeal, which imparts to the celestial body a
motion of finite velocity.
Averroes denies the existence of a corporeal motive force in celestial bodies,
maintaining that the same incorporeal motive force produces the finite velocity
of celestial motion as well as its infinite duration. Cf. chap. 3,passim; especially
Hebrew text, lines 61 ff.
Jandunus bases himself on Averroes' discussion of this problem in Long
Commentary on Physics VIII, com. 79, Vol. IV, 426v, H-427v, G. Jandunus'
commentary reads (49c, E): "Notandum est, quod quaestio... est, quod si
omnis virtus existens in corpore est flnita, igitur omnes virtutes caelestes activae
sunt finitae: quare non poterunt causare motum perpetuum. Et, si dicatur quod
virtus terminans motum perpetuum est inflnita, tune sequitur quod movet in
non tempore: quod est impossibile...," "It is to be noted that the question...
is: if every corporeal force is finite, then all active celestial forces are finite and
thus they cannot cause eternal motion. If, on the other hand, it is maintained
that the force that produces an eternal motion is infinite, then it would follow
that this force moves the celestial body in no time. This is impossible...."
Narboni, for reasons given in the succeeding note, identifies the question of the
present passage with a question that Averroes discusses at the beginning of
chap. 6 of the De Substantia Orbis. In that passage Averroes discusses the
proposition that the celestial bodies possess a finite corporeal motive force
apart from their infinite incorporeal motive force. However, the discussion in
chap. 6 differs from the interpretation offered by Jandunus cited in the present
note.

32 JK33 j?nVI. This phrase is absent from the Latin versions. There exists, however,
no need to maintain that it is a gloss added by an editor since, as our
interpretation shows, it fits within the context. Averroes does not seem to refer
to any specific passage in his writings that may be copied here. This view is
supported by the Latin version which, though not containing the present
phrase, reads: "et multotiens locuti fuimus." Our interpretation takes the
Hebrew term pnsn as a niph'al or hoph'al reflecting a passive form of an
underlying Arabic Ji>.
Narboni, in commenting on this phrase (179v, 2), shows that it appeared in the
text that reached him. Since in this version of the text, chap. 6 followed the
present chapter (cf. my article, "The Composition and Transmission of
Averroes' Ma'amar be-'Esem ha-Galgal," p. 306), he saw in the present phrase
an allusion to that chapter (for the text of Narboni's commentary, cf. my article,
p. 306, n. 2). Narboni appears to have taken the phrase ]R33 pnvi in the sense
"and we [?] shall pass on from here [to a discussion of this question]."
Steinschneider follows Narboni's opinion. Cf. Steinschneider, Hebrdische
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discussed the nature of this moved." This is what we intended to line 43
explain. And it is obvious that he who does not differentiate the
knowledge of the heavenly bodies in accordance with the causes
enumerated in these three questions'4 will not have completed his
knowledge of the nature of the heavens. And God is He Who guideth
one in the right path.35 May His name be blessed and praised. Amen.
The treatise is finished. Praise be to God.36

Ubersetzungen, p. 187. I have shown in my article that originally chap. 6 was
independent of chap. 4. Thus I do not see in the present phrase any specific
reference to chap. 6.

33 Averroes seems to allude here to another argument denying the existence of a
celestial motive force that is corporeal. For, if it is assumed that a motive force
of this kind exists, it would follow that the heavens are moved accidentally. But
this is absurd. Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 6, lines 98 ff. and below, chap. 6, n. 38. As
before, I do not see in this passage an allusion to any specific discussion of this
issue. It is to be noted that, of the Latin versions, only X has the correct reading.

34 Narboni, who rearranged the text, refers the three questions to the three
chapters of his third treatise (cf. my article, "The Composition and
Transmission of Averroes' Ma'amar be-'Esem ha-Galgal" p. 300). In his
commentary on the third of these Narboni writes (179v, 2): O'Brma
rrrrun ,ii 'ETV© nt nwx jwxin naKaa Kim ,33"na viVa "a'awn aim '3
n33 DKI .nanan ma mm ,̂ p KVI naa K^ Kinsn ,m 'JDV IVX w n naxns Kim .O
D'assV "irr> o^3, "And the three questions that he [Averroes] has in mind are:
(1) that the celestial body is not composite, and this is discussed in the first
chapter of which this is the third; (2) that the celestial body is simple, and this is
discussed in the second chapter that precedes the present one; (3) and that it is
neither heavy nor light, and this is discussed in the present chapter. And these
topics are sometimes discussed together."
According to Toledanus (pp. 2S4-2SS) the questions are: (1) the composition of
the celestial orbit; (2) the infinity of the force in respect to duration and
intensity; (3) the separate existence of the motor {abstraccione motoris).
According to Jandunus (49c, E) the three problems are: (1) the final cause
(prime mover); (2) the efficient cause (the mover proper to each sphere); (3) the
material cause (the body of the sphere).

35 Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 1, line 198, and above, chap. 1, n. 100.
36 In the Hebrew text there follows an editorial gloss that reads: ran ntPX poem

nVron mxn iVi .snvn VKm .nrt -\va-> IVK naxaa inv naKan ma, "The question
which Averroes has raised in this treatise will be answered in the treatise which
follows. God knows and to Him greatness is suitable."
This gloss describes the relation between chapters 4 and 6. It must have been
added by an editor who considered these two chapters as part of a larger
treatise. Cf. above, Introduction, pp. 15-16.
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line i We must now investigate1 concerning the statement of those who say
that the celestial body is simple and spiritual. We maintain that the
meaning of this proposition is that the celestial body consists of
immaterial dimensions, this being the reason that it undergoes neither
change in quality nor change in substance.2 And the matter stands as
Themistius explains, namely, that the sun, the moon and the rest of the
stars are either forms, whereby he means immaterial dimensions, that is,
spiritual bodies, or they are material bodies in such a manner that the
term "matter" is predicated of them and of the sublunar bodies in an
equivocal sense.3 The argument proceeds as follows: no one doubts that
the celestial bodies are bodies, for they undergo motion. Nor does
anyone doubt that bodies undergo a change [in quality] and a change in
substance only because they exist in matter, this being the reason that
material bodies are more than one in number and that there are among
them species and genera.4 Since the celestial bodies possess none of the
attributes proper to material bodies,5 they are immaterial bodies.

1 In the following paragraph it is to be established that the celestial body is
immaterial. The argument proceeds as follows:
First Premise: Everything having matter undergoes alteration and substantial
change.
Second Premise: The celestial bodies undergo neither alteration nor substantial
change.
Conclusion: Therefore, the celestial bodies are immaterial.
That the celestial bodies are not pure forms but bodies is demonstrated as
foliows: (1) the celestial bodies are moved; (2) things moved must have bodies;
(3) therefore, the celestial bodies have bodies.

2 Everything undergoing substantial change or qualitative change, that is,
alteration, must be composed of matter and form. Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 2,
lines 106 ff.

3 Cf. above, chap. 1, n. 6, and references there.
4 Jandunus (49d, E-F) explains that sublunar matter has potentiality for forms

that differ in species and in number.
5 Literally: "And since this is so." Jandunus comments (49d, F): "But since the

celestial bodies undergo neither alteration nor substantial change, and since in
the case of the celestial bodies one species does not contain a number of
individuals, it follows that the celestial bodies are immaterial." It is to be noted
that each celestial body constitutes a separate species.
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One may doubt, however, concerning the celestial bodies whether [it is line 10
right to assume, as is done,] that they have a kind of matter required by
their potentiality for locomotion, inasmuch as every potentiality exists
only in matter.6 But it seems that this matter of the celestial bodies has
an existence intermediate between that matter that is completely
potential and pure actuality, I mean to say, that this matter consists of
those three dimensions which have no potentiality at all.7 Thus matter
and potentiality have degrees. And because of their potentiality for
locomotion the celestial bodies require that there enters into them a
mover that has no potentiality at all."
And John9 has raised a question concerning the eternity of the world,
and many of those who speculated10 on these matters found it difficult
to evade this question. It is: if the world is eternal it must necessarily
possess an infinite potentiality. On the other hand, Aristotle showed
that the world is finite [in extension]," and since it is finite, it has a finite
power.12 Whence it follows that the world must be generated and
corruptible.
The answer to this question is:" generation and corruption as well as

6 Jandunus (49d, H): "Since the celestial body has potentiality in respect to place
{ad ubi), it must have some kind of matter."

7 The prime matter of the sublunar bodies possesses the three dimensions
indeterminately, i.e., in potentiality. The celestial matter possesses the three
dimensions only in actuality. Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 1, lines 148 ff.

8 The celestial mover is in complete actuality, i.e., it has no potentiality for
substantial change or alteration.

9 I.e., Johannes Philoponus (Grammaticus), beginning of sixth century, who in
the Arabic literature is generally referred to as <Sy£\(^-h}£ and in the Hebrew
literature as jnpinn (TT) jam'.

10 D':"»B T\yv\b, plures consyderantes. The Hebrew manuscripts read D'rjsa and
DTJVno. This is obviously a copyist's mistake.

11 De Caelo I, 5-7.
12 A finite body can only have a finite force. Cf. Physics VIII, 10,266a, 24-266b, 6.
13 Johannes Philoponus' question: "Why is the world neither generated nor

destroyed, if it is finite in extension?" is answered by making a distinction
between potentiality and privation. Potentiality is a positive state (pp: habitus)
and, thus, a potentiality existing in a body is finite. Privation, however, is not a
positive state, so that it is possible for a finite body to have an infinite privation.
The celestial body is a body of this kind, that is, it has infinite privation, but
never a potentiality for substantial change or alteration. Thus the celestial body
exists eternally through itself, i.e., it is neither generated nor destroyed.
Averroes also discusses John Philoponus' question in the following works:
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line 18 every other motion proceed from a potentiality that is a positive state.
But everything that lacks the causes of motion must have the contrary of
motion, that is rest,14 which is the privation of motion. And it is not
impossible that the celestial body that lacks motion and its causes has an
infinite rest," even though its body is finite, for rest is privation and
privation is not potentiality.
Thus, Aristotle states that since the fixed stars lack the causes of motion,
they must have the opposite of the motion belonging to the other
celestial bodies, that is, they must have infinite rest.16 And in like manner
Aristotle maintains that the earth must be at rest—which is a privation
of motion — since it lacks an agent that moves it infinitely.17 Therefore,
he maintains that the rest that the earth possesses must necessarily be
stronger than the power by which the heavens are moved above it, for
motion cannot belong to that which is absolutely at rest, since that
which is absolutely at rest '• lacks the causes of motion. This is self-
evident. Thus the heavens have an infinite privation, even though they
are finite, inasmuch as rest is a privation, not a power, as those thought
who demanded that the heavens are at rest in virtue of a power. In

Long Commentary on Physics VII, com. 79, Vol. IV, 426v, K ft; Middle
Commentary on De Caelo I, quaestio, Hebrew: 124v ff.; Latin: Vol. V, 293v, I
ft".; Long Commentary on De Caelo II, com. 71, Vol. V, 145v, K ff.; Long
Commentary on Metaphysics XII, com. 41, Arabic: p. 162, lines 10 ff.; Latin:
Vol. VIII, 324r, B ff. Cf. H. A. Wolfson, "The Kalam Arguments for Creation
in Saadia, Averroes, Maimonides, and St Thomas," Saadia Anniversary
Volume, American Academy for Jewish Research (New York, 1943), pp. 201-
203, and H. A. Davidson, "John Philoponus as a Source of Medieval Islamic
and Jewish Proofs of Creation," Journal of the American Oriental Society,
LXXXIX (1969), 357-391, passim.

14 nmian. This term refers to an absence of motion, i.e., a complete absence of
substantial change and alteration. However, it does not refer to an absence of
locomotion.

15 iinua, quietem. The Hebrew manuscripts read nin, "generation." The Hebrew
translator seems to have misread iij£*>, "rest," as iijf, "generation." Cf. above,
chap. 1, n. 59.

16 Cf. De Caelo II, 8, where Aristotle shows that the fixed stars have no motion of
their own.

17 Cf. De Caelo II, 14,296a, 24-297a, 7, where Aristotle shows that the earth is at
the center of the universe and that it is immovable.

18 m Kint? MO3 run bs, in eo, quodest quiescens. The Hebrew manuscripts have bs
ns KintP nna nan. This is obviously a copyist's mistake.
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reality, however, the heavens must be at rest in virtue of the absence of a line 29
power.
Thus we find that those who discuss this question ask whether the
heavens are permanent through themselves or through a property
added to their substance. The answer is that they are permanent
through themselves, for permanence is a privation of motion and only
that which lacks an agent for motion has privation.
And reflect upon this question for it is a good one. The treatise is
finished. Praise be to God.

CHAPTER SIX

Among those who philosophize there are some' who raise a question line i
concerning the nature of the prime mover by saying that it is
unnecessary that there should exist a completely incorporeal mover.2

And they maintain that the heavens possess two powers: one, which
makes them to be eternal; the other, which makes them to be composed
of matter and form, inasmuch as it is the nature of every body to be
composed of matter and form. From these premises concerning the
celestial powers it follows, according to the third figure of the
syllogism,3 that some eternal bodies are composed of matter and form,
and these bodies are the celestial ones/The reason for this conclusion is
that the philosophizers thought that the proposition "everything
generable and corruptible is composed of matter and form" is not
convertible. The truth, however, is that this proposition is convertible.
For the statement of him who says that every body that is generated and
corruptible is composed of matter and form is the definition of

1 The following arguments are directed against Avicenna and his followers.
2 The philosophizers deny that the completely incorporeal mover is the only

mover of the celestial bodies.
3 Cf. Prior Analytics I, 6, 28b, 11-13. Cf. Averroes, Epitome of Prior Analytics,

chap. 4, Hebrew: p. 19a, bottom- 19b; Latin: Vol. I, 2b, 48r, B-D.
4 The,syllogism of the opponents is:

First Premise: Some bodies [the celestial ones] are eternal.
Second Premise: All bodies are composed of matter and form.
Conclusion: Therefore, some eternal bodies [the celestial ones] are composed of
matter and form.
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line 7 generated and corruptible, and definitions are convertible with that
which they define.
Furthermore, everything composed of matter and form is subject to
change and everything that can undergo change is generable and
corruptible. Therefore it follows that something composed of matter
and form cannot be eternal. Does it not follow, therefore, that the
heavens are not composed of matter and form?
Aristotle explained this matter as follows. Inasmuch as the heavens do
not undergo substantial change and alteration, for they have neither a
subject nor a contrary, it becomes clear concerning them that they are
simple,5 and that which is simple is necessarily eternal. It is also clear
that the heavens possess only the kind of matter that has a potentiality
for locomotion. For this reason the term "subject" is more properly
applied to the heavens than the term "matter".6 And since Aristotle has
proved that something simple does not move itself, it follows necessarily
that the heavens have a mover that is added to them.7 And it also follows
without any doubt that this mover does not have its subsistence in the
heavens, for if it did, the heavens would not be simple and they would
possess a potentiality for receiving that form that moves them. And if
the celestial bodies possessed a potentiality, they would have to be
destroyed.

And Aristotle produces the following argument in support of the
simplicity of the celestial body:8 if there existed in the celestial bodies a

5 De Caelo I, 3, 270a, 12-35.
6 Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 2, lines 46 ff.
7 The heavens have a mover, which exists apart from their body.
8 The following argument is composed of two parts. In the first Averroes shows

that if it is assumed that the heavens are composed of matter and form it follows
that the heavens have been destroyed at some past time. This conclusion is false
but possible. The proposition that the heavens have been destroyed, in turn,
leads to the conclusion that something eternal has been destroyed. This
conclusion is false and impossible. Invoking the logical principle that a false
and impossible conclusion cannot follow from a premise that is false but
possible, Averroes shows, in the second part of his proof, that the original
assumption that the celestial body is composed of matter and form is false and
impossible. It follows, then, that the celestial body is simple, that is, it is not
composed of matter and form.
In detail, the first part of the argument is composed of the following three
divisions:
I. First Premise: The heavens are composed of matter and form (assumption).
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potentiality, then the assumption of those who subscribe to this view, line 20
that is, the proposition affirming that the heavens have already
actualized this potentiality, I have in mind, that the heavens have
already been destroyed,9 is a proposition that is false but possible, for it
is the nature of potentiality and possibility to become actualized at some
time. And if this proposition were correct, then there would follow from
it a conclusion that is absurd and impossible, namely, that something
eternal has been destroyed. But it has already been shown in the Prior

Second Premise: Everything composed of matter and form has a potentiality
for being destroyed. Conclusion: The heavens have a potentiality for being
destroyed.
II. First Premise (I, Conclusion): The heavens have a potentiality for being
destroyed. Second Premise: Every potentiality must be actualized at some time.
Conclusion: The heavens must be destroyed at some time.
III. First Premise: Let it be assumed that the heavens have been destroyed.
(For the meaning of this proposition, cf. below, n. 9.) Second Premise: The
heavens are eternal. Conclusion: Something eternal has been destroyed.
The second part of the argument proceeds as follows: The conclusion of III is
false and impossible. But a false and impossible conclusion cannot follow from
a premise that is false and possible. Since the second premise of III is true, the
first premise of III and, in turn, the first premise of I, are false and impossible,
not false and possible.
The present proof is based onDe Caelo 1,12, beginning, where Aristotle shows
that something eternal cannot have a potentiality for being destroyed, that is,
that the celestial body is not composite. For a full statement of Averroes'
version of Aristotle's proof, cf. Middle Commentary on De Caelo I, 102, 3-4,
Hebrew: pp. 120r-121r; Latin: Vol. V, 289r, B-289v, L.
The logical structure of the proof is described in the Middle Commentary onDe
Caelo I, 102, 3, Hebrew: p. 120r; Latin: Vol. V, 289r, C as follows: gnvni.. .

aiana ip. niPDNn aiana a"nn' vb ywnw vpm nsoa iKan:p na Kin w n
3T3 KV rnana " lpo ata maipna v rnpv vpnn mVin irnnEW ^ n

"...The second principle, which is explained in the Prior Analytics, is that an
absurd conclusion cannot follow from a premise that is false and possible but
only from one that is false and impossible. I mean to say that, if the conclusion
of a syllogism is absurd, then it is necessary that among the premises must be
ones that are false and impossible, not false but possible."
Cf. Prior Analytics I, 15, 34a, 5-34b, 2, especially 34a, 25-33; and Prior
Analytics I, 22, 40a, 4-18.

noD3 naa ^ i n ,^jnsn bx inxnaa onw. Since the heavens are eternal a pane ante,
it may be assumed that their potentiality for being destroyed has been
actualized during this past, eternal time, i.e., it may be assumed that the heavens
have already been destroyed. This proposition is false, but possible.
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line 22 Analytics10 that from a proposition that is false but possible no absurd
conclusion can follow. Since it has thus been verified that the heavens
do not possess a power, it follows necessarily that they are simple and
that that which moves them is not a form inhering in them in the manner
in which forms exist in matters, for forms of the latter description are
transient. And a body of the former description is necessarily simple.
When Aristotle found circular motion to be infinite, he started to
investigate concerning the mover producing this infinite motion. And
he asked whether it is possible that this mover be a force in a body —
and it makes no difference whether this body is simple or composite —
or whether it must be a substance separated from every kind of body. He
observed that it is a well-known proposition that it is impossible that
this infinite activity should proceed from a finite power, but" [at the
same time] this infinite activity would be completely impossible unless it
proceeded either from a force that possesses no passivity at all on
account of its being an immaterial form or from an infinite force that is
described by the attribute of infinity on account of its being in an
[infinite] subject, for [in the latter case] a force that is a form subsisting
in a body is not described by the attributes of finiteness or infinity except
insofar as the subject in which it subsists [is described by these
attributes], for a form of this kind does not attain this qualitative
attribute [of finiteness or infinity] except in virtue of the body [in which
it subsists] that attains [attributes of] quantityIJ in virtue of itself. And

10 Wpnn 1D0. Literally, "the book on the syllogism." For the reference to the Prior
Analytics, cf. above, n. 8, end.

11 Having made mention of the proposition that the infinite motion of the heavens
cannot proceed from a finite motive force, Averroes next considers the
possibility that this motion proceeds from an infinite motive force. Concerning
such a motive force one may assume either: (1) that this force exists in
separation from the celestial body; or (2) that it subsists in the celestial body. In
the case of the second alternative it can further be assumed (a) that the body in
which the celestial motive force subsists is finite; or (b) that it is infinite.
That the celestial motive force subsists in an infinite body is disproved in the
present paragraph, and that it subsists in a finite body in the succeeding
paragraph. From these two arguments Averroes concludes that the celestial
motive force exists in separation from its body.

12 The quantity of the force inhering in the body is proportional to the quantity of
the body. Thus, if the body is finite the force inhering in it must be finite, and if
the body were infinite, the force would be infinite.
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Aristotle noticed that if these [celestial] powers were described by the line 33
attribute of infinity in virtue of their subject, it would follow from this
that they inhere in an actually infinite subject, that is, in an infinite
body, and he has already proved that the existence of an infinite body is
an impossibility." It is evident then, that there does not exist a force of
which it can be affirmed that it is infinite in the just-described manner,
the reason being that no infinite body can exist. From this argument it is
clear that the proof of the existence of an incorporeal mover rests upon
the verification of the proposition that it is false that something actually
infinite exists.
Thus, it remained for Aristotle to ask in accordance with the required
division of the argument:M perhaps this power inheres in a finite body,
either in one composed of matter and form or in one that is simple? And
he begins to prove that it is impossible that there exists a power that is
infinite insofar as it exists in a finite body.15 For this assumption, that is,
the assumption of one-who maintains that there exists a power that is
described as infinite insofar as it exists in a subject, while at the same
time this subject is assumed to be finite, is self-contradictory.
In order to show this, Aristotle begins to use" the kind of
demonstration that arouses doubt in those not accustomed to it. Now
Aristotle has already used this kind of demonstration in many places of
the Physics, for example at the beginning of the seventh book and of the
eighth.17 This type of proof proceeds as follows:IS he takes a proposition

13 Physics III, 5, 204a, 34-206a, 8.
14 Averroes now considers the assumption that the infinite motive force of the

heavens subsists in a finite body. Cf. above, n. 11.
15 nViao DIM, in corpore fmito. In place of nVns D"U3 the Hebrew manuscripts

have nVoo noa, "in the genus of'finite'." If, as has been assumed, the Latin has
the better reading, it is possible that the Hebrew translator misread an
underlying Arabic f~T as (j-^T. But this suggestion is tenuous, since the Latin
translation of this chapter was made from the text of the Hebrew manuscripts.

16 nTOS^npVl.ThisisanArabism.TheLatinsimpryhas/ea/.TheHebrewtermnp^
reflects the underlying Arabic jj-\ whose primary meaning is npV. However ij-l
can also mean Vrwn. Thus, a better translation would be nwsb V'nnm. Cf.
Hebrew text, line 26.

17 '3'»rcm, ociavi. The Hebrew manuscripts have 'wwm ,'Bwai, and 'vn, "and
sixth," respectively. This seems to be a copyist's mistake. Cf. Physics VII, chap.
1, and Physics VIII, chap. 1.

18 Averroes' statement, in the present passage, is condensed. The proof that he has
in mind is one by reduclio adabsurdum (*]lVn Wpii; syllogismusadimpossibile).
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that is possible in virtue of itself, though impossible accidentally. To it
he joins the premise the denial of which is sought, and he concludes
from it something absurd. But he knows that a false and absurd
conclusion cannot follow from laying down a premise that is possible
insofar as it is possible, but it can only follow from a premise in which
there is doubt." But a premise from which something absurd follows is
itself absurd.
This conclusion is true inasmuch as Aristotle had already explained
previously in the Prior Analytics that an absurd conclusion can[not]
follow20 from two possible premises or from one. As an example of this
he showed that a line, insofar as it is a line, can be divided infinitely even
though its accidental division insofar as it is a line in a natural body,

Cf. Averroes, Epitome of Prior Analytics, chap. 7, Hebrew: 22b, top; Latin:
Vol. 1,2b, 50r, F-50v, G. The main syllogism [II, below], which is the only one
mentioned in the present passage, is a composite one (33110 Vpn; syllogismus
compositus), i.e., one the premise or premises of which are based on another
syllogism [I, below]. Cf. Averroes, Epitome of Prior Analytics, chap. 8, Hebrew:
23a bottom, ff.; Latin: Vol. 1,2b, 50v, M ff. Schematically, the proof proceeds
as follows:
I. (not mentioned in the present passage) First Premise: A proposition that is
possible in virtue of itself, but impossible accidentally. Second Premise: A true
proposition. Conclusion: A proposition that is possible in virtue of itself, but
impossible accidentally.
II. First Premise (I, Conclusion): A proposition that is possible in virtue of
itself, but impossible accidentally. Second Premise: An ambiguous proposition
[below, n. 19] (the opposite of what is to be proved is assumed). Conclusion: An
absurd proposition.
The absurd conclusion [II] cannot follow from the possible proposition [II,
First Premise], nor from the premises on which it is based [I, First and Second
Premises]. Thus, it must follow from the ambiguous proposition [II, Second
Premise].

19 The ambiguous premise (psioan nmpnn) is a hypothetical disjunctive
proposition. Cf. Averroes, Epitome of Prior Analytics, chap. 5, Hebrew: 20a,
top; Latin, Vol. I, 2b, 48v, G-H.

20 The Hebrew manuscripts have the reading 3"nna nanw and the Latin,
translated from the Hebrew, reads "sequatur." However, on the basis of Prior
Analytics I, 14-22, especially 20, 39a, 4-13, where Aristotle demonstrates that
from a possible premise no necessary (in this case necessarily false) conclusion
can follow, the opposite conclusion seems to be warranted. In the light of this
consideration I emended the text to'read 3"nrf> KV mnv, "non sequatur."
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such as water or fire, is impossible.21 Aristotle has also demonstrated the line 53
following premise:22 if it is assumed that there exists a finite body that
has an infinite force, for example, the celestial body, then it is possible to
assume that there exists a body larger than the celestial body though this
is impossible accidentally.23 To this he joins a premise that lays down
something well known about these forces that are in bodies — whether
these are forces of simple or composite bodies — namely, that the force
of a larger body is greater than the force of a smaller body, for these
corporeal forces are described as great and small in accordance with the
size of their subjects in which they reside. Now that this premise has
been verified by him, Aristotle assumes that there exists a body that is

21 Averroes alludes to a proof that a given finite line cannot be infinitely divided in
actuality. The proof proceeds as follows:
I. First Premise: Given any unit line measuring a given finite line, a line
smaller than the given unit line can be conceived. Second Premise: Given two
unequal unit lines, the number of divisions made by the smaller is greater than
that made by the larger. Conclusion: The number of divisions made by a line ^
that is smaller than a given unit line is greater than that made by the given unit
line.
II. First Premise (I, Conclusion): The number of divisions made by a line that
is smaller than a given unit line is greater than that made by the given unit line.
Second Premise: A unit line that makes an infinite number of divisions in
actuality exists (i.e., a line that is infinitely divisible in actuality exists).
Conclusion: The number of divisions made by a line that is smaller than the
given unit line is larger than that made by the given unit line (i.e., one actually
infinite number is greater than another). This is absurd. Thus the second
premise of II is absurd. Cf. above, n. 18.

22 The proof of this passage proceeds as follows:
I. First Premise: A body larger than the heavens can be conceived. Second
Premise: A larger body has a greater force. Conclusion: The force of the body
that is larger than the heavens is greater than the force of the heavens.
II. First Premise (I, Conclusion): The force of the body that is larger than the
heavens is greater than the force of the heavens. Second Premise: The force
inhering in the heavens is infinite, i.e., the infinite force of the heavens inheres in
their finite body. Conclusion: The force of the larger body is greater than the
force of the heavens, i.e., one infinite is greater than another. This is absurd.
Thus the second premise of II is absurd. Cf. above, n. 18.
Aristotle reaches the conclusion of this proof in a different manner. Cf. Physics
VIII, 10, 266a, 24-266b, 6.

23 A body greater than the celestial body can be conceived, since, given a finite
body, one larger than the given one can be conceived. In actuality, however, this
body cannot exist since, as Aristotle has shown, no body exists outside the
heavens.
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line 59 larger than the heavens, and the existence of such a body is possible of
itself, [but] impossible accidentally. From these premises he concludes
that the force of this body is greater than the force of the smaller body,
that is, the force of the heavens, the reason being the one we have
mentioned before, namely, that a force is described by a quantitative
attribute in accordance with the size of its subject. Now that this premise
has been verified, he adjoins to it [by way of conclusion] that there exists
in a finite body an infinite force greater than the infinite force that exists
in a smaller body. And this conclusion, namely, that there exists one
infinite that is greater than another infinite, is absurd.
Since Aristotle knew that this absurdity could not follow from the
possible proposition that he set down in this syllogism,24 nor from the
premise stating that the force in the larger body is greater than the force
in the smaller one, he knew that the absurdity could only follow from
the premise stating that there exists a finite body in which there exists an
infinite force. And this is a valid proof, one about which there exists no
doubt. For Aristotle has shown already that a finite body cannot
contain an infinite force, and it makes no difference whether this force is
assumed to exist in a body composed of matter and form only or in a
simple body. This proof is known to be trueof body in general, whether
composite or simple.

And it is known concerning the celestial bodies that their activities are
finite, that they move in finite times and that some move faster than
others and some slower than others. And since the principles in virtue of
which the celestial bodies are moved toward their proper mover are
known, and these principles are the appetitive powers of the soul, it
seems to be impossible that these forces are natural forces. For a natural
force is only moved in respect to a certain place, and it is a force upon
the existence of which follows alteration, and it is a force which is
subject to generation and corruption. On the other hand, the forces by
which the heavens are moved are neither generated nor corruptible.
Since the celestial forces are, therefore, not natural forces they must
necessarily be a kind of soul.25 This is evident, for it would be impossible

24 Namely, the proposition that a body that is larger than the heavens can be
conceived.

25 Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 2, lines 9 ff.
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that the celestial body be the most noble of the living beings without
possessing a soul. Since this celestial soul, not being generated and
corruptible, is not the result of alteration, it is separated from this body
in respect to that property26 in virtue of which a soul is said to be the
result of alteration and in virtue of which it is said to be transient. The
reason for this is that the motion of something moved in virtue of itself
can only come from a soul that exists in it in a manner different from
that in which the forms of composite bodies exist in their matter, for, in
composite bodies, generation precedes alteration.
It is also self-evident that the larger body has a force producing a faster
motion. Thus from the assumption that an infinite force exists in a finite
body it follows that this body is moved with a motion that is faster than
any other motion, so that it is moved in no time. This is absurd.27

Demonstrations of this kind, when they are set down in this manner, are
valid demonstrations. And only a person who is ignorant of what has
been explained concerning this topic in the Prior Analytics will find,
difficulties in them.
Thus we find that Avempace28 seems to deny the validity of these proofs
and he understands from the clear statements of Avicenna that there
exists doubt concerning these matters.29Therefore we find that most of
those who rely upon his30 books affirm as true that from the fact that the
heavens have31 infinite motions it does not follow that they possess an
immaterial mover.32 The reason for this error is that it is possible,
according to their opinion, that in an eternal body there exists
something composed of matter and form.
It is clear then that if the celestial body is [in motion], it must have an

26 I.e., the property of subsisting in its body.
27' This is another proof that an infinite force cannot inhere in a finite body. C(.

Physics VIII, 10, 266a, 24-266b, 6.
28 VNibx px 133 13K. Abu Bakr ibn al-Saig (ibn Bajjah) was known among the

Latins as Avempace.
29 I.e., that the mover of the celestial body is immaterial. Avempace holds with

Avicenna that the celestial bodies are composed of matter and form.
30 Can refer to either Avicenna or Avempace.
31 o'apn VK lV3' mViso 'rfan mjrunn, motus infmitos, quifinirentur in caelo. The

Hebrew text and the Latin translation made from it are obscure. Perhaps the
reading should be Vs iVrP instead of b* "fry.

32 I.e., an immaterial mover only. •
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line 94 appetitive power through which it is moved toward that mover that is its
final cause," that together with this appetitive power it must possess an
intelligence,34 and, furthermore, that that appetitive power, despite its
existence in a finite body, must be infinite. And in addition to all this,
the celestial body is simple in accordance with what we have said
before.
Aristotle has already proved this proposition" by means of other
demonstrations. One of these proofs proceeds as follows:3* inasmuch as
it has been shown that in the sublunar world there exist things moved in
virtue of themselves that are of such a nature that some of them generate
others in a series of infinite succession, as is the case of man generated
from man and horse from horse, and the like, it necessarily follows that
there exists something first moved in virtue of itself that is the cause of
the existence of this infinite number of moved movers." For it is possible

33 Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 1, lines 162 ff.; also chap. 4, lines 15 ff.
34 The form of the celestial body moves this body insofar as it conceives the

celestial intelligence.
35 That the celestial mover does not inhere in its body as form in matter.
36 The following proof is divided into two parts. First, it is shown that there exists

something first moved of itself, and afterwards that this first-moved is simple.
I. The first part of the proof is based on Aristotle's proof of the existence of a
first cause (cf. Metaphysics II, 2, especially 994a, 11-19): (1) In the sublunar
world there exist beings that are generated from other beings (for example, man
from man). Since the world, according to Aristotle, is eternal, this series is
infinite, i.e., it has no first member. I shall call this the horizontal series. (2) In
considering cause and effect, a series having three types of members is possible.
These three are: (a) something that is only a cause; (b) something that is a
cause and an effect; (c) something that is only an effect. I shall call this the
vertical series. (3) If there exists something that is both a cause and an effect it
can only exist if there exists something that is only a cause, for the vertical series
cannot go on to infinity. (4) The individual members of the horizontal series are
both cause and effect. Thus, even though they are infinite considered as
members of the horizontal series, as members of the vertical series they
ultimately presuppose something that is only a cause. This first cause is moved
of itself.

II. The second part of the proof shows that this first cause, which is moved of
itself, cannot be composed of matter and form: (1) The sublunar beings
undergo alteration because they are composed of matter and form. (2) The
heavens do not undergo alteration. (3) Therefore, they are not composed of
matter and form.

37 Horizontally, the series of mover and moved is infinite; vertically, it must end
in something first moved of itself (cf. previous note).
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that an infinite series exists accidentally, while it is impossible that line 102
something first moved exists accidentally." The reason is that those
causes that exist in virtue of themselves undoubtedly ascend to a first
cause existing in virtue of itself, and that in this series " there must exist a
first and a last member. And those causes that are infinite accidentally,40

and which have no first or last member in their series, are necessarily
derived from this first cause. Therefore, the mover of that which is
moved in virtue of itself is moved in virtue of itself, inasmuch as it is
first. Thus, by its very nature, it is impossible that it is moved
accidentally in the manner of those transient beings that are moved in
virtue of themselves. The reason is that in the case of everything moved
in virtue of itself in the sublunar sphere its motion follows upon
change41 and that change comes upon a body either from without or
from within. But in the case of that which is first moved in virtue of itself
its motion is not preceded by change since no body exists outside this
first-moved, nor is this first-moved composed of a form and a matter
that is in potentiality toward the substance, but this body is simple. And
by the term "simple" Aristotle means that the body has no other
potential matter except that which is potential in respect to place
only.
Inasmuch42 as the celestial body possesses a soul, and this by reason of
the fact that its motion is continuous, even though [its body] is finite of
itself, thus implying that it is moved by a form in it which is an appetitive
soul, and inasmuch also as that which possesses a soul is moved by

38 I added the phrase nwxo 11PSK 'K on the basis of the Latin. The sentence is still
somewhat obscure, but I take it to be a comment on the previous phrase. It
states that even though horizontally there exists an infinite number of causes
and effects, vertically the series must be reducible to something moved in virtue
of itself, not moved accidentally.

39 The vertical series.
40 Those causes that are both cause and effect and members of the horizontal

series.
41 In speaking of change in this passage, Averroes has in mind primarily

substantial change, that is, generation.
42 In the following, rather involved, passage Averroes sets out to demonstrate

once again that the motive force of the celestial bodies is an immaterial
intelligence. He mentions incidentally that this motive force moves the heavens
by being an object of thought for them.
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line 114 desire which this soul has for an object of desire, and, inasmuch again as
every body is finite in respect to potentiality, it is quite evident that, if
this appetitive power existed in this body insofar as it is a body only, it
would be finite in its motivity. And it is clear that the body acquires
eternity of motion from that mover toward which the motion is directed
as toward a final cause.41 And from all this it clearly follows concerning
the nature of this mover that it is an immaterial intellect and that the
heavens are moved toward it only insofar as they conceive it as an object
of thought.
If one were to imagine44 some celestial body in which there exists an
infinite force,45 it would follow that the motion of the whole and of the
part would be the same,4* and that each one of the things, existing in the
sublunar world, which are moved by the heavens, would come to an end
and the motion of the heavens would take place in no time. And this is
the meaning of what Aristotle says on this subject:47 if there were in the

43 Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 2, lines 59 ff.
44 In the passage that follows Averroes sets out to show that while the celestial

motive force is infinite in one respect it must be finite in another. For if it were
only infinite, the motion of the heavens and everything contained within them
would be instantaneous. This conclusion is absurd.
Having set down this proof, Averroes cites in its support a passage from the.De
Caelo which is based on the proposition that the celestial motive force is finite in
some respect (cf. below, n. 47).

45 The meaning of this passage is: "If one were to imagine some celestial body in
which there exists an infinite force which is infinite in all respects "

46 The motion of the heavens as a whole as well as that of its parts would be of
infinite velocity. Consequently this motion would be instantaneous.

47 The proof that follows is taken from the De Caelo. In the present discussion
Averroes is not interested in the proof as such but only in one of its premises,
which states that every finite body must possess a finite potentiality. From this
premise it follows that the motive force of the celestial body must be finite in
some respect. This passage from the De Caelo is important because Averroes
takes it to be the one in which Aristotle states explicitly that the celestial motive
force is finite in some respect (cf. quotation at the end of this note).
For a citation of the relevant portions of this passage from the De Caelo and
Averroes' Long Commentary on it, cf. above, chap. 3, n. 32. For Averroes'
discussion of the finiteness of the celestial motive force, cf. Hebrew text, chap. 3,
lines 52 ff. Cf. also, chap. 4, lines 30 ff.
The manner in which the celestial motive is finite, and the problems arising
from this proposition, are also discussed by Averroes in Long Commentary on
Physics VIII,' com. 79, Vol. IV, especially 426v, H-I, and 426v, M-427r, D. In
this discussion Averroes states: "Et haec dubitatio est fortior omnibus
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body possessing stars more stars than there are, this body would stand line 121
still since its moving force is finite above that which it moves. And if this
body stood still then the first mover could not impart to it continuity of
motion prevailing over the principle of destruction and thus its motion
would be destroyed. And if its motion were destroyed then it itself
would be destroyed by rest, and all those beings that exist in virtue of
motion would also be destroyed. Praised be He Who has provided this
world with the existence of this noble body that has finite motion in one
respect48 and infinite motion in another.49

Inasmuch as the movement of that which is first moved in virtue of itself
does not come to an end, and inasmuch as this first-moved is not moved
accidentally, for the mover which moves it as an efficient cause is the
same as that which moves it as a final cause,50 it is clear that the first
mover belonging to this first-moved is one and simple and also that
it cannot undergo alteration seeing that it produces motion con-
tinuously. And it is also clear that the first-moved is one and simple,
inasmuch as it is not moved accidentally, for if the first-moved were
composed of form and matter, it would be moved accidentally. All this
being so, it is evident that there exists a first mover which is simple and
unchangeable and which is necessarily immaterial. And it is also clear
that there exists something simple that is the first that is moved by the
prime mover, and that is the heavens. This is what we wanted to
explain.

Aristotle has already explained this matter by stating that if there exists
something composed of two opposites, and one of these opposites exists
separately, it follows that the other one also exists separately. For

dubitatioaibus, quae possunt accidere hie. Maxime cum Aristoteles expresse
dicit in secundo de caelo et mundo quod caeli est potentia finita: ubi reddit
causam quare non insunt caelo stellae maiores his quae sunt illi: si enim dicit
hoc esset, fatigaretur," "And this question [concerning the fmiteness of the
celestial motive force] is weightier than all those questions which may occur
here. Especially since Aristotle states explicitly in the second book of the De
Caelo that the heavens have a finite potentiality, in which passage he sets down
the reason why there do not inhere in the heavens more stars than there are in
them. For he states, that if they possessed more stars than they do, they would
be subject to fatigue..." (426v, L).

48 That is, in respect to intensity (pnn; vigor). Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 3, lines 61 ff.
49 That is, in respect to time (JOT3; in tempore). Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 3, lines 61 ff.
50 Cf. Hebrew text, chap. 1, lines 174-176.
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136 example, if there exists something moved, which in turn moves
something else, and if, furthermore, there exists something which, being
moved, does not move something else, it clearly follows from this that
there must exist something that produces motion without being moved,
this latter existing completely separate.51 Another example is the case of
color. For if there exists a color composed of whiteness and blackness,
for instance, red," and if, furthermore, black exists by itself, it follows
that white also exists by itself, separately from red.
Also," as Aristotle maintains, a principle must be prior by nature to that
of which it is a principle.54 The reason for this is that a principle does not
need for its existence that of which it is the principle. For if it had need of
it, then it would not be prior by nature, the reason being that something
that is prior by nature is of such a kind that, when it ceases to exist, then
that to which it is prior also ceases to exist.55 This being so, no form
subsisting in matter can be prior to the matter in the sense of prior by
nature.56 Therefore it is not true that there exists a first principle57

51 Cf. Metaphysics II, 2, especially 994a, 11-19.
52 According to Aristotle all intermediate colors are composed of black and white,

which are contraries. Cf. Physics I, 5, 188b, 24-25.
53 The following passage presents another proof that the celestial body is not

composed of matter and form: (1) The motive force of the celestial body does
not need the body for its existence, while the body, on the other hand, needs the
motive force. Thus the motive force of the celestial body, that is, its form, is by
nature prior to its body. (2) In transient beings the form is contemporaneous
with the matter, for the form cannot exist without the matter and vice versa. (3)
From this it follows that the celestial body cannot be composed of matter and
form.

54 Ax\s\o\\t,MetaphysicsW\\, 10,1087a,3-4: "...the element or principle is prior
to the things of which it is the principle or element."

55 Categories 12, 14b, 11-13: "for in those things, the being of each of which
implies that of the other, that which is in any way the cause may reasonably be
said to be by nature prior to the effect."
Physics VIII, 7,260b, 17-19: "A thing is said to be prior to other things when, if
it does not exist, the others will not exist, whereas it can exist without the
others."
Metaphysics V, II, 1019a, 1-4: "...others are called prior and posterior in
respect to nature..., i.e., those which can be.without other things, while the
others cannot be without them."

56 In transient substances matter in order to exist needs the form and vice versa.
57 Namely, an ultimate principle of motion, that is, the heavens.
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composed of form and matter. Furthermore, everything composite is ime 146
potentially simple and there is no eternal thing that has a power through
which it is dissolved.58These proofs that Aristotle uses in such a measure
are, as you can see, trustworthy and true.
May God be pleased with us that we have written concerning this
question, which is a most worthy one, and it is the most important one
about which philosophers have erred. This was written in Morocco in
the year 574" according to the reckoning of the founder60 of the
religion. It is finished. Praise be to God.

58 In composite substances the matter is one and simple in potentiality, but many
in actuality, while in the celestial bodies it is one and simple in actuality. This
statement implies another argument for the fact that the celestial body is not
composed of matter and form.

59 This date corresponds to the year 1178. Cf. Renan, Averroes, p. 64; also L.
Gauthier, Ibn Rochd (Averroes), (Paris, 1948), p. 13. Gauthier suggests that a
part of the De Substantia Orbis was written in 1178 and another part in 1179. He
identifies the date of our passage with the year 1179. Note that Gauthier
writes: "1178: Partue du commentaire (sic!) sur le Sermo de substantia
orbis...."

60 m̂ ? tnnnn poV, ad computum innovators legis. The Hebrew manuscripts read
mV umnnn pnV, but since there are other instances in which the translator
took an Arabic active for a passive (cf. above, chap. 1, n. 59), I accepted the text
of the Latin version. Cf. also, Steinschneider, Hebraische Ubersetzungen, p. 186.
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Knowledge
man's — of the celestial and

sublunar spheres compared
98

Kristeller, P. O. 26,2 27M 8J 86 8, 94

Kurland, S. 54W

Lacombe, G. 2672
Levi ben Gershom 27
Life

in celestial bodies 71-72
Light

calefactory action of 94-95
Living Being

predicated of celestial and
terrestrial substances
according to priority and
posteriority 90 90M

Lowy, M. 63M

Luminosity and Opacity
in celestial and terrestrial bodies

compared 92-94
predicated of celestial and

terrestrial bodies according to
equivocation 92 92^

Lutsky, M. 19,8

MacClintock, S. 26,4
Marcus Antonius Zimara 26 83M

Marx, A. 1938

Matter, "Matter," Matters
and "subject" compared 8232

11312 124
celestial and terrestrial—compared

121, 137J8

classification of 8022

exists in actuality only as visible,
form only as intelligible 89
89J7

nature of celestial 121124
see also Celestial Body, Form and

Matter, Prime Matter
Maynettus Maynetius Bononiensis

26 2676

Michael Scotus 7 17 17j,
Milky Way 93 9373

Missile 94
Moon

nature of 93-94
receives its light from the sun

93-94 94,j
spot in 94,6
Themistius' opinion concerning the

nature of 120
Morocco 15 137
Moses ben Joshua of Narbonne

(Narboni) 7 9 15 16 17 27 and
passim in notes

Moses Maimonides 72,8 96g2 98,, 992

praise of Aristotle 4415

on predication according to
equivocation 90«>

on proof of the existence of God
10527

Motion, Locomotion

and alteration distinguished 96

9684

— in terrestrial substances
75-76

— must take place in time
101-102

requires an unmoved mover 96
see also Change, Soul

Mover, Movers
celestial — finite in some

respect 13447

incorporeal (immaterial)
99-103 99, 124 126-127 126,,
133-134

of sublunar beings are corporeal
forces 99

see also Celestial Form
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Nardi, B. 26,5 27,o
Necessary

in virtue of another, possible
through itself 104-105
104:3:4

in virtue of itself 104-105 104:3 24

Nicolas Vitigozzi 26 2679

Nicolatus Vernia 14
Non-being, Privation

as factor in change 47-48 4821

Oliverius Arduinus (Oliverius
Senensis) 27

Pasinus, J. 14,j
Pico de la Mirandola 27
Pietro Pomponazzi 7 26 26^
Pines, S. 44,5

Planets 92-93
Ponzalli, R. 47,8

Poppi, A. 7 26,8
Possible, Possibility —see Necessary,

Potentiality
Posteriority

according to nature 62
according to time 62
see also Priority

Potentiality
and possibility 4822

and privation 121,}

in celestial bodies 121
see also Prime Matter

Power — see Force
Predication of Terms

according to equivocation 42 42g
90 90a, 92 92* 67 95 9581 9685

110 111
according to increase and

diminution 91
according to priority and

posteriority 42 42, 90 90^,
9161 92 92,6 67 95 9581 968S 97

according to stronger and weaker
91 9162

kinds of 416 90*,
Prime Matter

exists only insofar as it is visible
89 8957

how — is known 52 5235

how — receives quantitative
determination 5955

indeterminate three dimensions are
the first form of 56-57 5745 60

never without the indeterminate
three dimensions 55 5541 56
5745

not simple in actuality 54-55
one in number potentially not

actually 87-88 8749 50

potentiality as the nature of
50-52 50,0 5131

potentially many 60-62
potentially one and many 88-89
potentially receptive of

enumeration 59
Prime Mover

as principle of celestial motion

812, 97-98 113I8 117 117W

question concerning the nature of
123

simplicity of 135
see also Celestial Form

Priority
according to nature 85-86

8539 40 4I 42 136-137 13655

according to time 85-86
8 5 3 9 40 41 42

and posteriority predicated
according to cause and effect
91 91 t l

Privation — see Non-being,
Potentiality

Proposition, Propositions
ambiguous 128 128,
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no absurd and impossible
conclusion can follow from a—
that is false but possible
124-126 124g

no absurd and false conclusion can
follow from a — that is
possible 127-130

two kinds of contradictory
102,2

see also Syllogism
Psichari, H. 1731

Qualities, Four
in celestial and terrestrial bodies

compared 95-98
predicated of celestial and

terrestrial bodies according to
equivocation 95-98 958, 9785

Radulphus Brito 27
Renan, E. 173, 27 2787 „ ,2 M ,5 13759

Rest
earth at 122 12217

in celestial bodies 122-123
Robert of England 113lg

Ross, W.D. 42,j 5235

Saadia 93,3

Scotus, H. 15
Series

finite and infinite — of things
moved and moving 132-133

Sirat, Colette 14,, 2359

Solomon ibn Ayyub 7 8 13 132 14
22

Soul, Souls
as principle of celestial locomotion

77-79 77, 7824

as principle of terrestrial
locomotion 75-76 757 76,
81-82

celestial — are material forms
(Avicenna) 72-73 72,,

celestial — is immaterial 133-134
celestial — is incorporeal in one

sense, in another not
112-113

celestial — possesses only
appetitive power 113-116,

113,7
circular motion proper to 77-79

77,o 78,4

in celestial bodies 71-72 74-79 75,
81-83 130-131

in terrestrial beings 112-113
sensitive and imaginative — in

terrestrial beings 82 8233

Stars 94 106-107 10632 120 122 122,6
134-135

activities of — in producing the
four qualities 95

luminosity of 92-93
the same in nature as their spheres

92-93
Steinschneider, M. 13 13, 2 5 14

14, , n 15 15,, ,6 162, 17,, 2045

22M55 5,23 235,5,24,0 25 25,0 27
27,2 „ „ 44,j 73,o, 937J „ 107*
118,2 137(0

Subject — see Matter
Substantial Forms

are contraries 56-59 56<4
are divisible in virtue of the

divisibility of their subject 53
Sun

gives light to the moon 93-94 94,5

Themistius' opinion concerning

the nature of 120

Syllogism
by reductio ad absurdum 127,,
third figure of 123
see also Proposition

Themistius 281OO 120
Thomas Aquinas 26
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proof of the existence of
God 10527

Thorndike, L. 27W

Thought
in celestial body 71-72 71,4

object of— as principle of celestial
motion 81N

Tiberius Bacilerius Bononiensis 26
26,5

Time
as accident of the celestial sphere

85
every motion must take place in

101-102
Transparency

and non-transparency in celestial
and terrestrial bodies
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common to fire and air 56
and non-transparency compared

with calefaction 95
Tiirker, M. 90«,
Twersky, I. 416

Van den Bergh, S. 96g2 1042,
de Vaux, R. 17M 3, 18^

Walter Burley 26-27
Williams, G. H. 416

Wolfson.H.A. 132 414,428 44,5 4822
52M 5747 71* 72,8 9162 100* 10215

1O321 10424 10525 27 121,3

Zayed, S. 6366

Zotenberg, H.
235,

133 147 22j,
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ViVm oxya naxa

nynnn Vapa 'ypnn nurcn n'n' nxi ,Vapa ?"n ,Vysna ix Vyia n'n'» pa
7"i ,oiu?s n'n'un ,nmxi nana aama 'nVa n'n'» xin 'ixn ,n'Van 'nVa Vx 35
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'a nou ,'©'V© naxa
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naxa
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naxa

"roan xim .m^ysn ix iaxy ^ysa nViaa Ti^a na la xxa'P a^nnn
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nViaa ni^ysn Vapa yy Dtwn nvna D"J a"ina viVa xmw 'D1? nxiaa xim
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naxa

.nxunaa nray otf> px onmxw 'joa mn b>ysn nxi

sm 'Vrnna D'aaiia DHE> "osa .D'TODM D-nnn n^a-un

xin ,D2tt xinw nan neon wao -ra>x ,j?nnaî > n^an pxtz; na nix'xa nan 70

a^ina jaia î > n'Van pxw na nix'xai .inVit I N D^a-wn D'aian

D'lnn D'aiiV na ssmnam yjon moVnnna D"a'aE>n n'anan
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maipn V» 'ua n w a xin .n'nxan nvunn mx'a nVita nnrcxin tfpnnnn so
,nxirnp laa nvrooj
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naxa

ma Vran px nan ;nViaa x'n ran 'Vi'na na 73© uV Vaipa n'n
n»mn ?apa "a'arcn o-un n'n nxi ,Vapa V'n ,?ysna ix Vina n'n'u? pa
.mui 'Vrna aama vi7a n w o a"ina xm ran /ixanntz? laa ,rrVan 'n?aV
aama 7au> 'S7 ,imix xm n»x ,pB?xin snaV OIPD xuna 7"T ,DIB?D nm'oi
,p oxi .inViTV nsnnn nViaa xmu> laa ,mana Viapn nViaa 'Vvm misa 35
ii'x vnnv xm "a'a^n man xm ircx ias» nxoa yyunan nt nVuo

.aama xV DH»D maa »s;i3nanu;i# '7rna
nm Du?aa na 730; na unm nox nanpnn nV naxnn^ D'soia irm DXI
nViaa na "a'a»n onaaw uVap DXI ,nViaa a"j mi^yunm nVoa m»m

laxn i7xa ,ia nray 17 yxi ia ii'x nu?x ,17 yjan nan nVit 40
'7Tna xm nan nw 7V naa xVi Vj? X7 xmc; 17 nax' mia»a

mana a"nnn />ro |ax nt nax'u? laa ,"a'at»n Dnsn xm '7i'nm
iVioa nxann naa nai nn .TDD'U? 'nVaa losn1? mnu;Dx ia 'nsm

.D7i»m D'au?n nsoa pc;xin naxan
'man ,D'p7n ' i» 'mann mx'xan px awx ran ,p nT nm nwxai 45

aunn xm awn'u; *IU;DXB? laa ,imax»a -WSR inVn 'aoa 'mam /i
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ninw ^QB nn ,'rau?a. nxanno naa xm nm nymn nVoa 'n?a "B'awn 10
nViaa xm nm 'Vvna ns Vau; naixn naipnn nVixi .jam ninxai nyunn
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axs?a naxa
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xin poo x̂ ?a mi ,n̂ »v î> f K DTij? 13 nxna n w a Vx p y n rfryw

onVita lmVys-'c; na aioa n'n'tt? Vac ,ia ircx onpn xinn nxnn Vax iso
on xV J?3D DHB ntaa^u; naV na xxa' ~\wx Diann mn'tt? ias ,DJioa n w
nxii invn inn .Vp xVi naa xV V3O ̂ oa 03 nyunn xxan© ias nj? xVi

wnxn nva^xn iVxw ••isa ,yn' b>xm ,D3 onaxana
^siD ni'3'x *?x 03 ymn rbyw pso px nm on^ita

D'Vu? ]X33 ic;x ib>xn nva'xn vrr> xbc; IXT nnvm nan nxni nnvm iss
3"ina xwc? 'sV nimxi nanj73 nnaxi imv DXI ,DJioa onTivis^x

'a ma nxT nu;x mn .pirn nn ,^ssna irxw na niVvanan mia^n sioa
rrrvw msns 3'in' "?3x nbssna x^nu; 'DV niwxnn naanan nrx »xn

,m!?yDna Ti^a nT»3'X3 oana p^xnn oanan
.ssuna TiVa nxna 190

n'nsian nxna nVxu?n nxt3
.unaaip'3 p lotnx xin ,î ?xn omsin n^wana omx irap

V yjnw na w a n nt3 ̂ 3ina u»an n33E> inxi
naana nau?3i .]X33 Tain piosi n:n ,nt uaipaa D'pirnn Q"nVxn

p nVsun nasns unnau;a nnv onaaan i^xn nnana ub 195
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naxa

i r x xinu; ,ma lax'tz? naai .rcxV) D"a'aran D'am1? D'Drwan onpan
••a nn .nD^nna DnViSDB? n'xna orcn «iinwa Da ma'ann n'n'© pirn
,nvxan u;xn maai ,nmx nnnrcai mxxain mesa x'n rcxn ma'an
nin m 'sai .n"ivnm n"rtaxn nvnn njpa mna D"B'aipn D'BBJH ma'am

D"m"75?Dnn nva'xn p x'n ma'an ,o'j'a ->w ma'ann

i r x ma'am ,ia xm nu;x
na nnai 'at»nn rvD'xn yvnw na nnai^ '3isn .mvDon m»m

raj?' nnxpu?a ,nnpn ]ata D'aaian niVisro D'D'aan nax'c? na naxnn DXI
,»avm nipn Dnspi ,mn!?m mpn onspi ,mnVm Dinn Dnxpi ,u?avm Dinn
s?anxn t n w m D"a'ai2?n D'atznV D'Dnwan sanxn nva'xn vrv nr\

.mn'xai nanpai own i in^a onaxi
Dmu?D3a orx i .nia'ann |xaa î > D'jpa D"a'as;n D'aijn vn'u; n a n no
mpaa nxina xinn b>snDn n'n'tt? na rnj?a Vsnsa a"ina 'nVa xm 'a ,D'an
nvrw Tnu>an x1?! ssrwna n'n'u? a"ina Y>VW na >̂a px m ]vm ,xmn
n:nu?an n'n ox ,-ircxa nt nxn' naai .D'xsai naa Dnpan am ,mnc?
iaa |TOXT n:u>a xsa' x1? .n'Van 'nVa^ m iVm ,Dnna onm mncana
iaa nan©' xV mwa Vx p»n n!?a'u; mana nan .nrsn nsuna a'in'u? 175
'X Dipaa nyunnw on'3U> |'a Vrann Vax .ssnan* xV v :a ^x p y n

v :a imaxsa ssuna Va1? "?ax imasy sna nai bx nVanu>
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naxa

'̂£30 xinu; na 'S3 "a'awn mam .nViym D'awna IUDIX IDDB;

I'm nntp V'n ,jxaa iwx D^TDDH a'Biwa pyn "pna iniaxya
ny niTson mym niTsoa m pya iD^mv D'pVnm .i ixn xxan nya
m y a HXT rrrn mm? na^i fhaaVxa pyn laa jnaa nan nan na
iconx ia nax ,u?au;n xim /inbiTa mxn Vaj?' xinwi in»n ay iyaaa xinu? 145
vn'u? noTi .D^aaian nxu;a nnv p x n yaoV xioa nan lyatsu? n"an nsoa
/jumm mxn nao nn^iy nu;x nwDDm 'layn pya i s n y aOT0'awn o'aian
rnxna ,^sx ,pyn p v » 'IXT ^sa n:n .naV n ra xVx nt xsa' xb n'n DXI

.n^a'au^n c s r a
.mann nn o'lown D'inn D'auVi D"a'au?n n'auV n'srwan nnpanai 150
nsa laan1 "?axi .o^an nnu? naa iaam xV D^a'aron D'au;;nu; nxT IDDIXI
~\nv nw na iVov nc?xa yra nxTu; ma pyt:'i .na IIPX nyunn niTna
mpan wirw a"ina ""n̂ a xinu^ yaon nnxs; naa nax i .na nu?x rnsiyn
.D'asy on nu;x mia^xa a'^nn'^ laa aioa xb>i ]̂ aa x^ inaa mpa
xim m'nan nyunn nVn rrau? nao D'asian oian naoa I X T D'^nsam 155
I X T I .oian /pnnn iu;xa ww nix xinu? naa mxn I X T nnu; nn .mxnn
]a xinu; *>s>b ,u;xa nnnvan nnj?an p i r x ,mx iisn man V

143-142 ' l a xm K im [Nina; 141
144 u a n i n p i I 'jaiKsnniKsnn 143 ' S T m i V n 142

'3-]iB?n3E;nic7n3» 145 ' m ' 2 * [ m v j | na
'sa [mi'som] | r\2n iDVnn'psny 147 n n'n1© [vn'B; | HK [Jioa] 146
[D'amnp | ' j nxn a nsn [nxv isi a a n'man [D'n^jn 149 n
I n unna [}-n3 | n [D3 ium] 152 a man [2innn' | a "?ax [Vaxi | 'a
[inns 154 3 njpon [nnpnn | aa enmw [unmp | 2 ' <[n»3]> 153 a 13 pa

a Danv [vnv 156 a x'm [«im 155 a nnnn

141

142 T
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naxa

.nnpana n^aion "W D'a^aoa nn naa \»vw nxon naai .nnix̂ > ninxn
.isVnn' nt naai ,'aun 'n^ai 'aun

rmnwn xnp' nrcx xini 'atznn vaon xw nan la iDbnrr ircx nVix IBXII 38 2ai73
nunrcnn 'a nn .mxa oxyn nirw xV n»x onpan on nan oa la 'ac "iu?xi» 125
iu?x D'arcaa inva xmw inya nxT nw narwan oxy 'uw xinrc nsa ntn
xV n^x nnpan QVIXI .D'lDDjn D'mn o'au?an Dm nan D» nass aisn1

.in' D'arcan ''J©'? D'Dnwa on ron ,DnV x^un axy nanu?'
nu?x nTna'xi .mi'son iism mn'som .mpaa nsunn X'n i^x nVnm
n a r xmc? mi .Q'asan nvia'xm amsoan nvia^xn 'iisn V̂x nnV i a w no

,nT ay Vaxi .mTson -mm mn'son nao nn nvrsom 'layn
pyn laa nimxi nanpa nnaxa caunn 'awa mTsom

.on'j^a nxsam
own 'om^a Tn'» anp inT xin 'a nn .nawnm mxnn pya iDnnu?' |ai

unrr ojax ]xaa mxn o-'xn IDXW nn .mn'xi na^pa nnaxs v n ^ a 135
aiapa ni»x Diu?sn 'Tson ^xn

p^nn ^ay .n'aaian nm ,n')i>a'au?n D'arcan 'p^n nnsn nVy mnnc; naT
vn pVi ,0'aaiaa nt»x -nayna nxn: nn .baban ]a byoa 'TDDn xmn
nan ,ia m n'n ic;xai .m'a m nxru? na ixiaa nnvm ,nsp onsp n'Tipa
laa ,n'nu;xin vVy waonw na 'sa inx yao nn n'aron nsyi caaian 140

-\m> 124
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2'<[K'n]> 129 'njax [msn...nu;Ki] 125 s
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' Kin [mi 138 a **xn [niKn 137

123 wipv oVKn> D'jion I mxannV wps i"»7[]"S3» 122
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nanV pxrc locnx naxw na pVi .VvDa nan au; ,̂ >yDn Vx
.Vaunn nrcxa xVx nix'xa iV p* nmxntp laa nxv nrcxa x^x Vysa 105
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'n73»':am 27 ps[»»i3nai...K73] 27-26 wips i7] 'x i [ i3r x ' 1 I
wnp smaiani man laVnn'w s i n i x ias» nxoa svun'ttn sinvw ias
XX8JI>T7X I pna7[na7i I x [mi] 29 onpx [U'lsa] I »npx ixsnn [Dip 28
mn aim 31 wipx [D':'J»] | w ip <7»D3> nnx 30 wipx <i'7x nai

X DipB3 [31303 32 X mn D"BWn D1J ["B'a©n
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la maxa p » nai "a'awn man yaua Tipmc; naxan nn nnan 24 2am
T173 mn manu; DVIX naxn .7p xVi naa X7 ma xmun aama T1731 BIWD

px ps? xin ̂ "rosin D'mn D'aian VVJ? nnrc na 'S3 mixi nana aama
wu> na 73B? ">D7,773 ns 1a px xin '3 nn .uaa nxsnne; na »S7 773 1a poo
3"a nxiaai .oxya i » x nan V n ,Dnmon ••au? Vy m xin wax nw ns ia 5
'DV .nnosan D'inn nvanxn n m c n mix aioa nrx wmn' na nu?x misnw
,mpaa iasy nxsa vyuna n̂ m ,V,7 DXI nas DX n'n ,njioa nrrn iVx ,xmu;

.vau>na '3'a»a nxannrc na 'D3
nn»D3n '7S3* |na)tt>3 Vax .©sjn »ao aioa isao n'n'u? X7X nxttr> X7 ron
nyi:n7 n7nnn nna nnx .mvun 'n»7 niVnnn 'nc; na uxxa ,|xaa nu?x 10
n'3tt>n nVnnnm ,n7va Vxi noa 7x nsnann x">m .nrna na »'3a? ]̂ x ,mi»'n
nir'X n'uan nyun1? isnnn nxin n»nnn uxsai .nipaa pnsnn nsun n7nnn

.nmaan Vx m a n mxVn inro;' p?i .13
n'nnun ,12b o;s3n aioa x'n "B'aon man nsnan n?nnn n^nnu; a'ina mn
^B;x^^ .U?DJ x'nu> naa ODJV mnvan nyunn x^n aiaoa s?aoa nt»x nsunn 15
yjmna n 'n^ i ,naa xVi 7p x? om n'n'^ 17 nmn ntn saun mn ,]a m nvi
xin '7vnm isaipaci ,7p xVi naa xV i a x ' na .n'wa na ia n'n'» X7 ,aiaoa

inx .jwKnn nwa p^Knn nDK»n> j njisrt <nan p nnx .Julian n»Nan> a n^sn o"3
' j DVIKI [O^IK 2 ' pynsi []'3» nm | •>! M U D [yaua | 'n njisntp na? <T'2
[mix I j nsnnu; [mixna; 6 ' j a ' n n [Vn 5 a [ha] | •> J?DO 12 pa ps° 4

^ya | n inan^D []na3»3 9 s V? p̂ K 7 ' j yanxn [nyanxn | 1 nms
| j isnna nonnn 12 '» pa [Dna | n m"?nnn/n/ 10 'naas

na3xVnaa...xV 16 ax p i 2K p^Kai 15 amsruntninan 14 K
J 'Vi'n pVi'nm | J misa ipaen psaipattn | j niuan [rruja 17 ' i Vp

nai pa...nai | u;npx mpn?
i33nvB;ia3p'Vy...'D3 3 B^nps[mj]2 unpx-

6 s nxiaa pV [3"Jnxi3a | x DODHH [onmon 5 (ynpx p:aa...xin] 4-3
p nansi nvrftx u;xpnTnvnVx[DnoBnn\n?K 7 i»npx[D

wnpioaj | p isaus psau 9 w o" i i x> p
prna...] 'Ki] u »n [oa] 10 unx o"n V

15 »np<n'axyn>n'u:n | xtpnynn] | »px[n^nnn] 12
yaun <w 3ina> nan 16 x [mnvan] | wnpx aiaos iV n»x [aiaoa

l 18-17
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nxsa naxa

xin onxn '3 nn .ma mxn iaa n'm ,imax»a Vwa n'n nb naa iss
Dnan "?yo nxannrc naV ,^aai .Dipaa ysninai ,ppinrca ,'n xin pi .pVna

nxunacn (xoma maiy 'nba x'nrc irrnx pya nxann ,'nxj xmo; ntn
.-row nin n'n ,p m n'n iVxrc 'sV ,nmxi naina aama 'n!?a

n iVxn canan nwsj nrcxa ;D'so>snan nxp p m innax'w nai
mnsjn up Djax nnun .xonj viVaa na»'» x'i' ,onnana nmx on 190

pxu? na» a"nrr nine? 'sV ,iV p » px naxa xin mnan* 'nVan nms
Tosin nmn »aon© 'sV ,niua iVa nn .inbita mnsan n3p' 'nsi nvnV isaua

.luonx '»nu? y-pu> 'aV nxiaa iVa nn .irfota mnsan bap' xV
nnmx 'as» n»'T 'aoa D'awn nxy na naxan nta nxann naa nan
nana irbx lsran n»x D'nsoa nxiaa mxsai inaxu; na ba |'xi .nnnam 195
mix nx'atz; naa a'ina xin mspi oa nxiaa mxxai msp bax ioonx
iran xV anooa mVa naa iVa mw vnana nxnam /mron nwx onooa
a .baVan axsa main ntn naxan xnpai .nnaab n'^'an bxm .vnooa ii'bx

dim .QB?inn nn lawn n»x T O px naxaa mn n»a 'nax nnv xin
.nVmnn ibi ,,"?xV nawm .nVyinn Vnan naxan 200

'

189 J nmais [maiy 187
191 naK [mnx:n...'>:Da] 192-190 'nxppjp 190

' I'N [rxi^ I ' sin© [n:ntp I ' naxan paxa | ' D^an TiVaa J nan viVan [nvnan
Dx» I a <**n> nanan 194 n nnVna i nn"?iTB] 193 ' tosjm nooin 192
j uxsai pnKxa] 195 1 "B'awn [O'aipn | 2-> <*'BE;*> » DX» [O'BOT
n iKiaa [aina 196 1 yin pyjn 195 nx pKi3a...DnDDa] 196-195

pK 199 i<inan'>VKm 198 1 [KV...i3urjn] 197
I 2'n >̂nj [Vmn 200 2' <[n'?mnn...Dl7c?3]> 200-199

a [nVmnn

13 P3BB 185

| Tp mxn [Kin | w\pv <ia> pVna 186
I »npx [p QJ] 189 Bnpx nKttnis [KKTHS 187 ipx viai

V] I ©nps Dnans [Dnnam 190 st [D^a'sipn] | û Tpx loVenn1? O'Vnnan
.nans on© V m up onw "̂n p up nans nn» Vn pjp 03BK Dnan | B?npx[Kttn3

I unpx pVs] 193 Xf[njija i^a nn] 192 np o'sc p"nn' 191 w up
n mam Dnmsmna Dsyi i^px [Dnnam...':sa] 195-194 tmpst Vancrn© [VT»
,inso3it:onKanKiaBinKSB)insp<p'3>.i83nBK3n'n»nB nn pny'jn;..pn 197-195
...nK'3H7 nBB.197-196 1 <U8B> 1X138195 »pX inBKBB 3VinB Kin
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nasa

nnaiy DVN D"B'awn w&iin nvnxw raNnb> l o t m - sr>3TO na

nVit D^a^arcn canan lyyttn11 na "IWN nmxn 'a nax^u; naiN̂ > r.Ni
on nmn 'Vva NVI /naaV nain nVita vnnp.a'im nwxun -.wsnarv an'VN
lyy i in 'naTONvn©inx /lyyurvoa"TON KV.yisjniivnn'^xTONnvnxn no
nmxn vn ,p-rr>n iVx 'a .op^nnna nipVnna v f o vn DNI .o-nana nvns
vn ,nt n'n oxi .cxwun mysmnna msvunai QrpN^ua ma'p Dnn
n'n niaxya ssnina n>r\ DK ysianano; 'sV rD'No;i3n pVnnna D'pVnna
f x , p DKI .mpaa pVnna ;vn mpaa rrn DNI ,DWJ ^ixn ,maxva pVnna
vb>N nwNB* -nyunn na# imx nmxn njwn latzrna D"B?a©n D'anaa 175
nrvn , p nr n̂ n DNI .naiana iD^nrv oiaKi ,nv»a nnN mix on ̂ >aN .nninn
nVnnn.n'in'iw la IWDN 'N SVIJIVB; na n^n y r w na 'a ,nb"iaB
D'anaa Vaanam V>aipan n'nw naVi ,ioonN imaN'rc na 'sa ̂ r

.DnnN niaipaa nNann naa lVa nn .nnN ̂ a^
.Dipaa nsunm Da nNXB3n npwnn nsa WSJ ̂ ya Dn© D'Bipa IBNJ OJBNI

">n •"a'aw oua Nine; 'JDB Nin DIDN ,ntn D^aa n»N npwnm
mn n'n ,TNU; 'DV ,ipVnnna p^nna la na 'asa x!? imaxya ppin^a

xin nVnnn 'JDB NV ,ia n»N nViaan n^nnnn -osa ysnana Nino; 1a
pVna Vau?a n'n I\>KI .V'aoa Ninon 'n Nin» la naNi mn pya i .ia

.n'n'c pvr ,D'nw 167 a nms/n/tt> [nmw 166
[on'^x 169 J D"a'»n [O"a'»»n | J <ncn> IWK 168 n Tn'̂ n'n DK© > n'n'
' p m 1 QJ nT [p I aa <Kin> '3 171 nx mnsn [nmsn no - X on'Vs
massa I •> D'yjnuiavn DK D'SJnyinnwoV [»m«ia...'iDV 173 'n"]nn [onn 172
nK <mas»a p'rnnnainvn V"\> 2mpoa | K DJ bn n [D»J 'nxi] 174 - K /<DK>/
I ' n J a K oa [na 175 1 <mas»a p^nna wvn 'rsn>' a <masya pVnnaa nnvn ':in>

178-177 nKnsiinainjisna | JDiaxVaKtojaxi 176 'naaK n»K P^KB
' naK'» J imaKH; pmaK'» 178 'inViT[nViT 177 a [na

la I n pmassappinira] 182 'JK'niKinl i<Dn>ittw is 1 nK['V»a] iso
' i K'n [Kin 183 •> ia pVnna b

unrnp-ana [ywer na 166
169 unpx <Dna>nVii 168 c oasya [on'Kurua 167 x nnaKV

...KV] no" -r ' w KVnwK Dnannp KVBTI [K^I I wnpx naKjn»K onun p i n '
u;Dn'pVnnna[DpVnnna | xvnunp'nDKi-m sDmp'n»nnx | unpx[2iwnjn'
I » on'KEnj [D'KBnm | n D'KBnja [Dn'KEnja 172 x vn [n'n | s-'<D'a©j V'i>
wnp <ma> x <nmsna> nninn 175 , wnpx'[pVnnan'n] 174-173 " u»nps [n'n]
»'j'©na'as »'j'tt?a»3nin'wsV»'rtt;na'a[»jn3n'»...'a 177"' XKVI[D38KI 176
'Da pmaK'u? na''D3 178 n [na nVn »':'©] | © »'j'iP3 »irun'» na 'a p
tt>px[maipa]a | »npsnaK3n«3n^ 179 ipsna^paVi |

u;nps"<Ksam>"na 182 s ' ' s'nmnn'bK [nminm iso
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naxa

n'm ,0'pman D'Vspa arvo o''B'arcn n'aian p»a nxia nvw> naVi
i73p' xVi ,Dnnix 'JSB X7X* n'Vsaian D'prnan i73p'a; aa IPOX

Kin ,nnoD3n nnnn nmsa pvn IBS .n'Vaaia 'n?sn D'pman nwxaxa 150
,nnDDJ mm nnms vrrv UBB 3'irr X7 -IB?X nxnn ?y anix i73p'tp 3"ina
?3p' K7i ,vnnw mysaxa mircxn nVap* D'prnan Vapa nVvn n'n̂ u? xini
irpmaa p»n IBS ,tr»7ajiD 'nVa ?wn ,roa 1a D'pma rnvxaxa vnnix
TID'3 nwx Q'pman vn ' 7ax .ntn nann mis o» fi^xnn nana nu?x

.vniVuoB nVwo "a'awn 155
K7 n33u>n orpKrua ni7n onmxw •"B'Bwn D'anana 17 nxann© naVi
nnw na nsa on'sunaa iVw xV on» ma naon^i .Dn'xcrw pVnnna ipVnrr
1117733 on Vax ,xwi33 nTB» nnV |»K i7«n nmxnw nxsnn ,mp7nna
nan ,ip?nnn3 mpVnna vn xVi xurun 733 mVn vrrw3.,onw »s? ,mx'XB3
X7 77331 ,p7na X71 733 X7 1JBB 17in' XV Dn» 'SV ,XWU3 nTBy Dn? f X 160

.p7nna 'nVas X7i p7nna3

#»jri3rv n'Vx nu;x x'n ssurv na n»x misn n'nnu; a"ina |3 QJ ,nt nvnsi
x'n yyiarv ns nc;x mixn n'nn K7 on'Kwua nnais nn -mx nmsnu? 'DV
D7wnB7 ' i s yyunn 'iixn ,nxinn nn mix p i .yjnarv n'Vx nwx misn
]3 DJ inn .s?srun»w3 van max rvrw nnx ,n73 nnyun nan ,rnnx miss i6s

nKmas»3KVmaxs3[mysaN3...nl7ap is2 'Dmixtnmms | ' H J S K [KVK] 149
ntVn 153 ip'nvnx...xVi] 153-152 'j3maxy3K?imas»3
156 •> a'a'acn a "a'an ["a'awn 155 2K <pn?3]>

157 n pi^n [nrtn | a vnnww a Dmixu; [Dnmsc | 1 o'aiin p [D'anjna
j ??aa KVI p?n3xb> [pVns...2^1? 160 'a vnira p'«nw 159 HK naom
' nai 164 T I ]n [on 163 - 2 ' <mixn> n MTI {KVI | J n'nniya [nvmu' 162

a nVia [n̂ >a 165 3* bs\

'3DB> onnw':sa | w o'Vanam [D'Vanan 149 unpx [D'pmon...n'ni] 149-148
[2Dnmx I u?np i7ap'ip n»DK 'Ki [lVap1 KVI | X <pma 'V3 Dn nvaxyn IVKE;
vn'w I unpx nxnn m by piinn ?y | ©npx D'pman [Dnix 151 »npx nmxn
u;.n,7X<n'8xa3> D'pma | unpx nmxn [vnmx 153 npnmsnvn'wionmx

V I | 1 <V"i>, Dn'K^ua 1S6 • c T p x i a n a n i c s 154
I »npDKBn]XKttn3n[DiTKBni 157 W J ? X V W > T I X xbv

7 159 x onwBnja [Kurua | wnpx O7>n»ann 158
«n x DKenaa ip?nn' tdw a"n [KEnja nray. . . nin 160-159

[K?..- . 'B? 163--.- wnpx p [ja DJ 162 •. »npx na pJ»»-160
np ivyiin' [ » j n w | - « n p x tftv V T .on'RHnja nnaiy on IIPX (x vrmwa) nmxa1

na ssmnn | x < V a > i » n p <7a>.pi I np lyinan' [yyiw | ©npx, [irnxn] 164
I unpx n'nnw a«nn' [nan 165. wnpx naxy nK a^vm na yyunnw. [OVBMP

x a-j yyun' K? ox y in xVw inx [yyi3n'wa...nnx'| wnpx nnyan [nnsnjn -
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mvxaxs wxv inx .B'BIWO m m iv rxV© naiVs'.O'pman mvxaxs

pbnnns mp!rnnan nmss p^nm Vsn ns i i^n TJDB nsias I K ' 3 1 .o'prnan

KVI ;nVi3a v f a VSS ^ssrnVwa BUNS ns XXB'W -IPDX v t o xwrc ,BXB?U

• • • ^ ••• . ' • ' - ' - • " .nVna BUNS nVna 'n^n no KXB'

nvB^arcn mnsn NXBI I^KH nianpnn iswnn n^xsi 135

onV pKI ,^3 Nunm DJ'X i^xn ninsnts nta tf> -iVia

•isn an1? pxi ,ppm Vnan iVsp K >̂I ,n33 D'3*i on 'Vvn anVpNi .D'pman

.'»3on »au>3 nn .n^isa TI^B Vans niVyis anms nvna s ina 1̂ 3 nn

DHB; nxsnn ,n^i»m a'arcna pwxns iVxn o^anan »3O3 p ai npn

f x Vwn ">p x^i 133 xV»3D xin a»3t3 '31 noitt>s Dnjnjnu?

a'Vpm B'T33n B'aisn '3 iV nxsnn nwxsi .nibps xVi 13133 nxn'©

art> |'x a '^ 'a^n a^anan nsn^nw .iV ixsnm n'SDn'snyiin

pxi ,BIDS3 xVi B'in TIVS î >xn B'a*un '3 ma T^m ,ni3Dnnn

pbnnns nipVnns anms vn*i ,nnu?xn nVsp B'pman Vspa xu?u anV

,isn anmss pxa'anan iVxw aVivm a^awn p pwxns nax inn .axwu 145

B3 n^x'nib'nnnn p anyun nvna IBX»3 m TVinrc IBS ,xttni an^ pxi

msnin

I?SD']> 133 J [n'pman. . .nmta] 132-131
n[2nViD8] 134 n ['nViDa.-.x1?!] 134-133 i [nVi3a. . .xVi] 135-133
a nVyiD amis [rvftyiD Dnms 138 »D'pmaa [D'prnan 137 J ji'K [orx 136

[Kin] I i amxnv tonsun© 140 nx P^NH] | '»a »3BB[»3t:3 139
142 nN m i [D'aian | > nKin'E' pnKn'wi4 i 2 K <[»3t>]>

J rvoDnnm [msDnnn tCn 143 J m j m w [nsiin© | 'J D'SDH [rrson | •> omsun©
inn 1 4 5 " np^>nn3Kpbnnas[p^nnna | inp t7nnaDmixrp?H[nipVnna...vrrn 144

146 i Dnnisaion H D H Drvmxs |-:ji <onV>»[j'K] | ' J < ] " 3 S >
[msnin 03 147-146 'J onunn [onsnin | 1 onvna [nvna | 1 [ I D S » 3 ]

"'• ...IK'31] 134-132 lOipS [O'pMBn.'..inK] 132-131 *
134 ©psiKtNVi I wp<nVi3S'nt?3>n3 133
nn nwK3i pVKn..".n©K3i '13s » p x nVi3B

on 137 ' » n p <a i pmanm»saN3>»nps 3«n [niBnVnVia 136 " - w usa
» p s ' » 3 u n K ' D I D I V D S r>y3on » B W 3 ' | » n p s o«3nn> 1^3 138* \
[ H U W D onsninw 140" np nK'arx 3"j nxann pK3nn | n [DVism] | W [ | 3 D J ] 139
nionn nwxsv | n nsis I K ni^pa [mVpa KVI 13133 - H I «• ">' wnpx'mmwD nn'ni»i:nB7

142 ' 'vxD'Vpni«[O'Vpm | »n i^nKanmx

Tnvwpx'3Dai,ii»pViK3nm I'ttnp nvaon
inn i45-"fr"B»Tpx vrrw p'nin44' -,©npx [ma] |wnpX'[m3Dnn
»npx Dnwjrun [Dnsn3n"i46J •' •' ̂  [oVisni] I »npxnamzops» na inn pnax
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naxa

XSBJ mis 7»a xin© nsa la ixsa' max nrre> V"n ,puwin naina D'xsaan

7"n ,B7maa naina D'xsaan nrcton D'pman p y '3 ' r o px arcn pVi us
mis 'nVaa "UPDX 'X naxi .ia o'Vanan n'pman p y xm .D^ana 'nban
nna .D'aranprc la im .ia D'pman Vin tmp ]iu?xn iana Vinn nrroxn
,jopni Wnn mVapa vrv X7i .^vnn pVnna mp7nna iVxn nmsn vn1 X7o;
Dn? i^nna isn Qn? n'n X7i ,DXU?II pVnna mpVnna "•n'pa ni'nsi vrvvn
mnvan nxm misn TiVa 773 mis 'Vpnn Vap' X7 ,m n'n iVxi .xunaa 120

• .13

nsa cinn D'j'jyV mxsain i?xn niVaon iuonx7 nxann nu?xai
V"n ,noDnm ninn nVxn mxsajn a'c;n mi3y3 ircx ,onms isai

xVi n'm Ti7a nnc; D f lB'aw D'anan I'jya iV ixanm .nmwsja onaiyn
D'pman Vina p?nnm nuann Vap' xuni nnV n'n'w ana pVn* .DHODJ 125
pbm .nsoas nnx n33 o'an vn'c;i ,misn Vin rnip tfrnn 1a D'o'rman
ni7y£in ni7i3ai .nxunj p?nna mpVnna vrvv D"a'au;n D'awn nmsa
naa 7na» DXU^U p^nnns mp7nnan nmsa ?an ns '3 'JOB nni73na

ni7n nms vn1 xVu; a"n niVna 'n?a nni7iys xsa nisxsi 130

-l n am [Qnw | a '3isn [Vn 113
j[ i3] 116 ua'nsniV'T | i a p v n t p » I no"3'JKroi3K['ro)3X 115 n NSB1

1 D'pVnna [mp^nns " 8 m3"irr [ " ' rn I N [Vin] | ipu?xnn[iwKi i n
' <]3> m 120 ' i p"?nna [^nna 119 n [mp7nna...p7nn3] 119-118
ni»KDi <iun ]3 *iaK> a nxsnn -HPIOI <na;n ]3 nax> •> n K nxsnn icrioi <i"3 nax> -122
[nVxn I a amis [onms 123 J avivb [D'rwV | ' m^joa [m^jon | J
I ' . I JSN iV D7S7J [pVn 125 ' Q"urNa [D'arKn | '33 'ny i [7"T | J IVKHB »
mix "?H3m> nsoas | J n'n'un p'.TBn | a Vn [Vin 126" ' i a pVnnnm [pVnnm
[vn1 I n onViys 2 ' [DmViss uo 'max [pVnn...Vni] 129-128 1

113
Q'pman 117 u»TpxnaK|3VinsKi 116 xn'jnpwn 115 n [VSIDS] 114
•WK n Qnannx ps onainxn^K [nna | \ nps lnirsr ma [131m | wnps
Uupni...KVi I ttnpxnp7nnamixnn'nnx?w[mp7nno...x'?i» us
••nV3 n'nxj nvimm [mpVnna...vn'unii9 u;npx pVnnn Vspn xV pVi
vVy X3' ̂ D^ nV n'n xVi [2Dn7...xVi | wipv nxttni. [DXttna | wnpx npVnna
D'-inn-m ©ipx [mixn] ! wnp <nnx> xttnjs 120 i»ipx
nixxajn |.unpx tnixn [ommx 123 wipx xanin [oxen] | wnpx
nwun [n33 D'an.vn'im 126 wnp pV] | 10 o" i> nxanm 124 B7np
pVnn 129 • unpxnn'BwimVsnaiomVsm 128 w nas D'3T n'n>Bn

bV n onwns n:n .D'pman msxBxa naina (x nmxn) on'nmx IXXB' DX.'S) -
DnTimx [nvnx 130 »px <(H7 DKttnj) KBTHH pVnna D'pVnna onu; ni

XUT1J3 [DXET133



naxa

tnx xinu? Dy /Vvnn rrn xV IVKI .nnx mix nnx nya uaa xxan
nxya mixn nn'm .nnix Vapa rrn nc?x mixn ja any n̂ n vb ,naa can

xbi V̂a lrnixa.ony nvptz; nrcsx 'x ntn xumn rrm ,xmn xuron 100
- , -.nnVit D'ipi* x'nn mixn
Q'pman Viap nxa in ' man nnix Vap' DIBX ntn xoun n^nrcnaVi

nnx xmrc* ,mann3 nnx mix x^x bsp' xV DX xwune;* nxsnn ,n\>nn
p̂ nn"1 x^ xinun ,^33 xVi nas xb> ,VVa* 'isn 13 pxon u^mas nooaa
maan ^ p 1 XVET ,nt3 nsom .ip!?nnn313 naaiwn mixn p^nnn xVi ,mix3 105
05 mixn nn'm miX3 pVnna nvi in^p' DXU? 'D̂ > .mixn n̂ »3p rnip nVnn

mViyDnniVisai ,xtwjn pVnnna V"n ,ip^nnna npVnno p
pVnnr,ppm bixn Vspnw x'nn mixs -VVSH n->m ,xinn

xVi ,nxc?i3 pVnna pVnn xVi ,ppm "man !?3pn xV mix ]xas nxxaa DXI
nxtb x^uno; nxii xin ,ns^nnn3 'Jixn ,mixn p̂ >nnn3 p^nna xonin 110
^m inx x^x ,D'pman 13 ixxa' xtoi ,D'3itt>xn tD'pma 13 lVim ib mixn
anpan ^33 p y n laa ,jatn 'sV nnx xV mx'xan 'DV nnx:b"'n ,mixn

xn 99 '3 'VIVT pVi'nn | J naa [nsa 98
[KVI I •• nrnisn J misa prmsn | a!?x2K<r'N]> 100 n [nmN] | 'j<nnxn>
1 D"l?T 'H3N D"pn [DiiTl 101 J n'TDD'U^ 'H3K TDO'E' fOS'^ I > N"™1

nK3nm[KinH; | 'nj3K Kin»[DN Ncmnip | aoV>iK3nn 103 1 'in [nipVipn 102
I 'HJ3K [Vtt] I 2 ' <[UI?ma3]> 104 )DK KET13 DS© n«3nm 'H3N DX
I nnVaj? pn^3j?' 106 ' J 3 « I 7 [ K V B ' | 'J3n3onBn[n3om 10s niKini»
I •>! Kuni [Kurun | ' j 'nxn t̂ "T I > vp^rinns pp^nnns 107 ' n'm 2 ' [n
n nvnsn [masn | ' -^ssn J S N VSIDH 2K [mViysn | '»3 nViaai
a nnVnnns [no^nnns n o 3K Ka?i3pKBn3 | I N V [ ' X V I 109 2'<[p>nni]> 108
n»x nvprnun V'T 2K [iam.,.V"T 112 'n»3<K^K> x /<K>X>/ J ns -ps 111
n"pman':ixn '3 "jam "pman n w s a s I H ; X nvpman 'Jin K VJmn "pman mx'saa
"pman mx'saa law nvpman V"T |»:WJ ia3> p m 'Db | > "pman

113-112 n

ja 99 x ODOB3> 2nnx | ©njyx piaa] 98
'nnnmxn 101-, t»npxiK[KVi 100 , CTpxnnKnmixnnKTa[mixn

102 - ^mnKmixB>ninmpmnKmixmnn'ixnn^T«;iin'n[nnViiD'ipTi
[Kino? I xjmanns] | pnxsnn^3Kpionn 103 urnp<mnnKnTiK>x<nTinKm
n33io;n] | unpx [pbnnn] | v [K^IJ IOS . w lxunai p IKBTHB? X Kanan nTtt>;
I unpxnmxnf'nTixn xnnKKVx[mip 106 ,?xn3onun[n3om |. unpx p3 .
urnpx [p DJ] 107-106 w.npx mixm [nnxn nn'm iitt»n,?x Vsp? pn^sp"
I trp.mixnVspnfpi^pnf K'nnnmxs log xvmVi»D[mViyDn-|-x[p!7nnn3] io7'
inv [jopni Vnjn 109 . - -r\p pVnn [p!?nm | unpx ninDinnvnupm bim

I unpxnVnn[D'JTOin 111- xnpVnnns[noVnnns• 110 •„- .ttnpx.mnoi
V33] | »Tpx ]'3KI [^p 112".. tt»ipx [O'prnan-



naxa

Vx naVmn nmxn xunma any nm'tz; -IU;DX 'X ,maan baaia -rnx prcaa

xa' -vox xunia tzmn'c; p ai ircsx n'n xVi ,T,sn x'n ,Tosam ona TODnn

nmsn im'© aina pVi ,Vvsn Vx nana ma'©' Vsnoa xb> QX apya vV» ss

nmsn xurun ^>api» ,nasn na n»a p a nnx Va Tosnrc ny casn iVxn

naxi pbo .nnx xtzma vn [am] D'asn nmom nmx TO ]aVi .ia nann

p x n'BiED D'a^j ixsa' nx pVi .nan nsai -]sn isa n'Vssnano;

onV n'n' xVwi nnoM x^i mm 'n^a vrvw lVxn nmxa a'nn' ,n'asn

•iniroa 90

mxxajn nosn nao® ^V ™ann naa nm ,mxnB; laa iVa m n'n nu?xai

.mnva mis i"? |'x ^niwan xanmi ,anmsa xsam nvaonn xm onmm

[i©x] maanni ,paa msVnnan nmsa n'n' i©x niaann Vapa naa xm

.ppm Vraa nm' ircxi .nsoaa msVnnan nmsa n

ini'm ,p*?nnnn i^ap' nwx cpman nVnn xu;im nt Viap ,i^a nta naom 95

msVnnan nmxn i n ' ^apa nm' xV n'pma V»a nm' xV ox 'a .naa D'an

Diax nm Vax .D'D^nnan D'pVna '3ixn ,)'aa moVnnan nmxn xVi ,nsoaa

K3' 85-84 J pnn non | 'a sin [K'n 84 ' j maai [mnsn | j nnx [inK 83
[3'inD I a na'u?' payvr | n [V»sn...in3'nr] | nn VK [DK 85 J K3' VV» p ' ^
I jnDDnn»[n3Dnna | jDnannK'nK]nmnK[jnnnnK | nnVxnpVKn 86 j r i r r
I 'nan QKi[oni 87 J [nan... 'pVi] 88-87 'HJ3K Nttnjnaiosm [Kttmn Vsjn
| i ntPKD nwxai 91 J oniixV [Dnms^ | SK KSB1 pKsa1 88 ' nan'
[Ksannvssnn | K ' tmrnpumm 9i n /<nnes3n>/ noon |
| n D'D^nnan [mo^nnan 93 ' i x Qnmss [Dnmss | a mxxajn masnn
n'n'n^anm D'aVnnan> J nmsV pnmsa 94 T U 3 K [2n»N] | nias [j'aa]
' nVnnnn [pbrinnn | n ̂ 3j» pVsp' | a IVKS pbs 95 a pupai [ppm | n <nms3
[D'pVns | nn psoM] 97 a n'n [2nvr | 'a n'n '« <['n'n']> | a xbx [K1? 96

[D's^nnan | n

s masn Vsaia niKsaan nnK KBTHS [ma3n...]3)TB3 83
Vaaia nwsas t masn VSJIB nixsaan nnx pVns p mean •nna xsaan ins
K̂> DK mixna mown n"n nDn...naVinn 84-83 wnpx <]sVi> masn | u; masn
...tvn] 85-84 w\p nmsn icsna KVDK KBDW nmsnaDTIS n

V 86
p 88 »nps pns...om] 87

Vapa 93- unpxiionnnjn.pnTn'mttNOi n^ . - i ^xs i 9i wip orrnsV
'D1? x rmixn 'DVI aiosmn^nnan nvmn 'DV [nmss n'n' nn?K | x <i »̂Dn>
I w\p rvnixn 'D1? [nmxs n'n' 94 x [mD^nnan...m)Bnm] 94-93 ' wnp'nmsn
I"unpx^3pH7[Visp 95 "»npxmnoinnv'D^tppmVma | xnooaaipDoaa
x baanan pman p nnK'D'̂ apani o'Vsaia TiVsn [pVnnnn.'.nwK | x pV onp V
[D'an 96" w-Vaxion pman D'̂ span 1 D'̂ aaia iiVan p D'̂ snan D'prnan V
D'J8T3 K"7K [D'D^nnan...'nn 97 wnpx prna ^sa [D'prna V»a | ipipx 31

unpx [n'n] I'wnpx D'DVnnan

n'



naxa

y~r ,nmxn Vab D'snnwa cVaaia viVan D'pma nixnfa n^ixi .iaxy
nri QHV ''DV ,ppx-in 'Vrnn ona ony n w « b o^aaia 'nVan•

mixn nrrm.prna xVa prnai DTO xVa nwa XXBJ irn ,nny 70
nmxn p»a run ,xcnin V» mam apya nxai .naonna

y n ,ma»ann mix -rawa .unna HKTU> na oy D'aoa iVa nn
.T»ixn 'j?rnaa ianj7i nrrpmaa nooin o'an mp' D'aa

orrnvan o'pman n'Vam.D'>an mix xwwn o'ws' .caV xxa1 Vna.maa
jai -.Tixn mix nVaj?a onnvan n^man maai Tixn mix bip^ ,n'aa 75
•TO non'n vpma m e xV Tixnu? V'n ,rixa Tij?n mix m
ona fbi nwx onr.Q'uVniBn D'prnan DVIXI .CBH mix »innm
•nj?an nxu; trips' x^» iaa pwxnn nann DD'WS1' XV nin .o
ircx mTSDn-iaa-nnri nna D'jwn IX D'asnnan ca^jn >̂aV

- - - • • * • . . .Tixm »xn la lsmcr so
aj?»a vVy xam mwKi rwawn pu?xnn naina nu?x nxtn mixn nn^nw naVi
DHB DVHP nan xunan Vap'» nwsx ">KW nnx ,rnann nxa [traxyn mixn]

I i Q'pman [D'pma;68
I 1 va' [n'n' 69 • n <nmxn "?Db o'Dnnwa D'bajia 'n^an D'pman© » T > nmxn
[on'pmaa | x niDoin [nsom | 3 nnp'] 73 > [' D»J] 70 J mis ona [ona ony
'a is ['TiKn...nwK3i 75-73 1 'pmaa ppmaa | j m p i panpi |
a nnvan o'an 'prna maaai o'an rmsa utman B©DV D'BV Vna invn m»'» bx w j '

[nVspa | J mxni [maai 75 HK D'8 [D'an | '3 mas Vni [Viumas 74
[UIPD'B; 77 i<DVijft>vno' | 'ja'i isn [Vn | n« Vssn [Vson 76

I 'j3NjU'3»n[n33tfn 8i . j oVman [u^mas 78 j<pDK>D'an
n p a [ona | ' j o w p i w ; | 3'/n3n/ | TIJSK [rraxsn nmsn] 82 -, - j

nmsn *?zw KSB "HMOI [nmsn...DyiNi 68
69 u;nps <xo'jwxn> D^3»iB'nV3

misnvm»nx,nv3Dn_(WTmssnnanK"!)nvaoinnmsnvm [nsanna.^nn'ni 71-70
nt V» apsa iN3i [xanan V»...nKai 71 - -p nvson nvat^jn nmxn IN ira
xma'annmisnNni'3t^£'B...nwKa | tt;npsBnnD»[«nn3..rDV 72 p
iV>nnn TX VITJI nooin o'an inp' [nDoin...inp' 73 unp ma'ann mix HKIJ '3
wTpx rnixa (wnp IKBTIJ) Kttnjrr BWDT [mix.. .B'PD' 74 wp Vit'JI nooin D»an nnpV

75 - »npx D'an'pmas inyan niB3nai [D'B3...jr>3m 75-74
77-76 - • • JT [nt ion]-76 . «npx mira

.Dm 78-77 t»npx V3pi.[«nnnm 77
unpx [B!WD'] I vftpt nanna IOPDV NV pann...KV 78 , i uVmas.omnnp'
m i x ^ n n«"< 81 i D'Bm n i x n i 80 n,Dna.invIK wfX-inT IK finn 79
]3Vi [n'BX»n...K3ni -82-81- T V3Jia 'nVsii pmon«V"i »px>.3Jia 'n^sn pmaa
I »npx[an8aaixa] |,tt>np[n'ax»aanixa] 82 xmssanaanmxa 3p»3vbsmx

. unpx aia K«n3a[RBnja ' v



naxa

yau xm ,pu?xnn 'Vimm iiwxin nann xnp' ic;x V'n .nviasyn nmsn

xsaj yau xVi mnva mis i!? px pVi .'asyn ibnan nan V n ,nan

.nmsn Va ̂ apa n'n nsn nta .nan xm wax iasy box

' IPX xrcun yao pai xonm m ia» Dsyn' ircx nan pa Vrann Vax

mxxama xm xtzmn nn ,misn ^x insa nax' max nan 'a ,ma nan nta ss

iaa ,on'a xbx nvs n»p' ]aVi .naa nn'asy n»x omasya

pVnnnn n'm ,nm xu;i3n pb'nnna mpVnna ni'asyn nmsn xsau> na^i 21 ,xi68

xunm ma pwxnn namo y r ,maa Vya xinu^ naa xunm nrV xsa' n^ax

D'pman xsau; naVi .DUN ixnp' n^x ni»V»n D'pman xm 60

» T .^aaia ona maaa mis mis "rnvim ,nmsn Va oa ism^ '

nmsn nyan nnx xV nx ,D'3nnxn Vysai D'Vaaia n'pma Q'pman

p DJ xsa xm 'a .^yoa D'xsam Dnpan ixu;a pyn laa ,ia nviasyn

nnc; DJ'jya nxsnn na>x om ,!?ysa nu>x Dsyn '» 'x onpan â1? xc;im

.naa ircx xu^um nmsna D'aania 65

inx ,uws i r x xmo n'umnan D'ipan nm xunm Viapa p DJ n'xn npVi

isnna mVysnnw 'DV ,nnpan Vap1? 13 IWDX nm xV Vysa mu;D nm iVxu;

[!?"n I > Qasyn [nviassn 51
I J '"nan [i^ian | j<NinKinn> '3<xin> n [2nan] | ' j a ' J i n [V'n 52 u a ' : i n
3 ' 'a ' poV ja'oa 3 ' [misn...VaK] 55-54 ' j nsn mm pxn nm 53 n pV]
Kunjn sin DXSI .ia nara nan D3as nan na 'nax [Dssn'...ia] | J /<n»K>/ Vnann 54
I 'H3K [nan 'a ma] | z Kinn nan as [nan ma 55 J oxvn' n©K Kiman yaua Vna'

I b>i<iErTpnaK> 58 anwpv<nwp'>/iaVi 56 j[njaK]
2'<[DB'J]> I nx [n»^ir;n ...n©K] 60 'nnaVi<n"anaK> | a naVi

62 j mix [mis mis 61 sa i!?Nn [nVNn | 1 'in [nrcVero
[o:']»a I ' j <^» nsann | ' nn [om 64 3 ' /KSB/ | a nxttN pKisa | J pa] 63

67 'J 'KinxaKnnxpnN | i<Kin©mbysnn>xmw 66 ' J D T T J B

'bvnm] I wni?x [xnf» nirx] 51
53 wnpxn3n<w>V"i 52

w<nT> p i I wxo"j>VaK 54 wnps <nann> n'n | wnpxmaipsnma
n'ns] nVnnm> p <Qmas»a nixsama n'ns: nVnnn xm xcnm m I?3x> Dmaxsn 56

,imas»3> naa | tyips DBSS nwx [on'ass n©x | en <DniBS»a niRxajna
IK Va»a> ni'S | » <miBS»a> p <naa

psr i [ 3n ' | x xcniV [xunan mV 59
mas Qna nnx V3Vns;x [l?ajiB...nn'nm 61 unpx [n^xn] | t pxnp1] 60

[D'pma] 62 uHpxixx8'BM©Dxn'nx'?iP[vn'K'7!P j »npx nnva
pnnxn bsss [Q':nnxn bsoi\ \ »npx D'Vajisn [D^SJIB

[xxa xm '3 I 1 [trxxajn] 63 wnpx n'ax»n mixn [niiaxsn nmxn 63-62
D'aninan 66 «npx <i]aa>nx3nn | wnpxo'XEnjnixttnm 64 nxxau^pxxxai

x "WDB [̂ yaa 67 | wnpx <ia>



naxa

•»i3U7 mn' nb .nnircwa D'naisn o'axsn nvaxva fin onxna "»iat» xm pa
ixnp' nox nnxnn iaa .DYuaxVi oawa tab nnn onxnn D^aion D'P'xn
nnxna ">nv xm pai .onpa ixnp' ircx nnaxana nt nVin nvaai nva'x
ntn i'am .oaxs? bv mian DTUI nn'marca nnV D'Vaion D'P'xn 'uu? i m ' 35

.Tosm n'in xnp' ircx xm
n'Wia onan nna inx Vaa xsa ̂ wn |a l^xn DTBH ^©a Vantsn
xu?i] nnV n'rr nw Dn̂ ©1? xsa ircx o^ian nnann Q!?IXI . tnm'a
p DJ xsai .xuni vftaa on^ nu>sx 'X nsnanm 'uwn 'a ,'uon Vapa nnx
irxc; na mnrr max 'a ,nmtPB nmn mx'saa 'xan xin "mrm monpw 40
']»a nnx Va nvna 'xin xin XB?iia DTipn mn^sxn mx^sa pi .XXBJ

nnnnnn naaa n'n'w na 'xana 'a p DJ xsai .mnrr xV yaaan '
iVxn D'asnnanun ,nnx nno n'n'i ,Q'aDnn pac; nai n'aon nnnnnn

.mism m»nn nm .n^i^xnn n'asnnan
n'n1 nu?x »urcn xsa xm n:n D"iitt>n '3tt> Da msn 1 nwx D'nann DVIXI 45
mis iV nmn xVun ,̂ s;Da xxai nan xu;nn nm1 tfrw a^in1 on'asya D^'XV
vb DX nmxn nx© ̂ ap1 xb ,na nsvn1 mix î> nnm oxt? 'sV ,na nsy n'n1

nxi .inx x^ii x̂ >x nnx misV n'n'u; pn ' xV» inx ,xmn mixn ^ioaa
nai» 'sb ,Vapa x^i ̂ ssna 'n^a nm ,Vvsa xsai DIU?S DX» p oa n'n'
Vapan mn xunm sao n'n mVi .Vssa xin© nsa Vysac; na Vap' xV Vysau? 50

n Qnwnipa [Dnun 33 HK pn Kin [pn | n <K'n> Dnsna 32
|n piawnn 36 n /<D'ro>/ ixnp' | J Dnnxan p [nnnsnna 34

| nj!73non[̂ Dnu;n 37 m o w nun noon nin noom mn | J isnp1

2' < [nnnnnn vVxi]> 43 J nnn' [ninn* | ' s'n [Kin 40 1 inn pnx 39
n msnn pinon' 45 ' D'son [D'ssnn | x D^snn [D'son | nK mnnn [nnnnnn

48 naK PDV...'DV] 49-47 j naa pai 46 a a oVxn> D"DKI

xVi [niVi so ' n'n p \ r 49 ' mix

33 wipx IK...IK [Kin |'m...Kin pa 34-32
[Dmn onwawa 35 n p D"13» piw 34 » mai n p niaa K!?I X m a IK [oma
•nnva 38 unpxDa[nnainKboa 37 s;npx[DassV»minn] |

i...'a] 39 wnj7sr <npam'assni3B?an»Kntranon
mnn [nmn 40 \»Tps 3"j msn niaipi piyn...xsai 40-39

pi 41 »Tps <nmn»w na ma DJaio> v? Da npx [Dn'jwa] | n nooani mnn
unpx nnnnnn »ra 'iwa nnK Vaa [D'ran...nvna 42-41 wnpx <Ksaj>
nai] I wnpx [nnnnnn] 43 n nain nnnnn wpx mn nain nnnnn [nnnnnn 42
D«iwn '3»a nrn nvaDnnsn [VK IVS' iVKn D'asnnannn 44-43 »Tpx [O'aonn p w
nvasnn [D^IIvxnn D'annnan 44 » i p VK nVv mn nvaDnnun x Vx nVy
oxjm' [na DX» rrrv 47 x iJBTn 'i*a ':w wip [D"i3wn']»] 45 unpx pcxin
nnvinxxBnjVn'ni»pn'xVii;nnx nnx...nnx 48 wipx [na DXOT] | wnpx na
m[K«run so wnpx<n3n>V»Da | ©npxipDJ] 49 nnnxmixa

10



naxa

pan D'a'DDa vi^a /ftxn D'arcja n'xxaan /iVxn D'yaon 'JU? nvn
cansn vm ,IDD3 XVI mn ̂ nVa "a'awn msnrc mvoD i»wa nxiaa xm
nnnx 'nxim nowm mnn mao vn'rc p iv XV 'a ,wio*n D'm î >xx nu?x
'aw lViavu? naa 7iprau? xin ojax nxun ircx mn , p p y n mn -wxai .paa 20

/rossm mnn mia ircx D'yaon 'JPB "a'arcn mia nu;x iVxn n'yaon
xin i n n "o .loonxa nnann i^xa mix ̂ npiw na nia m'pnn n^nnm
nni' xVi ,uaa max nnr n»T D'Jiwxnna mxxaja i ^ x sran xV n^x
i n r n xinu; yaoa '©uxn nsnn xin w in |DVI .nno an i n r xVi ,mpso

iaa .pVi .mx xin n^xa /iVaun in^Ta mxn inrww naa pirn 25
saua imao matV ^nnai .maana vVs p^a iwx xm .

nax I P X nai ,nmsi naina caania nnrc r r r n^xi ,i
p tf>x nan yaoa nrayn !?x nna pnyj Tiy .oa D'xsajn mism nainn

.is^nrr'W naai isnnwrc naa ^ IST .o^a^own o^anan
n»x am ,|xaa nmaxya DHaiyn D'^'xn xsau; nâ > IDDIXO; naxn 6 2ni67
">w mn ̂ wn ranwo xsa» ,nxn!? nxna nna urx Va pny

I 1 n^xn nK ['I^KHJ |'» D ' M U [O'»aon 17

j DHODJI [QHOD: 19 'srovwaimvwa 18

i noonm poDjm | nax D'sau [2D'»aon 21 a iViajs; pViavw | 1 m [n'n 20
24 s <»aua> nvin 23 1 mn [mn | j n^nnm [nVnnm 22

| 3'/nna/•> [nan 25 jnnvpnTn | <xin2 ' [Kin
a TniaoVxri pijaobNn 26 J naxw pBN'^ | j xinn; naa [Kin

nainn 28 J IB?K TIDO pmao | » Kin© aa Kim [Kin | ' YHSONn n
I 's <ia> lann^'c 29 •>» ' a n [nan | 1 pv\si ipnsi | j mixi nain
<ivn ]3K naK> a naxn o a m p naK> K naKii < V K naK> 30 J <ia>
'a j DiVmuonK 'a a JIBO-IKO? [IBDIKIT | •> naKi <Ta naK> n naKJi <T3 naK> 1

Ksa | J <IHK> WX | a Vapnsi [j?ny | s 'ass [D'oxs 31 ' IBOIK

oTinn> s n^«^ D'aws] 17
mnn man posjm mnn 19 unpx D'anim [D'anm vm | unps [ IWDH] 18
•na aaiv IU;K .iVxn D'yaon 'jw vn tf?v nViJ pVi> wnps [j'aa] 20 unj?
» <Dinn ona ssnv na?K .D'saun ' j» D» Jioa nnnK K^I j'aa onrm ,"B'a»n
nVnnnnjnx.nTnrpnnnVnnnn:n[nTB...nVnnm 22 unj?iM^K»[D'V3Bn w a 21
p:npVw 22 wps pD^nn'w...na] 29-22 wn.ni3nvpnnnVnnnn:m p .n
pno 24 n D':wKnn D'^Kna [D'jwKina | T [niKsaaaj | n [nnn] 23 n
I ni^3©ap^3Bnin»Ta 25 TeniKn yaBansTKimnjn[yaD3...injn
I n <ma> n'r | T JK33 IVH PJVXK I © K 27 n V'nnKi [VTUIJI 26 1 laai paa ,pVi

n D'aiia [D'aisn ja 29-28 n sann [nrasn | n aiwx [pnw 28 n naK piaK
»np on x [om] | »np [jKaa] | T IDOIKE? I B K I wps luonm poonxw IBKJI 30

D'J'B I B> KSB1 [KSB | tPTpS inK^ TflK IKHB pKn^ IKnB | ttnpjf [DnB...Va] 31



nun

nn ."a'arcn man ana aanv ircx onsin »3DB nipmw mn naxas nron 9

Dinn D'anaa pyn iaa ,D'y3D 'arca 33iia "B'arcn man© nxsnn n33 '3

n'inn 'asa iVxn o'yson 'arc nix'sa ,1̂ X3 nxsrv mnc; X7X

••3 .mj?B3 DH> nxxajn nyunn 'ioa D"a'arcn canas nxanm ,oa
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